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RF/VIDEO MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS
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I1NAOHM EP741FMS
Frequency Rai e:

38.9N11Iz to 860MHz, continuously adjustable via

Frequency Reading

TV Bands - 4 digit counter with IOOKIIz resolution
FM Band - 5 digit counter with 10KHz resolution
Reading Accuracy: reference Xtal +/- I digit

Function:
TV Monitor

NORMAL:
ZOOM
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Panorama:

Panoramic display of the frequency spectrum within the selected band and of tuning
marker.
a

portion of the spectrum around the tuned frequency.

Measurement:

20 to 40dB. Static measurement of received signal. Scale calibrated in dBuV (at top
of picture tube) to rms value of signal level.

DC/AC Voltmeter:

5to50V.

Measurement

20 to 130dBuV in ten 10dB attenuation steps for all bands. -60 to 130dBuV in nine
10dB steps for I.F.

Analogue

r.
m

picture only
to I horizontal magnification of picture

Panorama Expansion Adjustable expansion of

ottCSSJ(111Cwt1G

geared -down vernier
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JZpicture
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Range:

Measurement

Indication:
Ideo Output:

ANALOGUE: brightness stripe against calibrated scale superimposed on picture tube.
The stripe length is proportional to the sync peak of the video signal.
BNC connector. IVpp maximum on 7501.

DC Output:

+12V/50mA maximum. Power supply source for boosters and conveners.

TV Receiver:

Tunes in and displays CCIR system

Additional

(I)

Features:

stereo earphones.

PRICE:

£1344.00

I

TV signals. Other standards upon request.

Video input 7501. (2) 12V input for external car battery. (3) Output connector for
nett, excluding V.A.T. and Carriage

------- -,
UNAOHM EP742
FIELD STRENGTH METER'SPECTR['M ANALYZER
Specification as EP74I + Synthesized Tuning 99 channels. Programme Storage.
(EP815 Satellite Converter can be added as illustrated)

.14098.00 nett, excluding V.A.T. and

PRICE

Carriage

,''

UN&OIHM EP815

T.\ SAI'ELLITE
.

,.[ww:7lrimim n

CON% ER'I'ER

Frequency Range of 950MI lz to 1750M1 lz. Frequency is continuously adjustable through

Input Signal:

a

geared -down

control.

Frequency Reading: Throughout the frequency niter of the associated field strength meter.
Input Signal Level:

From 20 to IOOdItuV in two ranges -20 to 70 and 70 to 100.

Power Source:

Available at BNC input connectors
maximum external.

Salas Indication:

Continuity, overload and short circuit conditions of power circuit
lights

Demodulation:

FM for PAL and SECAM coding. Switching to MAC system is provided together with
room for an optional MAC decoder.

Audio Subcarrier:

5.5MI le to 7.5MI

PRICE:

£536.20
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follows: 15V DC/0.5A internal or 25V DC
are all shown by
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continuously adjustable. Provision for an automatic frequency control.

nett, excluding V.A.T. and Carriage
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UNAOHM EH 1000
TELETEXT AND VIDEO ANALYZER
Function:

Eye Pattern: display of RF and video -frequency teletext signals by means of eye
pattern diagrams both in linear representation and lissajous figures (0 and X). Line
selection: display of video signals and line by line selection. Measurement of
modulation depth. Teletext: monitoring of teletext pages.

RF Input:

Frequency Range: 45 to 860M11z. Frequency synthesis, 99 channel recall facility,
50Kllz resolution, 30 channel digital memory. Level: 40 to 120dBuV; attenuator
continuously adjustable. Indication of the minimum level for a correct operation of
the instruments. Impedance: 750. Connector type: BNC.

Video Frequenct

Input:

Minimum Voltage: I Vpp. Impedance: 750 or 10K02 in case of a through -signal.
Connector type: BNC

Teletext Input:

Voltage:

I

Teletext Clock

Voltage:

I

Input:

Oscilloscope:

-TAYLOR BROS (OLDHAM) LTD.
BISLEY STREET WORKS, LEE STREET,
OLDHAM, ENGLAND. OL8 EE
1

I.

TEL: 061-652-3221

TELEX: 669911 FAX: 061 626 1736

MOMS

-

Vpp/7501. Measurement: Aperture of eye pattern; linear or Lissajous
figures, selectable. Indication: directly on the picture tube. A calibrated scale
shows percentage of eye pattern aperture. Error: the instrument introduces an error
of less than or equal to 5% with video input and 20% with RF input. Jitter on regetid
clock: less than or equal to 25ns. Line selector: Selection of any TV line between the
2nd and the 625th scanning cycle by means of a 3 digit thumbwheel switch.

VERTICAL CIIANNEL: Sensitivity: 0.5 to 2Vpp/cm. Frequency Response: DC to
10M111. Rise time: pre & overshoot less than or equal to 2%. Input Coupling: AC.
Input Impedance: 7501/50pF.
TIME BASE: Sweep Range: 20 to I Oms (1.1/2 frames): 32: 64/192us (12: 1: 3 lines).
Linearity: +/-3%. Horizontal Width: 10 divisions: x5 magnification.

O

VISA

Vpp175fi.

PRICE:

£2030.()0

nett. excluding \'.A.

1
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and C:Irrt.tec
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the digital multimeter which comes with
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Starting cad. An introduction
to productivity tools.

ELECTRONICS

In the next issue. New Wave
Microwave. The\ueust issue of
Electronics & Wireless World will
present a series of articles charting the
rise and rise of microwave technology.
1 he advent of satellite broadcasting has
changed the price structure of
microwave technology dramatically.
Microwaves belong exclusively to the
military no longer.
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Typical PC -based cad station with PCB
design in progress, using PADS -PCB

fro Aicrotel which is to be described
in a future issue.
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Designed for professional communicators, such as police and customs, the
AERIAL

AEL 2230 also meets the needs of other orgarisatiena wko require unlimited

channel capacity with full 2 to 30 MHz frequency =crape at sensible cost.

ALT

The AEL 2231 is a 15 channel factory programmed version for less
demanding operational regu.renents.

Ultra Compact 100
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Mcbie and Fixed station

PEP and CW

Full 2 to 30 MHz keypad tuning in '01 Hz steps
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Our HM2O5.2 must be an award winner...
01,

Masterclass
OSCILLOSCOPES
For those

who compare

With the phenomenal success of the HM205, with its Component Tester
feature, pioneered ay Hameg, we now take pleasure in introducing the
HM205-2. This improved version contains all the previous features, but
has increased capabilities in the following orecs.
R

MHz analogue bandwidth for
lull general purpose apphcot ons
pro. d vg any s gna shope large

Increased sampling rate of SMHz
giving o digital timeoase range of
20ps cm to 5s cm wit, automatic
refresh every sweep

20

Dot joining facility os a front
panel push button combines the
waveform samples to form a solid
continuous trace

A

Memory of 1024x8 bits per channel

Maximum sensitivity of 2mV per
division meows even the smallest
c gnals can now be seen triggered
ono srorec for careful e.am,notion

provides h gn resolution capture or
comp ex signals tor os long as
requ,red

a

small

digital timebase of Ss-2Ns per

division manes

t Doss o e to see o
soi,o p dire of o s,gno from kilohertz
rugir crow^ to 05 Hertz

because at £527 it deserves
the prize of the year:
74-78 Collingdon Street, Luton, Bedfordshire, LUl

1

RX Telephone (0582) 413174 Telex
('AItll

825484
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The UK's largest electronics show, British Electronics Week, is over for
another year. We hope that it will be the last. Opinion, perhaps, but a
widely held one if the results of a straw poll among the people who
attended and exhibited was anything to go by.
One couldn't possibly deny the sheer scale of the "Week" as the organizers
like to call it. It occupies virtually the entire floor -space of Olympia for its
three day duration. It has swallowed up the old ECIF event, much of
lnternepcon and a few others besides. One couldn't possibly think of not
exhibiting or attending; or could one?
The opinion of the largest exhibitors: "We spend £50 000 putting the stand
together and we don't really know what we get for the money". Of course
they don't. They exhibit for the image. They've already identified the major
business prospects with a field sales force.
The smaller companies have to pay upwards of £4000 for their stands. They
look for "good" enquiries and try not to think about the additional costs
involved in keeping highly qualified people cooped up on a stand for a few
days, touting for custom from visitors walking the aisles.
Then consider opinions from the visitors themselves. Some will work for
large companies who can afford to send people down to the bottom half of the
country. Others live in the South East and can reasonably endure the miseries
of a short journey to Olympia. The remainder of the electronics industry has
to do without the dubious benefits of British Electronics Week.
The event has now reached such a size that, unless you organize a visit very
carefully, you have little hope in seeing all that you really wish to see and of
meeting all the people you would really wish to meet. The situation has
elements of Catch 22. You've got to know what you want to see before you
see it but you can't know what you want to see until you have. The earlier,
smaller venues offered a showcase; the design engineer looking for ideas
could wander around and see everything, not missing anything. The only
consequences a visitor can now guarantee are mental numbness and aching
feet.
The answer may lie in the staging of small, specialist shows, preferably on a
regional basis. This merely reflects the way in which electronics professionals
work. Most concentrate within a particular design area; for example, digital,
micro, linear. The problems in attending distant venues remain and it seems
unrealistic to expect small companies to exhibit at more than a couple of
shows in any year.
It could be that you have just picked up the answer in the magazine you are
now holding. The UK's technical press leads the world in its variety,
specialization, content and readership. Electronics & Wireless World plans
more than its fair share of coverage for electronics professionals.
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your precise
requirements

From £534'
(We are assuming that you already have an IBMTM or

t;

compatible).
Thurlby's DS -PC Link package connects a Thurlby
Digital Storage Adaptor to an IBM compatible, creating
a flexible digital storage oscilloscope of great
sophistication with a performance of instruments
costing up to ten times as much!

wide range

- over 60 models

The DS -PC Link comprises disk -based software and
an interface cable to link the DSA and PC. It provides

high quality

fast, high resolution colour (or monochrome)
waveform display, a full set of DSO facilities and
a

software support in 7 programming

special PC features, including disk -based storage,
intelligent cursor control and hard copy output.

DSA511

Two channel adaptor 20MS/s £585
ITwo channel adaptor 10MS/s £395*

DS -PC Link

i

DSA524

Interface Package

£139`

Prices exclude VAT

Thurlby Electronics manufactures and distributes a
wide range of electronic test equipment. Send now for
the full data.

Thurlby
Burrel Road, St. Ives, Huntington, Cambs PE17 4LE
Fax: 0480 64832 Tel: 0480 63570

languages
IBM-PC/XT/AT compatible
Call us today on

for

a

042121 6527

free full colour product selector chart

Fairchild
Fairchild Ltd Eastpoint Burgoyne Rood Thornhill Southampton SO2 6PB

Tel:042121 6527 Fax:042121 6583
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RESEARCH NOTES

Super -fast transistor out in the cold?
Quantum electronics is a subject that's
guaranteed to make many of us feel
we're beginning to lose touch with reality. Its main contention - that electrons
are waves - somehow doesn't seem to
square with the familiar mental image of
little black halls threading their way
through atomic lattices. And despite
the fact that most of us were treated to
liberal doses of the wave/particle duality
of electromagnetic radiation at school.
its analogue in electron behaviour
seems remote.
Small wonder then that most of today's devices exploit only the particle
character of the electron. relying as they
do on diffusion or charge density modulation. Tunnel diodes and quantum well devices are among the few exceptions. Yet theoreticians have known for
some time that quantum effects hold out
a tremendous potential for increased
performance: in simple terms. waves
are taster and cleaner than particles.
One of the most interesting proposals
recently discussed (Appl.Phys.Lett.
Vol. 54. No 350) is a design for transis-

ate

electron

Phase shift
due to gate

beams

potential

Coherent

Source

Drain

Beams out of phase

tors based on quantum interference
between parallel waves of electrons. It's
a hit like holography. in which small
phase changes between two coherent
beams of light lead to interference patterns or holograms. In the case of the
quantum transistor. the effective path
length of one of two electron beams
would he modulated by applying a voltage to a gate electrode. The two sets of
waves arriving at the drain would then
interfere constructively or destructively. depending sensitively on the gate
voltage.
So beautiful is the concept that you
might be forgiven for wondering why
you can't order such devices off the

Brew your own chips
If ultra -low temperatures are difficult to achieve. then ultra -tiny
dimensions may prove the easiest
route to exploiting quantum effects
in electronics. Certainly there's a
greatly renewed interest in low dimensional structures such as quantum wells and super -lattices. But
what about semiconductor particles
in which quantization occurs not just
in one dimension, but in three?
In very small colloidal particles,
less than I00nm in diameter, size
quantization results in a new class of
materials with properties intermediate between those of a single atom
and those of a hulk solid. Confinement of electron -hole pairs leads to
an increased conduction band -gap
and hence interesting new properties.
But if this sounds like another
example of over -funded physicists
tinkering around with bizarre and
useless states of matter, it's worth
noting that Nature may have already
learned to exploit quantum semiconductors.
('.T. Dame ron et al. from the
University of Utah have shown (Nature Vol. 338. No 6216) that two
varieties of yeasts can biologically

July 1989

shelf. especially as their speed and noise
performance would he exceptional by
any standards.
The first major obstacle is that such a
device would require a pair of electron
beams with a high and consistent phase
coherence. As yet this hasn't been unequivocally demonstrated in solids, the
problem being that electrons continually interact with impurities, dislocations
and lattice vibrations to prevent any sort
of coherence. except user extremely
short distances.
Many theoreticians are now of the
opinion that these difficulties can either
he allowed for or eliminated by operating the device at a temperature close to
absolute zero. Gerhard Fasol of the
Cavendish Laboratory (Nature Vol. 338
No 6215) thinks that the phase coherence length for electrons in gallium
arsenide heterojunctions should he of
the order of 5µm at 0.1K - a temperature too low even for liquid helium. So
Sol's quantum interference transistor.
whilst miraculous in theory. would he
impracticable at present.

Ear on the universe
synthesize cadmium sulphide crystals on this almost sub -microscopic
scale. They do it ostensibly to get rid
of cadmium, a substance that is normally poisonous in its bulk form, by
transforming it to quantum -sized
crystals in which form it is stable and
harmless to the yeasts.
When such crystals were extracted
from the yeasts. the Utah researchers found that they were perfectly
uniform in size and had extremely
consistent physical properties.
Further research has shown that,
far from being biological rarities.
quantum -sized semiconductor crystals are probably quite common in

nature.
More interesting still is the possibility that cells such as yeasts might
he harnessed by man to grow the raw
materials for a 'whole new class of
electronic devices, especially solar
cells, lasers and other optical devices. In fact it doesn't go beyond the
bounds of reasonable speculation to
imagine electronics raw materials
that are brewed for their precise
application as you or I would tailor
other yeast by-products... a tin of
I3ootshury's ReadíBrew and a good
fermentation lock.
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A sub -millimetre -wave telescope with a
10 metre diameter dish antenna has
been designed to scan the heavens
through what. up till now. has been a
closed windo\. It's a joint venture
between the Max-Planck-Institut für
Radioastronomie in Bonn and the University of Arizona.
Normally radio waves of less than a
millimetre are strongly absorbed by
water vapour in the atmosphere: so to
work effectively the new telescope is to
be installed next year on the 3300m
summit of Mount Graham. some 150km
from Tucson, Arizona. This places it
above the hulk of the vapour and will
enable it to get a clearer picture of
millimetre emissions from space.
The telescope. manufactured by two
German firms, is reported (!)eutscher
Forschungsdiensv Vol. 28 No1/89) to he
virtually complete and ready for testing.
The antenna surface is made from carbon fibre -reinforced material which deviates no more than 0.015mm from a
true paraboloid at any point.
When installed and working. the sub millimetre wave telescope will he used
by astronomers to gain insight into what
takes place inside optically -dense
clouds of interstellar matter where. it's
thought. stars are born.
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TF893B Power meter
ROHDE AND SCHWARZ
NA' Power meter with Z3 probe
to GHz
SOLARTRON
3530D Data logger
353018 Solid state card

495
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1400

1

3600
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HEWLETT-PACKARD
4951A-001 Protocol analyser
1630G Logic analyser
16500A Logic analyser mainframe
16510A 80 channel card
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6900
1500
4000
1450

SU 1360 Workstation, 14" colour,
4M3 mem
11400

to 1800 MHz

5500

2.6 Queens Road. Teddmgton. M,ddx TW II OLR Tel: 01-943 4477
Fax: 01-977 9232 Telex: 938120 (Carlec G)
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Various configs. available on request
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Software development couldn't be easier. Our 7034
card's text editor enables software development for the
8051/2 in either assembler or MCS-52 BASIC.
Programs are simply blown into EPROM or EEPROM
on the card itself. When writing in assembler both
source and/or assembled code may be saved in this
way.
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Off -the -shelf hardware includes numerous
DACs, ADCs, bus -drivers and decoders,
and many other forms of analogue and
digital I/O cards, together with power
supplies, backplanes, card cages and
equipment cases.
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From simple minimum chip solutions
through to complex turnkey
multiprocessor systems, Cavendish
Automation has the hardware and tools to
allow you or us to design rapid and
professional implementations.
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Engineering in the
blood
For those of us who feel squeamish at
the thought of a spider crawling up
our legs. how about a creepy-crawlie
that gets inside the body and swims
about in the blood stream? It's not a
bad dream, nor even a good Hitchcock movie, just a sober project
dreamed up by Professor lwao Fujimasa and a team of engineers at

Tokyo University.

If you recall the micro -robots
being devised by the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology for cleaning
windows then this is just the same
principle scaled down another couple of orders of magnitude. Fujimasa. whose work is being taken very
seriously by companies like Toyota
and I litachi, believes that within tell
years it will be possible to create
micro -robots that can be injected
into the body and which will be able
to swim through the bloodsteam to
the site of some obstruction or lesion. There they'll perform an operation by remote control and then swim
away when the job is complete. So
seriously is this bizarre prospect
being taken that the Japanese Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI) is expected to contribute
about £20 million to get the work
under way.
In engineering terms the obstacles
are phenomenal. Today's chips are
much too large for the control and
communications aspects of the
micro -robot; sensors and power supplies are even more so. But the truly
amazing prospects are those of

Digging for cosmic answers
Europe's deepest mine shaft, the I IOlhn
Boulhy potash mine in North Yorkshire
will be the site of a feasibility study to
detect the so-called missing mass or
'dark matter' of the Universe. This
material, which could comprise anything from tiny black holes to as -yet
undiscovered subatomic particles, is
thought by cosmologists to make up
90% of the Universe.
The reason for setting up the experimental detectors in a potash mine is
quite simply that the depth of earth will
form an effective screen for the showers
of spurious particles produced by cosmic radiation which \\ould otherwise
'blind' the equipment. Even at 1100m
the researchers. from six 13ritish universities and the Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory, plan to line their 50(1m3
experimental cavern with further layers
of specially -developed screening mate-

micro -miniaturizing mechanical
parts such as motors and gears. In the
USA, gear trains have already been
cut at sub -millimetre size by lithography, but the Japanese are actually
planning to make micron -sized moving parts.
Fujimasa is confidently predicting
that by the end of next year he will
have a proto-type micro -robot capable of travelling around in the body
and communicating its whereabouts.
Later, but still within the foreseeable
future, he expects to be able to add
simple sensors for doing reconnaissance jobs around our innards. Thereafter it will he on -board micro -lasers
to zap our clots and beam up our
tumours. Utterly incredible, but it
doesn't half give you a creepy

feeling..
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rials. possibly of lead or salt.
If this preliminary study proves that
the search for 'dark matter' is worth
pursuing and if the necessary funds are
forthcoming, then a full-scale experiment will get underway later this year.
Special detectors will he developed to
measure the recoil of an atom when its
nucleus is hit by particles of the
hypothetical dark matter.
Boulhy mine isn't by any means the
deepest in the world. nor is this the only
attempt ever made to find the missing
mass of the Universe. Nevertheless if it
succeeds. this work will go a long way to
unravelling one of cosmology's greatest
mysteries.

Research Notes is written by John Wilson of the BBC World Service science
unit.

Busking under the bridge?
Physical scientists throughout the
ages seem to have enjoyed a certain

dalliance with the musical arts, notably men like I lerschel and Borodin.
Even today. great minds expend vast
amounts of energy and hours of
computer time trying to re -compose
Bach or make a perfect bassoon from
old wardrobe panels.
One gentleman of this kind. who I
confess has escaped my attention
until now, was no less than Sir
Charles Wheatstone (popularizer of
the Bridge' ). Sotheby's, whose
annual sale of scientific instruments
on May 5 was to tune included nearly
50 items of Wheatstone memorabilia, ample evidence of his musical
pursuits. Lot 16, an automatic harmonium chord transposition assembly, was accompanied by lot 27, a
patent bellows fiddle. Or would have
been, had not the whole Wheatstone
collection been withdrawn from the
sale -following a legal dispute about
its ownership. So you could still have
a chance to hid when the matter is
settled.
But new to me was the realization
that this great Professor of Experimental Philosophy was also the
inventor and perfector of ....the
concertina!

Some of Wheatstone's first bridges were on
stringed instruments such as this Wheatstone & Co. Harpe-Lute of 1810-1815, Lot
18 in Sotheby's sale catalogue. By the age
of 14, in 1816, young Charles was already
working at his uncle's music business at
436 Strand, London, where this and other
instruments were made and sold.

'

See Pioneers: Charles Wheatstone. master of telegraphy, E & WW April 1987
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From Neptune, on 30 watts
an incredible twelve-year journey
through interplanetary space. America's Voyager -2 will rendezvous with
Neptune on August 24. Already this
hardy little spacecraft has sent hack to
Earth some amazingly detailed pictures
of what is currently the most distant
planet in the solar system.
When Vovager-2 was launched by
NASA in 1977. the main object of the
mission was to explore the two great
planets Jupiter and Saturn and their
various moons. Needless to say. even
that involved an extraordinary feat. not
just of planetary ballistics but also of
data storage and transmission. especially when you consider that the radio
range from Saturn is about 2 x 109km.
Saturn. however. wasn't to he the last
planetary encounter for Voyager -2.
Early in 1986 it went on to explore
Uranus. together with its rings and five
major moons. Uranus is so far away
that. since its discover 2011 years ago by
William lerschel. we've learnt very
little of this distant world except that it
has a 'horizontal' axis of rotation and
more -or -less rolls its way around the

After

Above: colour images ol' Neptune bu Voyager-2, taken two hours apart. from about
million kilometres away Note the movement ol'the bright cloud feature which is
consistent with a 17-18h rotation period. Below: NASA painting shows Neptune and
its moon Triton just alter %'wager'sIly-hvonAugust 24. 1989.

.309

.

I

Sun!

What NASA never dared suggest at
the time of its launch was that Voyager 2 could theoretically make its way to the
very edge of the Solar System and

encounter Neptune (Pluto is currently
orbiting inside Neptune's orbit). Yet.
thanks to a rare planetary alignment
that happens only once every 177 years,
it was simply a matter of juggling with
trajectories - a sort of interplanetary
game of snooker. 'Simply' is perhaps
the wrong word. for NASA likens the
required degree of accuracy to that of
hitting an atom from a distance of a few
hundred metres.
Neptune is at present 4.5 x 109km
from the Sun. a distance at which it's
over four hours' journey by any form of
electromagnetic radiation. Any communication from NASA's deep space
tracking network therefore takes
around twice that time to be acknowledged. Two-way communication is
achieved on S -band and X -hand using
two highly duplicated systems feeding
two separate antennas.
The S -hand transmitter consists of
two redundant exciters and two redundant RF power amplifiers of which any
combination is possible. Only one
exciter -amplifier combination operates
at any one time. Selection of the corn -
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hination is by onboard failure detection
logic within the computer command
subsystem (CSS). with ground control
backup. The same arrangement of
exciter -amplifier combinations makes
up the X -band transmitting unit.
One S -band and both X -hand amplifiers employ travelling wave tubes. The
second S -hand unit is a solid-state
amplifier. The S -hand transmitter is
capable of operating at 9.4 watts or at
28.3 watts when switched to high power
and can radiate from both antennas.
X -hand power output is 12 watts and
21.3 watts. X -hand uses only the high
gain antenna.
All data is sent in digital form, slowed
down when necessary by means of a
belt -driven magnetic tape drive. Even

then, full resolution television pictures
from Saturn required a frame read-out
time of 144 seconds. As received on
Earth, the data rate varies from 40hit/s
to 15khit/s depending on its nature and
the range of the craft. Slow it may seem.
hut it's no means feat to receive anything at all from a 30 watt transmitter at
a range of four -and -a -half billion
kilometres!
With only a few months and a few
hundred thousands kilometres left to go
to Neptune. NASA are keeping their
fingers firmly crossed for Voyager -2. If
the promise of these earls pictures is
anything to go by, one could soon be in
for some spectacular shots from a distant world where the summer temperature rarely rises above -220°C.
1

r
1

,-

Right: Voyager-2's launch aboard a
Titan/Centaur--7 on August 20. 1977.

1
Below: test model of Voyager-1 being
epee hed in the Kennedy Space Centre's
industrial area.
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and we'll give you a 31/2 digit multimeter as part of a very
special offer from Electronics & Wireless World
20MHz dual channel operation
Trigger hold -off facilities
lmV/div Y1 and Y2 sensitivity
100ns/div to 2s/div sweep rate
Risetime less than 17.5ns
8cm x 10cm display area
Display accuracy better than ±3%
1kHz internal calibrator
X/Y operation using Y channels
Special video signal trigger modes
Two x 10 probe kits
Three year guarantee

We have assured ourselves at
Electronics & Wireless World that
this oscilloscope has an

an absolute bargain. The inclusion
of a high quality 31 digit

exceptionally high build quality
and meets completely its stringent
technical specification. Our
judgement is backed with a three
year guarantee. At £288 (inclusive
of delivery & packaging but
exclusive of VAT) the instrument is

a very

multimeter in the price makes this
special offer.

To place your order, please send in a cheque for

£331.20 (which includes VAT) to the address
shown on the coupon. Alternatively complete
the coupon with your credit card details or
phone in your credit or charge card order on
01-661 3130 (24 hours).

r05-7020 OSCILLOSCOPE ORDER FORM

The OS -7020 oscilloscope
comes from the electronics
giant Goldstar, a world class
manufacturer of both
professional and consumer

Please send me the special offer from Electronics & Wireless World
I

enclose

a

cheque'PO to the value off...

made payable to Reed Business Publishing Ltd

Please debit my credit account

Expiry date
Access

electronics.

[

3

Barclaycard Visa

ri

American Express

Diners Club

Name. Mr. Mrs. Miss (Initials must be supplied)

Address

f

Amount due
...
Please return to Electronics & Wireless
LThe Quadrant, Sutton. Surrey SM2 SAS.

World. Room

Signature
L301, Reed Business Publishing.
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POWER SUPPLIES

1

flyback
converter

0

Multiple -output SMPSs must often provide independent
auxiliary current sources for control and monitoring. The
Siemens TDA 4814 uses a triangular current characteristic in
self -oscillating flyback converters
J. NATTRAS and S. WRIGHT

flyback converter principle
permits low-cost control of
several auxiliary output voltages over a wide supply voltage range. Both applications
shown in Fig. I have three outputs each
protected against overload and shortcircuit. A 12V output powers the control and monitoring logic of the main
SMPS primary. Since no electrical isolation is needed, it is further used for the
power supply and control of the TDA
4814 controller. An isolated 15V output
supplies the control and monitoring
circuitry of the SAPS secondary and a
tightly toleranced and isolated 5-V output supplies any TTL logic.
One of the cons esters shown exhibits
an input -voltage range of 10(I to 450 V.
whilst the other will only operate at
inputs greater than 250 V because of its
under\oltage monitor: a thyristor is
triggered via an additional isolated output to overcome the on -resistance and
permit smooth capacitor charging at
switch -on of a high power switched mode power supply.
The

TDA 4814 controller
Controlling the outputs with the TDA
4814 ensures protection against over voltage and short-circuit. This is
achieved by using the on -chip operational amplifier to control the first I2V
output. the remaining outputs being
indirectly controlled by transformer
winding ratios. Good coupling is required to ensure voltage stability. The
tolerances required at the 5V output are
achieved by designing the winding for a
7.5V output and adding a fired voltage

July
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regulator. The switching transistor in
the primary side is driven directly from
the chip.

ter which then draws the required current from the first winding.

Switching transistor. Maximum drain source voltage V,,,m, = V,,.,, + VA.
where VA is the flyback or demagnetisation voltage. in this case 150V. Hence
V,,,,= 450 + 150 = 600 V.
However, this does not account for
the voltage transients which occur at
switch -off. Hence, the BUZ 78 SIPMOS transistor (V,,,,,,.,, = 8(10 V, R,,,,
8 ohms, 1, = 1.5 A) was selected as a
suitable device.

signal is provided by the internal start
logic, which functions as a diac with a
20V trigger voltage. The signal at Co
START is coupled via R1 to the detector input, this signal being suppressed in
normal operation by the low -impedance
signal from the detector winding.

Transformer. The winding details
shown in Fig. 2 show how the primary
and secondary windings are nterlcased
in layers. The EC35/17/1(1 transformer
core (N27) is large enough to take six
windings while providing the required

creepage paths. Good coupling is
obtained when the start of each winding
is on the same side, enabling the electric
field to be built up geometrically in the
same direction.

Start-up. Resistors R, - R4 provide the
necessary standby current with minimum input voltage: with maximum input voltage (45(1 V) there is no overloading.
The standby current is that required
by the standby function of the TDA
4814 (maximum 0.5 niA). The under voltage monitor (TAE 1453) requires a
further 2 niA.
The TDA 4814 becomes fully operational once its threshold voltage has
been reached. An auxiliary trigger signal, possibly derived from the undervoltage monitor. starts the flyback conver-

ELECTRONICS& WIRELESS WORLD

Auxiliary trigger. The auxiliary trigger

Power unit. With SI PMOS transistor
Tr, conducting. current rises linearly

from zero and ís measured via a series
resistance. When a peak -current value
given by the control amplifier is
reached, transistor Trt is blocked. At
this time, the potential at the detector
input is high. maintaining the transistor off state. Once the transformer has
completely discharged the stored energy to the secondary side, the detector
winding changes polarity and Tr, is
turned on once again.
In the event of a short-circuit, the
voltages at the output windings will he
low. The detector winding is designed
such that these low voltages are sufficient for reliable triggering.

Current detection. Low-pass filters Cm.
RH. C, and saturation choke L4 are
included to reduce the influence of
parasitic currents when the load current
is low. This leads to continuous operation even at low loads and supply voltages below 301) V. A bias voltage of
about 10(1 mV at the comparator input
(R,,,.
eliminates the problem of
negative voltages originating from the
charging currents of the SIPMOS
capacitances.

R)
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Voltage limiting. The interleaved primary transformer windings give a wide
tolerance to load distribution at the
output windings. However a resistor capacitor-diode network is included to
limit transients which may occur at
switch -off.

Pinr no

Pin no

2 E

10t 02

5
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E

33t 038

11t 10x 0.1
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10113 W1

51

34t 038
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_12t11w2
rS13 -

9t10x01

Smoothing. AC capacitors C11. Ci4 and
Cr7 help to reduce the effects of high
dl/dt on the output electrolytics. Even
so. high -frequency ripple will occur due
to the equivalent series resistance.
Small -core chokes (1.1. L. 1.3) are
included to smooth this high frequency
ripple. As an example. under full load at
output ripple is reduced from 210 mV

7 113 W1

prim

_

Centre leg

Undervoltage monitoring. Inclusion of
an undervoltage monitor (IC3) in the
flyback converter permits repetitive

Fig.2. Winding detailsoltle transformer.

ig.1. Converter using T1)A 4814 has auailiary supply ami extended supply oftage range. Shaded circuitry provides undervollagt
monitoring.
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Diode Test: Continuity: Auto pol arity
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ARE REVIEWS BIASED?

WHY NOT FIND OUT FOR YOURSELF
Electronics & Wireless World is looking for people who are prepared to undertake
software and hardware reviews on a freelance basis. We're not interested word
processors, spreadsheets and database. Our readers can get that sort of information
from a million different places. We want to examine industrial and technical products
aimed at the professional market. For instance PCB CAD, modelling, circuit analysis,
board level products, etc.
Like you, we want to see unbiased reviews in our pages so you will have to show us
your credentials. You will also need access to testbed equipment suitable for the task.
Naturally you must be able to communicate the results of your work in jargon free
English. In return, we will give you money. Not a lot but some. The fame and glory
comes free.

If any of this appeals, then I would like to discuss the possibilities with you. Please
contact Frank Ogden, Editor, on 01-661 3128. I shall then be able to give you an
unbiased assessment of your potential as an E&WW reviewer.
ENTER 47 ON REPLY CARD
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triggering ofa thyristor via an additional
secondary winding (W,). The thyristor
is used to bridge the on -resistance for
the current -limited charging of the
SMI S primary smoothing capacitor. It
would he triggered after switch -on once
a minimum input voltage (e.g. 250 V)
has been reached. Thyristor gate current is defined by R,4.
The TAE I453A is well suited as the
undervoltage comparator due to its low
power consumption. A small hysteresis
is provided by R,7 and R,,,, whilst Du) is
required as an additional reference,
since the reference output of the TDA
4814 is inactive during standby. At an
input level greater than I.6V, the comparator will block switching transistor
Tr, via the detector input of the TDA

600-

-300

400-

Drain-gnd 200
volts

>

100

/

current

4814.

Diodes Ds & Dy limit the voltage
from the detector winding to the operating voltage of the TDA 4814. This
ensures reliable switch-off by the under voltage monitor wider any condition at
the detector winding. A low level at the
comparator output will not affect the
trigger voltage due to the inclusion of
diode 1)7.

'

10

40

30

20

o

TIME (»s)

Fig.3. Transistor switching perlirancein
voltage.

Performance of the
flyback converter
Use of the

Drain

hill-load operation at300Vsupply

17.5

175

TDA

4814 control IC in the
tieback converter shows a reliable performance under all supply voltage and
load conditions (Fig. 3). Good coupling
of the windings by interleaving is indi-

cated by excellent individual control
characteristics, despite the need for
creepage paths of a minimum of 5 nlnt.
Continuous operation up to 3110 V input
is possible with the inclusion of base
load resistors (R,,,
At higher
input voltages and with no further
change in base load, intermittent duty
will occur during which the output voltages will remain within given tolerances.
The function of the base load is to
limit the output voltage in the no-load
condition. However, the available base
load is sufficiently small that with a
no-load condition at output 2 and other
outputs heavily loaded. the upper tolerance threshold may he exceeded.
Hence. for more critical applications,
an increase of the base load may become necessary. A good transformation
performance is achieved when output

__/

\

12.5

/

Output voltage Ua2
Output voltage Ua1

-1.25

I

.

7.5

F.

-075

á
r

R).

25
o

Load
o

Fig.

1.

025

¡Load current Ia1

---a

10

current Ia2

20
TIME (rns)

30

40

Dynamic performance ante converter with abrupt load changes.

I

delivers at least 1(1%ofthe rated power.
The internal resistance of filter choke
1. (0.2 ohms at 2(1°C) will influence the
control performance of output I. Taking the voltage directly from output
would clearly worsen the indirect control of the remaining outputs and produce control instabilities which may
I
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occur as a result of further phase rota- performance would he greatly affected
tion in the control circuit. lay further by abrupt load changes.
improving the overall performance of
These two application circuits dethe controller the deviation of the monstrate how versatile auxiliary powsteady-state output could be reached er suppliescan be built at low cost.
during load changes. However, this has The uuthors tire hotly with Siemens td
not been pursued here as the dynamic Electronics Components Group.
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Remote sensing
from space
turn of the century, remote -sensing satellites could
well eclipse comsats in their importance to the growing
global community. Jeremy Cavanagh describes sensing
techniques which are providing information about the Earth
on a scale not previously possible.
By the

pace -based remote sensing has
its origins in military reconnaissance. weather forecasting
and the Gemini -Apollo space
programmes. Early' in the
space age. the military' in America and
the USSR recognized the potential for
spying upon one another from space. So
today we have secret Shuttle payloads.
public debate over the UK Govern-

ment's attempted Zircon programme
and veiled boasts that such satellites can

July 1989

a car number plate from 2011 miles
or so up. More useful was the deployment of cameras, from 1960 on. to
photograph the Earth's weather. so
revolutionizing forecasting. Finally.
beautiful full colour photographs of the
Earth's surface were taken from space
during the first Gemini space missions
and followed by the \pollo mission's
'Planet Earth in a void' photos.
The detail and colour of these photographs awl:kened people to the poten-

read

ELE(1 RONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

tial of looking at Earth from space.
Space -based remote sensing now has
applications in pollution control, agriculture, resource assessment, climatology. land use, archaeology and
oceanography.

What is sensed?
Several frequency bands in the visible
and infrared spectrum are available.

together with microwave frequencies
(Table I). Using the visible and infra -
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red spectrum depends upon the Earth's
being a 'black -body' radiator. A black
body emits all the energy it absorbs
(emissivity = 1). The Earth emits energy received from the Sun, also a 'black

body'.
The wavelength at which the maximum energy is emitted depends on the
temperature of the body. This is found
from Wien's displacement law. X m. x =
a/T. For the Earth this is approximately
10p.m at 288K surface temperature.
which is in the thermal infra -red hand.
Planck's radiation law E = hi gives
the relationship for emission of radiation (E is the radiant energy and f its
frequency: h is Planck's constant). This
equation for all wavelengths emitted
per unit area translates to E = T4 cr
W/m
However. not all wavelengths of visible to far infra -red pass through the
Earth's atmosphere: different gases
absorb different wavelengths.
Oxygen (02 and O) absorbs
wavelengths shorter than (1. µm while
ozone absorbs wavelengths from O. to
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sensor such as a camera can image a
large amount of the Earth's sphere.
which the satellite faces 24 hours a day.
Changes across large areas of the
Earth's surface can he followed and the
extent and impact seen as fast as the
data can be transmitted received and
processed. This is particularly valuable

for weather satellites. The ESA
Meteosat weather satellite, operated b)
the Eumetsat organisation, has scanners operating in the visible to thermal
infra -red bands and a sensor for water
vapour. It can image weather patterns
55° north and south of the Equator.
The second orbit is the near -polar
orbit which, at a height ranging from
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Above: London and the Thanes estuary. in /;rise colour (La dsal thematic
mapper). Left: Bedford and the giant
airship hangars al ('ardington (Spot
image. Ilhn resolution). Previous
page: Gull' of Suez (Landsat). width
represented is about 90km.
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Carbon dioxide absorbs at 2.5µm,
4.5p.m and 15µm.
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sensors used in remote sensing are designed to 'look' between these bands.
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Table

2.

Some remote sensing satellites
Country

Satellite

,

, 17

`
.

*n:

- current and planned.

Launch

Orbit

Applications
Land use. vegetation, geology,
geomorphology. hydrology

Landsat5

USA

1984

Near -polar'

Landsat6

USA

SPOT

France

1993
1986

Nearpolar'
Nearpolar'

Meteosat 2
Insat 1

ESA

1981

India

1B-1982

Geostationary
Geostationary

Meteor series
Space Shuttle
Imaging Radar

USSR

From 1969 Geostationary

(SIRB)

USA

1984

Radarsat

Canada

1993?

ERS1

ESA

1990

Near -polar
Near -polar

Columbus
Polar Orbiter
Platform

ESA

1993-4?

Near-polar'

Low Earth Orbit

Sun -synchronous orbit
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Land use, agriculture. cartography,

exploration
Meteorology, environment vegetation
Meteorology, communications. direct
broadcast
Meteorology
Geology. geomorphology. soils, land use.

oceanography
Ice monitoring, land applications
Meteorology, oceanography, land
applications, climatology and environment
marine biology. land and sea ice
Meteorology. climatology. pollution and
environment ocean ice, ocean colour, land
use, search and rescue: precise positioning.
space plasma, solar research. oceanography, land use. astronomy. materials
science

greater detail than is possible from the
geostationary orbit. If the satellite is
cart ying passive sensors operating in
the visible to near infrared portion of
the spectrum then a sun -synchronous
polar orbit is desired. In this orbit the
satellite maintains the same angle to the
Sun over a particular part of the Earths
surface all the tittle. So Landsat 5 always
crosses the Equator at about 9.30a.m.
local time and northern latitudes
around I0.00a.m. The polar orbit
allows the satellite to re -scan the same
spot on the Earth's surface every 18
days. giving an opportunity to note
changes on a regular basis. Landsat 4
and 5 were designed with an attitude pointing accuracy of 0.01° and a stability

of TO' degrees per second.

Sensors
In remote sensing, two types of sensors
are used: passive and active.
The most widely -used passive sensing
instrument to date has been the scanning radiometer. This consists of a single detector and a scanning mirror. The
mirror scans the field of view and focuses radiation on to the detector. The
mirror's scan represents a line consisting of pixels the size of the detector. An
image is built up by the forward motion
of the satellite.
Different detectors are used for different hands. Hence the Landsat series
used a multi -spectral scanner by which
five hands were imaged. The scanning
mirror would focus the radiation on to a
point and then that light was split up and
conveyed by light -pipe to the appropriate detector for each band: 64 levels of
grey were allowed for, with a grey -scale
reference built in at the end of the
mirror's movement. Similar are the
thematic mapper and the Nimbus -7
coastal zone colour scanner.
Charge -coupled devices have been
used on the French Spot -I (CNES)
satellite since its launch in 1986. Known
as IIRV (high resolution visible), the
sensor package consists of two sensors

constructed of 15 1100 CCD elements
each set out as three 3(1(111 -element
arrays for three hands and one 6(111(1
an'av for a fourth band. The CCI)s are
limited to operating in the visible and
near infra -red spectrum. In panchromatic mode the ground resolution is
Ilex 10m with a 60km field of view,
giving great resolution. For multi spectral mode, the two sensor packages
are operated together giving a ground
resolution of 20x20m. CCDs do not
suffer from the noise caused in scanning
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radiometers by oscillations in the movement of the scanning mirror across the
field of view. However, thermal and
unshielded radiation noise can affect
the image.

Active scanners. Microwave radar techniques are coming into wider use with
the employment of synthetic aperture
radar (SAR). Radar is not affected. of
course. by bad weather over the Earth's
surface.
The hack -scattered return depends
on factors such as the dielectric of the
surface (e.g. wet or dry soil). the roughness or texture of the surface and its
angle in relation to the pulse trans-

mitted.
To achieve a ground resolution of
25x25 metres. SAR uses two techniques. A very short radar pulse is transmitted for resolution along a (typically)
100km swath. The forward motion over
the ground of the satellite synthesizes a
much larger antenna than the satellite
carries. SAR is side -looking radar. i.e.
it does not look under the spacecraft
straight down to the Earth's surface. but
off-nadir to the side of the spacecraft.
Remote sensing by active microwave
sensors is already eclipsing passive scan -
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Thetford and the Little Ouse. on the
Norfolk-SulTolk border. This and the
other Spot image are copyright of the
Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales
(CNES)-see panel oppo ite.
Hers for oceanography and future European satellites such as ERS- I (ESA
L-1989/90) are concentrating on microwave techniques. The difficulties in using an imaging SAR radar are the

extremely high data rates (approximately I(lOMbit/s) and the need to
process this data in real time. This calls
for the development of a SAR processor
for use on hoard the spacecraft.
Other active scanners based on radar
techniques used on remote -sensing
Table

1.

satellites are
The scanning multichannel microwave radiometer flown on Seasat (1978)
and the Nimbus -7 weather satellite. The
SMM R can measure the temperature of
the ocean surface. Seasat operating for
only tour months in 1978. generated so
much data about the ocean wave motion
and its global effects that it is still being
analysed today.
The radar altimeter operates at Ku
hand and uses a 201.1s pulse to obtain
precise measurements of the altitude of
a satellite plus information about the
Earth's surface.
The Active Microwave Instrument intended for use on ESA's ERS-1 (1990)
operates at 5.3G Hz using vertical polar -

Satellite sensors and their capabilities.

Sensor

Mode

Band

Resolution
(m)

Data rate
(Mbit/s)

30

Ground swath
width. km

80.34

Quantization
(levels)
256

82

15

64

185

60

Thematic
mapper

Passive

Multi -spectral
scanner

Passive

HRV

Passive

4:

visible to
near Infra -red

20

25

256 (DPCM)

SAR

Active

Ka to L

25

100

-

AMI SAR

Active

6.3GHz

30/100

7:

visible

to infra -red
4:

visible to

Infra -red

185

80.100
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izat ion for two modes: SAR image and
SAR wave. for detailed monitoring of
ocean areas including mapping and the
spectral analysis of ocean waves. mapping of ocean/sea ice boundaries and the
imaging of land surfaces.
These sensors concentrate on imaging wide swaths of the Earth's surface.
However. of increasing importance is
vertical sounding of the atmosphere.
NOAA weather satellites carry a high
resolution infra -red radiation sounder:
a stratospheric sounding unit: a microwave sounding unit: and an Earth radia-

tion budget sensor. These are used to
increase our knowledge of the structure
and mechanism of the Earth's atmosphere. which is of vital importance to
our understanding of the 'greenhouse
effect'. It was a weather satellite that
first detected the depletion of ozone
over the Antarctic.

Data transmission
A scanner on

a satellite can generate a
huge amount of data. For example the
thematic mapper generates 277Mbyte
of data per scene at 256 levels per pixel
and seven bands! This has to he transmitted. received and stored multiplied
by the number of scenes taken per day
over a particular country. Spot (see
Table 2) stakes use of DPCM for reducing the rate of data transmitted
25Mbit/s for its H RV in panchromatic
mode.
The TM was carried on Landsat in a
low Earth orbit so that it was possible to
access the satellite from the ground only
for relatively short periods of each day.
If a particular organization needed information from Landsat then it could
rely on its country's Landsat receiving
station (there are 17 around the world)
or it could buy the data from the commercial organization Eosat in the USA.
However NASA has deployed its
TDRSS communication satellites at
41°W and 171°W respectively in geostationary orbit to access almost in real
time the data transmitted from Landsat.
This huge amount of data generates
problems in storage and processing. In
Britain this is carried out by the National Remote Sensing Centre at Farnborough, which makes its services available on a commercial basis.

-

image -processing systems run by the
NRSC are Gems. an interactive system
using 'Gemstone' algorithms for image
analysis. Also used is the LS -10 image
processing system which is microcomputer based and not as extensive.
Three techniques can he applied to
raw data from a satellite to arrive at
information wanted. The first two are to
compensate for distortions introduced
by the sa:ellite system.

th

Geometric distortions are due to the
spacecraft's imperfect movement and
orbit. Pitch, roll and yaw of the
spacecraft. and changes in altitude and
velocity affect 'fitting' the image to
existing cartographic information. This
involves modelling the spacecraft's
orbit and backing this up with measurements of the spacecraft's position. Data
from such sensors as Spot's II RV is
suitable for 1:50000 scale maps with
40 -metre contours as Spot can produce
stereoscopic images.
Radiometric distortions are more complex because they depend on scene and
sensor. For example Spot's HRV sensor
package has a vertical stripe occurring
seven pixels 'down' the image. of about
3% in brightness variation on hots
sensors. El RV -1 also has less spatial
resolution than HRV-2. This can be
dealt with in a straghtforward manner
because it is readily quantifiable. Other
effects may be less easy to deal with: for
example. haze or sub -pixel sized clouds
affecting brightness, which need an
estimation of their effect and occurrence.

colour:
enhancing areas of interest such as a
stretch of vegetation and bare soil by
taking ratios of different wavelengths
that have a more consistent variation for
vegetation than for soil:
principal components analysis, a technique for finding a set of variables from
the image data that are independent of
each other. These components are separated out for display on a colour

monitor.

multispectral classification, which
makes use of the differing reflectance
cures of different surfaces having each
a separate reflectance curve according
to the spectral band of the sensor used.
The emphasis in developing interactive processing systems is on GIS (geographic information systems). In the
form of an interactive data base. GIS
combines space and aerial remote sensing data with ground truth and historical
information, all fitted to cartographic
data.

Processing is pixel -based. Some of the
techniques are

Photographs for this feature were kindly supplies
by Nigel Press Associates, of Edenbridge, Kent
The NPA group specializes in acquisition, digital
image processing, interpretation and mapping
from satellite imagery for environmental and
resource surveys. NPA is the UK representative
of Spot Image SA. Further information from NPA
on 0732-865023.

Image processing
Organizations can buy raw data or take
advantage of facilities at the NRSC to
look for particular items of interest.
Large organizations such as mining concerns, universities, or Government
bodies may have their own systems for
processing and using data. Among the

July 1989

image enhancement, involving contrast and edge-correction. Further enhancing takes in spatial and directional
filtering of the data numbers making up
the image. This takes the frequency
spectra of the information to identify
detail in an otherwise uniform image
segment or scene. Such details can then
be highlighted for display on a monitor.
allowing the operator to pick out such
items as dried -out river beds:
density slicing, where pixels in one or
more hands are identified as being close
in value or density. So pixels representing water bodies may all be assigned a

ELEC'T'RONICS& WIRELESS WORLD

The future
More and more countries are setting up
their own RS programmes as planning
of resources becomes dependent on the
multi -level knowledge RS can provide.
This is shown by the numbers of countries building or planning their own RS
satellites: Japan, Brazil, India, China.
Canada is planning Radarsat for sea/ice
studies: Britain, having maintained a
consistent effort in such matters pulled
out of this project after participating in
the planning stages. In Europe, ERS-1
is being planned for 1990, while the
ambitious Columbus space platform is
being designed with every conceivable
sensor device for both Earth and space
remote -sensing in time for the year
Y100.

The author wishes to acknowledge the
information and lime given by personnel
from the NRSC and Imperial College's
Centre f ór Remote Sensing.
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CONNECTORS
AND CABLES

A
v
E

CABLE ASSEMBLIES AND
TEST LEADS MADE TO
ORDER

Coaxial or Multiway.
RF, video, audio and data

Price guide: BNC 1.0m lead only
£3.50. Using high quality RG58,
£6.20 using double braid PTFE,
Data leads (D plugs etc) typically
£8.00 for 6.0m long.

prices inclusive of VAT

2516/10ms
2516 50m
5 2532.10ms
6 2532/50ms
7 2564/10ms
8 2564.50ms
9 2758
10 2716
11 2732
12 2732N10ms
13 27328/50016
14 2764 50ms
15 2764
16 2764A
17 2764A/OP
18.27128
19 27128A
20 271284/OP
21 27256
22 2725610P
23 27256

24
25
26
27

Available from stock in the following voltages: 6-0-6,

9-0-9,12-0-12,15-0-15,18-0-18,22-0-22,25-0-25,
30-0-30, 35-0-35, 40-0-40, 45-0-45, 50-0-50, 110, 220,
240. Primary 240 volt.

Quantity prices and delivery on request

AIR
LINK
Air Link Transformers
Unit 6, The Maltings, Station Road,
Sawbridgeworth, Herts. Tel: 0279 724425

ENTER 39 ON REPLY CARD

ENTER 38 ON REPLY CARD

27512
27512/OP
27513

27512/0P

28 2701 SOP
29 27010/OP
30 HN27C101G
31 NA1C27C1023

uP027C10010
33 TC5710000
32

34 TMS27C010

35
36
37
38
39

& Postage
15va 9.12, 30va 9.48, 50va 10.16, 80va 11.02, 120va
12.23, 160va 14.44, 225va 16.37, 300va 18.05, 500va
26.46, 625va 30.66, 750va 34.14, 1000va 49.40.
Also available 1 k2, 1 k5, 2k, 2k5, 3k. Prices on request.

Clwyd LL16 4AN.
Tel: 074 571 2777.

(E)EPROM PROGRAMMER
250850ms

Toroidal Mail Order Price List

3 Lon Howell, Denbigh,

100 (E)EPROM and MICRO -CONTROLLER types...
2508 10018

As manufacturers we are able to offer a range of
quality toroidal and laminated transformers at

WAVEBAND
ELECTRONICS

D
1

Transformers
highly competitive prices.

-

3
4

& E.I.

Double braid and tough PTFE
coaxial cables.

Customers already include
several universities and
polytechnics, government
departments, broadcasters and
BT Cellnet.

2

Toroidal

HN27C301P
M5M27C10011

uP027C10000
TC5710010

47
48
49
50
51

52
53
54

55

56
57
58
59
60
61

87256
87C257

70 GR27256

8755

72 GR27513
73 8748
74 8749
75 8750
76 8748H

8755A
8355'
63701V
637010
63705V
63705Z

GR27512

63701V
75P54
75P64
2816A

79 8741
80 8742

28170
28646
EMULATOR 2716
EMULATOR 2732
EMULATOR 2764
EMULATOR 27128
EMULATOR27256
EMULATOR 27512

83 8048'
84 8049'
85 8050'
86 8751
87 8752
88 87C51
89 B7C51FA
90 8752
91 8744
92 8051'

81

42
43
44
45
46

.27210

65

754027210
M5M27C102K
TC5710240
87C64

66
67
68 GR2764
69 GR27128

...

8041'

82 8042'

62
64

78 8750H

101

77

HN27C1024G
40 NMC27C1024
41 0PD27C1024D

63

87498

93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

71

80051'
8052'
8044'
NMC27CI6B
NMC27C328
NMC27C64
NA1C27CP128
NMC27CP2561B1
NMC27C512

New
Devices
continually
being
introduced

EMBEDDED
CONTROLLERS
Range extended to provide a
System Component that matches
YOUR NEEDS at
LOW COST

e480.11y
OP Ou¢6 Pulse

what more could you ask!

THE MODEL 18 PROM PROGRAMMER
All

1

Mblt EPROMS, Greenwich Instruments Emulators,

Still only
27C parts and EEPROMs now programmable!
Upgradable for future types.
£189.95
Designed, manufactured and supported by MOP in England.
VAT
Comprehensive User Manual.
32 and 40 pin devices require low cost socket adapter.
to
27512
EPROM
2716
Emulator
as
new
our
EPROM
Supports
Mains powered unit external to your computer. without speed penalty.
Fast interactive algorithms automatically selected as appropriate.
Two independent communications protocols built in. Use with:
any host computer with RS232 port and terminal emulator.
available for all
- our PROMDRIVER Advanced Features User Interlace Package
MS-DOS and PC -DOS computers. NEW FAST COMMs - 1 Mbit PROMs programmed
in about 214 mins.
Quick Pulse programming now available for suitable EPROMS - e.g. 2764s in 10 secs!
Limited version also available for CP M computers.
Hundreds of satisfied customers. As supplied to: BT Mercury. UKAEA, British Aerospace,
Thorn EMI, Mite', Cosworth Engineering, British Gas, Kodak, Lucas, Ferranti, Smiths
Industries, Telecom Technology and major Universities and Colleges of Further Education.

-

Please enquire about our other products:
EPROM EMULATOR
If you have any difficulty in obtaining unusual PROMs or
EPROM ERASER
other programmable devices. we will try to hlep. We also
PAL PROGRAMMER
sell PROMs in quantity and give a PROM blowing service.
EPLD PROGRAMMER
CROSS ASSEMBLERS
Telephone ACCESS orders welcome.
Phone for free information pack and price list - 0666 825146
ELECTRONICS, UNIT 2, PARK ROAD CENTRE, MALMESBURY.
WILTSHIRE, ENGLAND SN 16 OBX.

FITTED

ENTER 35 ON REPLY CARD
6(111

MONIFIETH BUSINESS CENTRE,
SOUTH STREET, MONIFIETH,
DUNDEE DD5 4PJ
TEL: 0382 534944
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ANALOGUE ACTION

Precision analogue signal processing
instrumentation amplifiers etc. are

As digital signal processing advances in
speed and accuracy. ever-increasing
standards are demanded from analogue
systems to keep pace. Improvements
are sought in device parameters such as
higher CM RR. lower offset voltage and
current with lower temperature coefficients. etc. These are achieved with

generally set by accurately -defined resistor ratios; and on -chip resistor trimming is an important production engineering facility needed in the manufacture of precision analogue ICs.
Two met hods of resistor trimming are
used. laser trimming and the selective
short-circuiting or open -circuiting of
trimming links in the circuit. Both techniqJes may he fully automated. but this
indisidual device attention adds considerably to the chip costs. Direct laser
trimming is the more accurate hut more
expensive method.
Manufacturers of high quality analogue products have invested heavily in
dekeloping laser trimming expertise,
which forms an integral and important
part of their design and manufacturing

well -thought-out circuit designs
together with ingenious techniques employed during chip layout and manufacture to optimize performance to a given
process.

Most analogue designers will tell you
that reaching the stage of having verified the circuit performance with a Spice
simulation run is the easy part; the
longest and hardest task is to translate
that theoretical chip into a fabricated
device that measures up to expectations.

Transistor matching. Mismatching between transistors causes problems and
is the result of fabrication process variations. including mask resolution. doping level non -uniformities etc. The use
of large area transistors reduces these
process parameter uncertainties but at
the expense of silicon 'real-estate'. This
compromise can he o\ercome by using a
common centroid layout approach. a
technique which can he employed in
matching the transistors of a long -tail
Fig. I. !Watching techniques l'or B,/Ts:
(a) common
mon centroid layout: (h) p:ualleling transistors to create a well matched
long -tail pair.

Fig.2. On -chip resistor trimming of
long -tail pair loads.

pair to minimize input offset voltage.
Instead of simply two BJTs. four are
laid out symmetrically, as shown in
Figurel. Opposite pairs are paralleled
so that diffusion gradients across the
chip and also thermal gradients tend to
he equal in both halves of the long -tail
pair; the effects then cancel.
On -chip resistor trimming. Linear analogue designs rely almost exclusively on
the linear current -voltage relationship
of resistors. Despite their diminishing
numbers in today's generation of ICs.
they are still an extremely important
circuit element. Parameters such as
closed -loop amplifier gain. CM RR of

base.

The second method of on -chip trimming involves creating shorting links.

using a technique called 'zenerzapping', or opening fusible links across
fixed -value resistors. Figure 2 shows the
resistive load of a long -tail pair made up
with a binary weighted series of resistor;. Trimming is done at the wafer
probing stage (as it is for laser trimming)
and the offset is measured and reduced
to a minimum by computer driensignals to either short-circuit or open circuit the trimming links.
Both of these transistor matching and
resistor trimming techniques are employed in the OP -27 (NMI) op -amp,
which features a typical offset of IOmV
and a maximum of 25mV.
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AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRONICS:
WHAT'S NEXT?
The market for automotive electronics
in general is only just beginning to open
up. with predictions that 25% of the cost
of the average car will he in electronics
by the mid I990s. This presents the
designer with quite a challenge. as the
environment is relatively harsh. Lquipmerit must be able to withstand the
-40°C to + 125°C temperature range
and not he affected by vibration or
electromagnetic interference.
The wiring harness in a car has increased dramatically in size over the last
decade and there always seems to be yet
another accessory to add. An attractive
alternative to the present wiring system.
which requires a separate power line to

ELEC ROMCS& WIRELESS WORLD
1

each electrical/electronic device. fed
generally via the dash -hoard controls, is
to wire each device to a common power
ring. The device is fitted wth a so-called
intelligent power switch that is activated
only upon receipt of a uniquely coded
signal,. which may he sent via the power
ring. Texas Instruments' development
programme for a range of intelligent power switches is nearing completion
and they will he launched later this year.
As always seems to be the case with new
developments, the industry is not in
total agreement as to the protocol to he
adopted for these multiplexed wiring
systems. We shall watch the debate with

in:erest!
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Flexible alternative for analogue asic
Recently Exar has revolutionized the
approach to semi -custom analogue
design with the introduction of its
Flexar linear arrays. The concept is
intriguing. The architecture of the
Flexar-array is based on a cell which is
repeated throughout each array in
series. This permits the duplication of
the circuit layout. anywhere within an
array or on related arrays, with unchanged characteristics. This repeated cell structure simplifies design
compared with traditional semi custom linear arrays.
Each cell contains three 'twinsistors' flanked by two groups of resistors. The `twinsistor' is a versatile
multi -functional and multi -purpose

component that can be configured,
with appropriate connection of its
nine contacts, into over twenty different active and passive functions including an n -p -n transistor. a p -n -p
transistor, a diode, a resistor, a capacitor etc. The 'twinsistor' is a compo-

site device comprising a dual collector p -n -p merged with a dual emitter, common -collector n -p-n.
In addition to the 'twinsistor' there
are two other composite elements,
referred to as 'padstor' and 'twinbooster'. Both are multi -functional and
multi -purpose devices programmed
by the particular interconnections
made.
The 'padstor' is located around the
perimeter of the chip and is a bonding
pad merged with a five -emitter n -p -n
and a large area p -n -p. Not only can it
drive loads when configured as a
n -p -n or p -n -p. but it can also he used
as a large value capacitor for frequency compensation. a high voltage high
current clamping diode and a resistor

network.
The 'twinhooster' is the third element in the Flexar-array stable and
this device provides high power drive
capability. It has a 32 -emitter n -p -n;
merged with a lateral p -n -p containing
four collectors and three large emitters. The 'twinhooster', not available
on all Flexar-arrays. is intended for
coping with high current output de-

mands; it can handle loads of up to
500mA as an n -p -n and 25mA as a
p -n -p.

There are two Flexar-arrays: the
Beta series launched in 1986 and now
the Delta series, with the additional
benefits of thin-film resistors. Schottky diodes, easier -to -use components
and higher frequency operation to

WW2

IGHz. With Delta, Exar aims to
challenge full custom -design. The fast
turn -round, typically six months shorter than full custom, with very low
comparative development charges.
low -risk designing and low unit cost
make the Delta chip a strong alternative to full -custom for high -volume
applications, such as automotive,
consumer and disc drive markets.
As with gate -array development,
a successful module has been
created, it is easy to replicate it elsewhere on the chip because of the
identical matrix structure of the array.
For companies without expertise in
analogue IC design, Exar provides a
suite of software to run on IBM
PC/AT machines. giving the designer
so called 'soft cell' designs of standard
analogue circuits that have already
been characterized and verified. Soft
cells available from Exar include most
op -amps.
analogue system blocks
comparators, phase -locked loops,
peak detectors, precision rectifiers
etc. Software is also available for
experienced designers to develop
their own analogue circuits, with

when

-

schematic capture, simulation and
layout.
A further advantage of the Flexar
system of semi -custom IC development is that it is perfectly feasible to
design mixed -mode analogue and
digital circuits on the same chip and
relatively easy to do so.
Though at present Exar is the only
company to offer an analogue asic
facility, based on what could he
termed an uncommitted linear array
approach. it is likely that competitors
are looking rather jealously at Exar
and will he seriously reviewing ways
of producing something similar!
Both the Flexar series are B.IT
arrays, which makes sense for many
analogue applications: however it
would he particularly useful to see an
equivalent linear -array master -chip
developed based on mosfet technology rather than B.IT. since this would
provide better packing density and
compatibility with so many of the
recent developments in digital electronics. Such a device would be ideally suited for mixec-mode analogue
and digital applications.

Do vertical p-n-ps indicate a
BIT revival?
Discrete designs with BJTs became so
much more versatile with the availability of complementary p -n -p and n -p -n
devices. Unfortunately. IC processes
are predominantly either p -n -p or n -p n, with n -p -n devices preferred because

of their higher frequency performance
due to the higher mobility of electrons
in silicon than of holes. On a p -type
silicon slice, principally intended for
vertical

n -p -n devices. p-n-ps are realized as lateral transistors; inherent in
this structure is a device with poor R and
l... This imbalance between the performance of n -p -n and p -n -p transistors
has led designers into using convoluted
tricks to keep the signal path to n -p -n
transistors so as not to degrade performance. However, it is undoubtedly true
that IC design would be much simpler
and better it p -n -p transistors were

available with comparable performance
to n-p-ns.
Several manufacturers. including
PMI, Texas Instruments and Analog
Devices, have reported technical de-

velopments enabling isolated highperformance vertical p -n -p to he realized on a I'-tvpe silicon slice. This gives
the designer the freedom to use elegant
complementary n -p -n and p -n -p structures previously possible only in discrete circuit designs. Although this is a
relatively recent development. several
new devices are already appearing on
the market that make use of this new
freedom to use svmmetrical complementary topologies. such as the new
CLC-1(1I current -feedback op -amp from

Comlinear.

of what is new in electronics
driven by semiconductor process developments. The consequences of this
particular advance herald a !UT renaissSo much

is

ance, and we shall soon see a range of
new analogue circuit designs coming
forward that exploit this development
to the full.

Analogue Action is written by Dr John
Liclgevo! Oxford Polytechnic.
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Non-destructive
PCB current test
An outstanding piece of electronics design has resulted in a non-destructive
method of current measurement in a
PCB track. An instrument based on the
technique will measure current in the
range mA to A without breaking a
track or lifting a component leg as
demanded by conventional measureI

I

ment methods.
The Track Current Meter. designed
by the small British company Laplace

Instruments. uses a combination of special measurement probes. chopping differential amplification and current nulling to determine current flow irrespective of conductor thickness.
The meter comprises two basic circuit
sections: an highly sensitive DC amplifier measuring the \oltage drop along a
section of PC13 track due to the current
flowing in the conductor under test: a
reference current generator controlled
by the output of the I)C amplifier which
injects a current of a magnitude and
direction sufficient to cancel out exactly
the voltage drop measured in the conductor. The instrument provides a readout of the mirror current which is equal
and Opposite to the current flowing in
thetrack.
While the operating principle is as

Cellular explosion
A report published by The Economist
Intelligence Unit says the growth in the
cellular market has exceeded even the
most optimistic forecasts: 1988 saw a
total of 501) 000 subscribers to the cellular networks generating a gross income
of 601) million. The Unit goes on to
predict that the subscriber base will
triple to 1.5 million by 1992. creating a
billion pound industry.
The report, entitled Retail Business
Special N arket Survey, says that cellular will face increasing competition
from other systems such as telepoint
and radio paging. It claims that radio
pagers have already caught on as a
cheap method of alerting people, possibly with a simple message passing facility. It predicts two million users by 1995
rising from an existing base of 600(1 )0.
The report sums up with an assertion
that current systems and equipment will
be obsolete by the end of the century.
being replaced by integrated fax, voice
and data transmission terminals.
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simple as it is novel. the measurement of
DC potentials in the micros olt range
has required some ingenuity on the part
of the designer. David Mawdsley. The
instrument requires twin contact electrode probes. An inner spring -loaded
point measures potential while an outer
fixed point provides the current injection. Successful measurement also re -

quires a combination of polarity chopping followed by an averaging circuit. It
is worth noting that the instrument
allows equipment under test to remain
fully operational and that current
measurements are unaffected by current `lowing in adjacent tracks.
David MawdsleN's company intends
to sell the TCM-204 for 4S5.

A computer called

horse
now possible to buy a multiprocessor system off the shelf using a
system based on VME running Unix V.
Called Equus. the prototype was developed by harnessing four Vitesse
graphics systems from Cambridge Microcomputers with a rack of twelve 6803(
processor cards. An ethernet link connects these to six Sun workstations and
four Sun file -servers providing a standard interface to the system.
Equus is an operating system environment which runs computationally
intensive applications across any numbet of distributed parallel processors.
At its simplest, it allows the user to add
extra processors into a single processor
computer.
The system uses dynamic reallocation
of resources while the program is running. The designers claim this to he a
significant departure from transputerbased systems which cannot allow reIt
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Diamond window on the world
Researchers from Plessey's Caswell
facility have developed a process to
manufacture diamond film in layers

over two inches diameter and 5µm
thickness.
The synthetic diamond layer makes a
durable and transparent window for IR
detection in missile targeting systems
and burglar alarms operating in the 0.4
to 12µm region. According to the workers involved in the development of the
process, the polycrystalline layer offers

.

/11-

'94/a.al -

superior transmission properties to
natural diamond because it produces
less scatter than a single crystal.

Manufacture involves the deposition

of carbon from low-pressure methane
gas plasma at temperatures below
80(1°C. a very low temperature in comparison to those normally employed in

go"

the manufacture of synthetic diamond.
The individual crystals measure in the
region of2to3µm.
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Semiconductors on steel
A hybrid production process developed
by the comms chip manufacturer Mitel
as the substrate
medium. It offers all the benefits of the
traditional ceramic based product but

uses stainless steel

of heat dissipation, strength and electromagnetic
shielding. says the company.
Mitel says that the key to the technology is a dielectric material which matches the steel substrate to the thick film
ink system.
I lybrid thin film circuits can now he
built with multiple layers of circuit conhas the added advantages

a new fabrication process
from AT&T.
The process uses successive layers of
polymer laid down on a conventional
ceramic substrate which also acts as a
thermal header. Each layer can contain
a mix of standard thin film elements
such as tantalum nitride resistors. fabricated capacitors and inductors. The
increased amount of interconnect based on gold - allows a much improved
packing density. The low -loss dielectric
makes the process suitable for microwave and high frequency applications.
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Calling the

nect using

-

According to its designers, the Northern Ireland Fire Brigade's new computerized call -out system is the most
advanced in Britain and possibly in the
world. From a central control room in
Lisburn. County Down, operators can
despatch staff and resources to incidents
occuring anywhere in the province's
5200 square miles. At present. the bri-

gade responds to more than
(10(1 incidents per year, ranging from
house and factory fires to road accidents
and the occasional terrorist episode.
Altogether. 59 fire stations and their
vehicles are linked to the system, by
telephone. private wire and VI IF or
UI IF radio. Data communications are
the dominant means of passing information to fire stations, but voice channels
are available simultaneously over the
private wire and radio circuits.
At the brigade's headquarters, the
operators who receive alarm calls from
the public are supported by a 350Mbyte
gazetteer of the province. With this,
fires can be located accurately from the
incomplete or garbled details given by
an over -excited caller, or even from the
number of a telephone call -box alone.
When there is any doubt, the software
offers a list of sound -alike addresses

25
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Personal

cell -phone
Motorola's pocket -sized 9800X is the
smallest cellular radiotelephone yet.
Though it weighs only 305g (including a
slimline NiCd battery pack) it offers

v
A
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rr

fire brigade
Seen here is one of the control positions
at Northern Ireland Fire Brigade's head-

quarters at Lisburn. Equal opportunities
note: the giant wall -map status display,
part of which is visible at top right, has
5000 lamps. All of them were wired up in
the space of four days by a man with only
one arm. He did his own cable -forming.

features to match much larger models.
Among them is a facility to recall stored
telephone numbers using names.
Channels covered include the full
ETACS assignments, and the unit can
he registered on both UK networks at
once. RF power output is 0.6W and a
continuous talk time of 30 minutes is
possible (or 75 minutes with the standard battery, which brings the weight
up to 350g). A range of accessories
includes a car fixing kit and a mains
power unit.
Within the 9800X, all main components are mounted on a single printed
circuit hoard - RF components on one
side, logic and audio on the other. A
metal interlayer provides an isolating
screen. The display is an alphanumeric
led type: Motorola doesn't consider its
relatively heavy power consumption a
problem since for most of the time it is
blanked. Some 80% of the semiconduc-

tor devices are special types sourced by
Motorola itself.
The telephone will he available this
year in versions for all 900MHz analogue cellular systems: the British model is ready now and carries a price tag of
£2295.

ELECTRONICS& WIRELESS WORLD

LCD digitizing tablet
The Japanese company Mitsubishi has
combined an LCD display with a touch -

sensitive panel to create a self indicating digitizing tablet. The screen/
tablet comprises an array of 640x400
pixels spread over an area 230x 145mm.
Working with a pressure stylus. the
operator can display images as they are
digitized. An external computer connects to the unit by a standard RS -232

port.

World's fastest
synthesizer?

phase noise of -105dBc/Hz at 100Hz
offset when running at an output fre-

mistakes.

July 1989

costs £459.

This is what Lyons Instruments claims
for a direct digital synthesizer manufactured by the US company Sciteq. It says
that the unit will hop over a bandwidth
of 300M1 Iz in less than 2Ons, maintaining p hase-continuous switching.
Based on GaAs technology, it uses a
central clock running at 640MHz to
produce a frequency range of DC to
300M Iz with a resolution of just under
10Hz. The specification indicates a

from which the operator can select the
most probable. Also available onscreen is the Harwell chemical database: firefighters tackling a chemical
spillage can receive directly from it a
print-out of the special information they
need. Touch -screen controls are extensively used, for rapid operation without

Two Data General Eclipse minicomputers manage the system (one is
on stand-by) and there is a third for
training purposes. Two 'shadow" control rooms are available in case the main
one has to be evacuated. The system
was designed and installed by International Aeradio (IAL). a subsidiary of
British Telecom. 'AL's next project of
this kind, an even bigger one, will be in
operation shortly -a call -out system for
the London ambulance service.

RS -232 multimeter
A five -digit multimeter from Fluke can
he used under computer control using a
built-in RS -232 interface. It accepts
ASCII commands, interpreted by internal rom, which can control range, functions and calibration. A standard PC
could he used to provide full remote
control of multimeter function.
An optional software package allows
the instrument to be incorporated into
an automated testing environment.
Captured data can be transferred into
standard PC applications packages such
as dBase or Lotus 1-2-3. The RS -232
port can also be used to address an
external printer for hard copy.
The model 45 multimeter provides all
the conventional multimeter functions.
Additionally it has a dual display enabling comparative testing to he made. II

quency of 150MHz.

Hermetic optics
,'

Hughes Aircraft has developed a
hermetic packaging technique for optical fibre pigtails. The fibre lead-in uses a
multi -layer jacket produced by first
coating the silica fibre with aluminium
as the fibre is being drawn. The aluminium layer then receives coatings of
nickel and gold to aid the soldering
process.
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DIY PLD
Brian

Frost concludes his introduction to programmable
logic devices with a design example and a look

J.

at PLD design tools.
an actual design example.
consider a simple four -hit
binary up -counter. The design equations are easy to
appreciate once the basic
rule of operation of the counter is clear.
There are two rules for counting. which
for an up -counter are
As

I. The least -significant hit must toggle
on each clock.

Higher hits must toggle only if the
hits are lower order are all I. otherwise
they must remain unchanged.
2.

From rule I. implementing the least significant hit is simply a question of
changing the pal 1) -type flip-flop operation into a 1' -type. or toggling, flip-flop.
If the O output of the flip-flop is connected hack to its I) input it will toggle
on each clock pulse and since we have
this feedback into the array. this provides our bit 11 of the counter. \Ve
usually need a reset facility as well, so
the equation for this hit 0 would read

gll.d=

the expansion for us and use the symbol
$ for the exclusive -Or function. Thus
the definition for q becomes

ql.d=

!reset

&(gll$gl):

For bits :2 and 3. the principle is identical
and their equations just add another
terns each time:

q2.d=

!reset

y3.d = !reset &

&((gll&gl)$g2):
((1111&

qI & q2) $113):

Note that Reset has appeared in all
equations.

PLDs-WHY YOU SHOULD BOTHER
Programmable logic devices are set to move
into areas where conventional logic has
seemed inviolate, and although traditional
logic families are likely to exist for many
years yet. the developing PLD technology
will be regarded by more and more designers as the less painful solution to their
design problems once their initial learning
phase is complete. The wider acceptance of
such devices that follows this learning will
fuel in turn the generation by manufacturers
of ever more innovative PLD products and
design tools.

!reset &gU:

Here the D input to the flip-flop for this
From this sequence it might seem that
hit is signified by the extension ".d" to
the actual output pin name "g''. and we could go on adding more hits to the
that the state of the actual output pin is counter very easily. but a limitation
used as an input on the right. Thus if arises from the number of product terms
Reset is not true. each new output state to which each equation expands. When
after a clock pulse will he the inverse of compiled for the basic pals. each hit in a
the last state. Should Reset go true, it binary counter will require one product
takes precedence and sets the 1) input to terns per control function (e.g. Reset,
0. thus clearing the flip-flop to the reset Preset. Hold etc.) plus a number of
product terms equal to the binary order
condition on the next clock.
plus I. limiting the popular pals to
From rule 2. the next higher hit. hit
must toggle only when hit 11 is a I. around eight hits. This limitation can he
Control over this toggling is achieved by avoided either by using special pals that
presenting its I) input with either its have exclusive -Or gates available
own output (so it does not change) or its placed before the D -type flip-flop. or by
own output inverted (so that it does partitioning the counter into several
toggle). The decision for this "toggle or shorter counters and interlinking them
not is based on the state of the previous via a "count enable signal.
hit. q. This control over an inversion is
The philosophy behind this example
conveniently represented by the of a simple binary up -counter is applicexclusive -Or function which can he ex- able to all counter designs. and a down pander) into Ands and Ors if required. counter can he designed just as easily by
Here we shall let the logic compiler do reversing rule 2.
I
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However simple the principles I have
just outlined, a justifiable comment is
that to create a simple counter in this
manner seems rather more painful than
just picking a readily available
part. But because counting is so common a requirement. a number of example counter designs are supplied with
any logic compiler and it is more usual
to modify one of these examples to your
requirements than to create a new design each time from the ground up. he
reward of a P1.1) -based counter design
is the ease with which one can incorporate additional features over those
found in the "1-ll. standard designs: for
I

example. counters with control inputs
that allow them to shift their contents
left or right as yell as count. This is the
area where pals become particularly
useful. since many of the complex NISI/
LSI functions with high numbers in the
I pl. range turn out to need extra signal
conditioning logic before they can be
used within your application. .\ PLI)
can he programmed to provide just the
signal polarity that you require and
becomes even more attractive when
pints need to he re-arranged to suit a
PCB layout.
For those like myself who can exist
for really quite a long time without
feeling the need to write a boolean
equation, ways 'lase been des eloped in
which high-level syntax can he used with
common logic compilers to express
these counting operations in a much
more direct way by regarding counting
as one defined sequence of a state
machine.

State machines
A state machine is any logic system that
proceeds through a defined sequence of
states under the influence of external
inputs. its previous state. and a clock.
Much software executes in this way.
with its sequential instruction -controlled
flow and its programmability working
together to pros ide a very flexible tool.
A logic -based state machine can provide the saute level of flexibility its a
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software routine hut at a much higher
speed where the control "branching" is
performed not by software testing of
input hits. but by logic states that follow
sequences dependent upon inputs at the
time the sequencer was clocked.
As an example of the application of a
PLD-based state machine, a very highspeed data acquisition system may require an A -to-D converter to have its
result awaited, transferred into local
ram followed by an auto -increment on
to the next address and a re -triggering
of the A -to -I) for the next measurement. C vele rates below Ills would not
be possible using a software technique.
yet a logic state machine can he programmed from a list of the A -to -I) control signals (trigger, busy. read, chip
select etc.) and the memory control
lines to issue these in a fixed sequence at
very high speed. A clock of 50MHz
would not he excessive.
Because of the usefulness of state
machines for counting and sequencing
applications. many logic compilers provide syntax for their definition. The
CUP_ notation is

PRESENT name
F input_

I_true

ol

present

NEXT name_of state

P

NEXT name

Q

only which parts of the design were to he
split on to other circuit cards within a
card frame.
With PLDs. partitioning is not only
about fitting a larger design into more
than one device. but it is important not

state

IF input _2_true

of

state

One can see the similarity to the
If...Then expressions of high-level languages.
To see how easy this makes the
expression of a counter design, Fig.10
shows a decade counter with control
inputs for up. down and clear, and with
a carry output.
The design starts with declaring the
pin numbers to use for inputs and
outputs together with their names and
polarities. Then follows a definition
section where each state of the I(1 possible counts is given a name (S,,.
and the the names Up. Down and Clear
are defined.
The actual design is in the Sequence
statement where each "present" state is
shown leading to one of (in this case)
three possible "next" states. corresponding to incrementing. decrementing
or clearing the counter.

/**

Inputs
1

=

clk;

2

=

clr;

pin

3

=

di r;

=

!oe;

pin 11

Outputs
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/*
/*
/*
/*

Counter clock
*/
Counter clear input
*/
Counter direction input */
Register output enable */

**/

pin [14..17] _ [03..0];
pin 18 = carry;

/* Counter outputs
/* Ripple carry out

/** Declarations and intermediate variable definitions **/

field count = [03..0];
Sdefine SO 'b'0000
Sdefine Si 'b'0001
Sdefine S2 'b'0010
Sdefine S3 'b'0011
Sdefine S4 'b'0100
Sdefine S5 'b'0101
Sdefine S6 'b'0110
Sdefine S7 'b'0111
Sdefine S8 'b'1000
Sdefine S9 'b'1001

/*

field mode = (clr,dir);
up = mode:0;
down = mode:1;
clear = mode:(2..3];

/*
/*
/*
/*

/*

declare counter bit field */
define counter states *1

declare mode
define count
define count
define count

control field */
up mode */
down mode */
clear mode */

/** Logic Equations **/

sequence count
present SO

present S1

present S2

present S3

present S4

present S5

present S6

present S7

How much TTL to replace

Deciding on partitioning - where a
design needs to he split up into smaller
logical blocks - can he difficult. And
perversely, the flexibility of PLDs can
make it more so. With traditional TTL
design. circuitry grew around the available parts: and partitioning concerned

**/

pin
pin

/**

to lose the PLD's flexibility in so doing.
For example. consider a simulated.
proven design which fully occupies one
161 8 pal. i.e. all 10 inputs and eight
outputs are used. A decision, based on
whether any further features are likely

present S8

present S9

C

up
down
if clear
next
if up
if down
if clear
next
if up
if down
if clear
next
if up
if down
if clear
next
if up
if down
if clear
next
if up
if down
if clear next
if up
if down
if clear
next
if up
if down
if clear
next
if up
if down
if clear next
if up
next
if down
if clear
next
out Carry;
if
íf

/* free running counter */

next Si;
next S9;
SO;
nex- S2;
next SO;
SO;
next S3;
next S1;
SO;
next S4;
next S2;
S0;
next S5;
next S3;
SO;
next S6;
next S4;
SO;
next S7;
next S5;
SO;
next S8;

Fig. /0. Configuring
decade counter. This one
has a carry output and three
control inputs- up, down
and clear.

next S6;
SO;

next S9;
next S7;
SO;
SO;

next S8;
SO;
/* assert carry output

*/
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Fortunately. as with software writing. PLD logic equations and, acting much
to he required. must he made as to
whether this implementation of the de- any partitioned design - however inele- like any other software language comsign is satisfactory, since if additional gant - will function once debugged. and piler. would translate these equations
outputs are required- the resulting addi- the experience that defines your own together with a knowledge of the intional IC would display a modification future partitioning rules is quickly tended PLD into the hits that required
the advantage
no more attractive than a TTL design. achieved. The choice of PLUS is then programming. This had
specify
names for
could
the
user
that
size,
their
of
devices.
wide:
number
using
a
by
Further outputs can he added
larger pal device - for example the number of pins. power consumption, pins, vastly increasing the readability
and documentation of a design as well as
technology and of course cost.
24 -pin 20L10 with 10 outputs - and
allowing a fast -turn -around to minor
programwith
microprocessor
As
leaving the extra two unconnected.
Another solution is to lay out a PCB ming. having the right tools makes for changes.
Today. these software packages fall
to take a 24 -pin 0.3 inch wide package efficient use of PLDs. PLDs are now
three basic categories:
into
softusing
designed
universally
if
12
almost
pin
as
to
earth
with V«. to pin 24.
for the larger pal devices, but then to ware tools and programmed on specific I. Shareware. Several manufacturers
earth pin 10. This footprint will hardware. Both merit a closer examina- have developed software that supports
their devices and in some case also
accommodate either 20 -pin or 24 -pin tion.
supports general architectures. so
pals with no PC13 modification and with
Software design tools
allowing its wider application. Examonly one lost input on the larger device.
The early days of programmable logic
ples are AM l) N1MI's "PALASM" and
just
than
more
require
often
Designs
were often spent with a dedicated prog- Signetic's "AMAZE". which are availa few extra pins on one device. A good
rammer box which applied the necesthe discs.
designer will partition a PLI) design sary programming voltages to one spe- able for basically the cost of
The quality of such software is quite
such that not only are uncommitted cific type of part and where the device
inputs and outputs available within each program was often entered using manu- high and offers many of the facilities of
of the several PLI)s, but that logic al switches. Although apparently cost- the traditional up-market CAl) packfunctions are grouped within each P1.1) elfectiye. this approach was only ages.
so as to minimize interconnections and acceptable for devices with a small
2. Non-specific general purpose logic
to contain the "domino effect- of any number of hits to be programmed and it CAD software. To cover as many as
future changes to the design within as could still lead to errors in program- possible of the PLDs in the marketfew PI.Ds as possible. Such a reduction ming. Even then, the user still had to place. several software packages cover
of the interconnections between the code his logic requirements into the hits a wide choice of devices, for example
PLDs is well repaid, not only through a to be programmed. further increasing CU PI, and ABEL (see the reference list
tidier design, but because each inter- the risk of incorrectly translating the last month for more details). The librarconnecting link trees two PLD pins. equations into fuses to be blown.
ies of these packages are regularly upConsideration must also be given to the
dated with new designs as they become
began
tools
years
software
ago.
A few
end use of the design: for example. a emerging which would accept a simple available. and their relatively high cost
prototype system should offer many document file written with the required is attributed to features such as powermore spare connections than a final,
tested design aimed at minimizing cost.
PLDs-THE FUTURE
Larger counter designs eat up the
available architecture of PI.Ds because
This 20 -pin device, usually electrically erasProgrammable logic devices have a very
the higher order count hits require more
able, can be programmed to act as one of 20
bright future. Many popular devices have
or more dedicated pal devices; i.e. it can
product terns (Ors) than the device
been with us for a longtime, but their volume
mimic combinational or registered pals inof use is increasing rapidly; most general
has. In this case it a PLD with larger
cluding devices that have mixed outputs
distributors' catalogues now include them.
internal organization is not feasible the
(16R4 etc). It does this by offering a progAt the same time, manufacturers of conhe
split
to
will
need
design
counter
rammable output cell on each output pin
ventional logic families have realised that
between devices.
that is defined when the programming
there will come a time when users choose a
One technique which sometimes pays
equipment loads the type of device to be
PLD route for their design and therefore they
Off is to make sure that you have spare
TTL functions available which the pal

cannot provide. For example. a combinatorial pal is supplemented with an
external uncommitted flip-flop that can
be roped in should it be required.
ensuring that Murphy is frustrated at an
early stage in the design.

Interestingly. software techniques
can provide pointers toward good PIA)
partitioning. There are a number of

parallels between a well -structured,
modular piece of software and a well partitioned PL I) design. Good software
has individual modules (each P1.13) with
well controlled parameters (signals in
and out) without complicating cross linking and changes in the main flow
(such as Goto).
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need to be positioned ready to offer in that
market As a result, several alliances have
now been formed between high -volume
logic semiconductor manufacturers and the
often smaller, more innovative PLD manufacturers. The programmable logic marketplace is likely to become much more competitive.
The greatest potential would seem to be
for UV or electrically erasable devices which
are rapidly increasing in their internal density. This increasing capacity benefits the user
in two ways. Firstly, new device configurations can be designed that are very flexible
in the logic functions that they replace: for
example, registers can be buried within the
device, freeing pins for i/o tasks. Secondly,
devices can be designed as "supersets" of
existing smaller fixed architecture parts. As
an example of the latter, one device that is
gaining much present popularity is the 16V8.

used, allowing isers with existing pal logic
designs to us .he 16V8 with no modification. Markete- -.s Generic Array Logic, or

it adds .. r' her buzzword to the logic
vocabulary.
t seems likely that within
For the fa
^
^ors PLDs will evolve into
two or thre,
:.fiitectures and grow until
standard lar
they reach, a.'- r ass, the complexity level at
which ASICs M -'a being offered some two or
three years ago. This will allow whole PCBs
of conventional logic to be replaced by just
one PLD; and it will be then that design
verification techniques such as logic simulation learnt now on the simpler PLDs will
return the greatest rewards.
Another area showing significant growth
is that of PLDs designed specifically around
certain functions that end-users tend to
repeat often. As an example, the new IBM
Microchannel bus architecture used in the
GAL,
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ful logic minimization, "hot-line" support. thorough simulation etc. Many
packages also incorporate conversion
utilities enabling designs made using
other software to he converted.
3.

Other manufacturer -specific soft-

ware. Some PLDs with nester architectures are so specific that their manufacturers have written software dedicated to them which exploits the advantages inherent in their design. In many
cases (PLD sequencers for example)
this software is also available as shareware at low or zero cost. In other cases
the manufacturer has chosen to incorporate software intended to aid the
user in entering his requirements. for
example where devices from the TTL
family can be specified: the software
then converts these to the PLD design.
Some software packages permit the
graphical entry of TUL components in
circuit diagram form, and so present a
very friendly user interface. This diagram is then converted into logic equations by the softtt are and on into a fuse
map for the intended PLD. Whilst this is
an excellent process for straightforward
designs, remember that there is no
substitute for an understanding of the
processes involved in fitting the design
to the N.D. and that you will certainly
need such an understanding should
problems occur.
In all case though- the eventual output is a JEDE( file that contains in -

latest PCs requires significantly more interaction between the main processor and
an expansion card that uses the bus. Several
manufacturers such as Altera have tailored
PLDs to Microchannel bus applications
where the PLD contains "hard" non programmable circuitry that implements
the defined bus functions and registers but
also contains "soft" programmable features
such as decoder outputs, interrupts and
handshakes that the end user can customize
to his own use. In this way not only are many
traditional ICs saved, but so too is the effect
of designing-in quite complex bus specifications.
Other PLDs with a bright future are those
designed for sequencing. These can be
thought of as similar to a reduced instruction set processor, but with very little memory: they are designed to perform small but
fast sequencer loops to control a subsystem
of logic. The common requirement for
counting, jumping and testing at speeds in
excess of software capability has resulted in
several manufacturers offering PLDs that
are specifically designed to be flexible in
this mode, and often come with their own
assemblers and software tools,
Another example of a PLD device that is
increasing in popularity is the logic cell
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formation in the form that can be read
by the device programming equipment.

Programming equipment
Many devices for programming PLDs
are on the market and on the surface
they appear similar to eprom programmers. Indeed their task is a related one.
to set individual bits in the device being
programmed to states as defined by a

downloaded pattern file.
Unlike eproms though. PLDs differ
widely in pin connections. programming algorithms and technology: and
this forces many manufacturers to dedicate an item of programming equipment
exclusively to certain types of PLD.
One reason for this is that bipolar pals
(such as the 16L8) and other devices
based on fuse technology can require up
to 0.5A to fracture the fuses in a manner
guaranteed to meet the manufacturer's
specification. By contrast. the erasable
PLDs now appearing use eprorn and
eprom technology ill c-mos where the
programming process requires raised
pin voltages that must be restricted in
their slew rates to avoid the risk of
c-mos latch -up. The significant difference in programming electronics that
this demands has led to lower cost
programmers designed either for "pal
programming" (probably bipolar fuse
types) and "EPLD programming" (the
newer erasable types). This makes it
very important to examine their speci-

array, or LCA, manufactured by AMD. This
device is an array of configurable logic
blocks, each one containing some combinatorial logic, a flip-flop and control logic.
A PLD design using this device is based on
programming the required logic within the
blocks and also the routeing used to connect
signals from input pins, through logic blocks
and out again. The flexibility of this
architecture comes from the ease with
which logic can be cascaded without using
valuable package pins, so "burying" logic
within the device. There is an increase in
propagation delay using this technique,
since the internconnection ís performed
using relatively high -resistance silicon
"wires" instead of metal, but development is
concentrating on minimizing this.
An interesting development for the future
is that of devices that can be programmed
in -circuit This relatively new concept relies
on equipment that can connect to one or two
reserved device pins and load a fuse map
into the PLO using a serial technique. As well
as being a useful prototyping aid, this has the
advantage that devices can be flow -soldered
with the other PCB components without
having yet been programmed. It also allows
PCB devices to be field -upgraded without
the need to design them into sockets.

I.LSS WORLD

ficatiott in detail to establish which
devices they cannot program, since this
limitation may not he discovered until
later.
Several manufacturers specialize in
"unixersal programmers". These are
sophisticated devices that are designed
to handle PLDs with a wide range of pin
xoltage. current and slew -rate requirements and which are configured internally to suit the specified device. Such
equipment usually handles eproms,

eprom-based microprocessors and
proms as well.

Which tools are best?
Unfortunately the answer to this question is not a simple one, since your
particular requirements reduce the options ax ailable.
None of the tools currently available.
however full of windows. menus and
circuit diagrams. releases the end user
from the need to understand the basic
principles involved. and there will always he a need for an adequate understanding of how your design is actually
overlaid on the architecture of a given
device. Although this understanding is
only fully tested when errors are reported to you 1w a software or programming process, it does help you to avoid
creating errors in the first place.
Software that allows schematic entry
does tend to look very attractite since
the circuit diagram+ concept is immediately recognizable to the user: hut
be aware that unless the error reporting
incorporates really positive suggestions
about curing problems - almost to the
extent of doing it for you - you are still
not spared the basic learning curve. As a
result, regard such software for what it
is - a convenient "front end" for user
entry.
If you have no previous experience of
PLDs, or equipment or tools for handling them. the need for a learning curve
makes the low-cost shareware approach
quite adequate as a starting point.
I'ALASM from AMD/MMI for example, is available from several distributors for under £20 and supports all the
common pal devices. But it has enough
features to allow you to decide more
objectively on purchasing a more comprehensive software package (such as
CUPL or ABEL) once your needs are
c:earer.
Again, the cost of programming
hardware can he kept low with the
purchase of a programmer that is designed only for simple pal devices.
Straightforward programmers designed
for serial connection to a PC are readily
available for under £400.
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THE ORIGINAL SURPLUS WONDERLAND!
SPECIAL PURCHASE
V22 1200 baud modems
We got a tremendous buy on further stocks of this popular
Master Systetn s 2/12 microprocessor controlled V22 full duplex
1200 baud modem - we can now bring them to you at half last
advertised price! Fully BT approved unit, provides standard
V22 high speed data comm, which at 120 cps, can save your
phone bill and connect time by a staggering 75%1 Ultra slim 45
mm high. Full featured with LED status indicators and remote
error diagnostics. Sync or Async use; speech or data switching;
built In 240v mains supply and 2 wire connection to BT. Units
are In used but good condition. Fully tested prior despatch, with
data and a full 90 day guarantee. What more can you ask for and at this pdcell
ONLY £69 (D)

POWER SUPPLIES

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
BARGAINS GALORE !
NEW 51/4 inch from £29.95!

.

All power supplies operate from 22 -240vsc. All power
supplies are BRAND NEW unless stated. We have many
other types ranging from 3v to 10kv always In stock.
BD301 Dual output 5vdc @ 1.6 amp A 12vdc @ 1.5
Massive purchases o1 standard 51/4' drives enables us to Byte Drive for disk drives. Has standard
Molex sodcetsAttracPerfect
present prime product at Industry beating low priciest Ail units amp.
£19.50(B)
encased. Dim 15 x 12 x 7 cm.
(unless stated) are removed from often brand new equipment tively
amp. Regulated and
12vdc
2
enclosed
PL1222
hilly
Plessey
and are fully tested,aligned and shipped to you with a 90 day
£16.95(B)
13.5 a 11 a 11cm.
guarantee and operate from +5 A +12vdc, are of standard size short proof. DimPSU
with outputs of -5v @ 5.5a, -5v @ 0.6a.
AC -DC Linear
and accept the standard 34 way connector.
Dim
28 x 12.5
proof.
circuit
short
and
regulated
5a.
Fully
@
-24v
£29.95(8)
SHUGART SA405. BRAND NEW
£49.50(C)
£39.95(B x7 cm.
TANDON T111100 -2A IBM compatible DS
£19.95(B)
regulated
Linear
&
a.
2
One
PHC
24vdc
Power
£49.95(8)
TANDON TM101-4 80 Track DS
system.
£75.00(8`` Boatmen 13090 switch mode Ideal for drives or complete
CANON,TEC etc.DS half helght.State 40 or 80T
@ 2.5a. -12v @ 0.5a and -5v @ 0.5a. Dam 5.6
TEAC FD-66-F.40-80 DS half height. BRAND NEW £99.00(B +5v @ 6a, +12v

MONITORS
COLOUR MONITORS

31/2 INCH

BRAND NEW AT £19.95!!

x 21 x

C29.95(B)

10.8 cm.

Boehert 13085. Same as above but outputs of +5v @ 6a,+24v
£39.95(B)
@ 0.5a.
Never before seen price for a 31/1' drive. Standard size be leved @ 1.5a,+12v @ 0.Sa,-12v
switch mode outputs -5v @6a,+12v
to be by Canon. Brand new and packaged - mint condtlonl 40 Greendele 19ABOE60 wattla. Dim 11 a 20 a 5.5 cm. Removed
1a,+15v
@
-12v
@
@
la.
run from +5 A +12vdc with standard power connec£24.95(3)
Decca 16" 80 series budget range colour monitors. Features track SS, Only
£19.95(B) from equipment and tested.
Include PIL tube, an attractive teak style case and guaranteed tor
Convey AC130-3001.High grade VDE spec. Compact 130 watt
80 column resolution, features which are only normally seen on
INCH!
8
YOUR
switch mode. Outputs -5v @ 15a. -5v @ la, -12v @ 6a. Dim 6.5
CHOOSE
£59.95(C)
colour monitors costing 3 times our pricel It Is absolutely ready
£125.00(E) a 27 a 12.5cm.Reg price £1901 Ours new...
800/801 SS refurbished A tested
to connect to a host of computer or video outputs. Manufacturers Shugert
£195.00(E) Farnell G6/40A Compact 5v 40a switch mode and fully
851 double sided refurbished & tested
£140.00(C)
fully tested surplus, sold In little or hardly used condition with 90 Shugart
enclosed.
Mitsubishi M2139463 double sided switchable
£95.00(C)
day full RTB guarantee.
£250.00(E) Farrell G24 5S As above but 24v @ 5a.
sectors- BRAND NEW
Decor 80 RGB TTL and sync input for BBC and similar type hard or soft
Interface etc.
so units are
Deco 80 COMPO 75 ohm composite video input with Integral Dual 8" drives with 2 megabyte capadty housed In a smart case Built to BT's rigorous standards.We have no data-12v
1a,+24v
supplied for experimentation. EPSU1:+5v 2a,
audio amp & speaker. Ideal for use with video recorder or our with built In power supply)
la,
-12v 0.5a &
5
6
a.+12v
ma.
EPSU2
EPSU2:+5v
A
floating
t
50
(F)
full/
u
1 a,+ 5v
5
y
Only £499.00
Telebox ST, or any other audio visual use.
Ideal as exterior drives'
t.Parts alone vaauel
5 others.30-70vdc in
Any type only £99.00 (E)
End o1 line purchase scoop! Brand new NEC D2246 8' 85
£9.95(c)
£16.95(C) EPSU2
EPSU1
megabyte of hard disk storage) Full CPU control and Industry
HI
standard SMD Interface. Ultra hi speed transfer and access
4
Brand new Cemronic 14' monitor for IBM PC and compatibles leaves the good old ST506 Interface standing. In mint condition
....-..4/1Mitsubushi
£399(E)
at a lower than ever pricel Completely CGA equivalent. Fli-yes and comes complete with manual. Only
0.42 dot pitch giving 669 x 507 pixels. Big 28 Mhz
Lowest ever priced 8 mhz PC -AT 286 clone with 20 mb hard
bandwidth. A super monitor In attractive style moulded case.Full
disk and one 525' 360k floppy. Complete with a regular type
Only
90 day guarantee.
£149 (E)
Please specify 110 or 240 volts for AC fans.
keyboard and very hi -ms 14" mono green screen monitor and
AV
Hercules graphic card. Guaranteed for 90 daysl

SPECIAL EXPERIMENTERS PSU's

SPECIAL OFFERS!!

tree/
/

-DEFINITION COLOUR MONITORS

--

FLASH!

COOLING,FANS

SPECIALS

20",22" and 26"

Superbly made UK manufacture. PIL all solid state colour
monitors,complele with composite video & sound Inputs.Attract-

WRITE FOR OUR EIGHT
WEEKLY BARGAIN SHEET &
GET ON OUR MAILING LIST FREE!

ONLY £799.00

THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL!

Very high res,fully cased,rriains powered 14" green screen monitor with
non -glare screen A swivel/Bit base. The very latest technology at the very lowest price! Fully compatible PC type input to plug direct to HERCULES card
outputs,enabiing superb graphics and resolution at give away pricesll The many
features include aux +5 5 12v DC output's to power at least 2 disk drives
or other equipment. Supplied BRAND NEW it, Boxed.

lye teak style case. Perfect for Schools,Shops,Dlsco, Clubs.
In EXCELLENT little used condition with lull 90 day guarantee.
(E)

20"....£155 22"....£170 26"....£185
MONOCHROME MONITORS

ONLY
3 Inch

£69.00 EACH

AC. 1V2

J

(E)

WRITE FOR ITEMS YOU
DON'T SEE, OUR SHOP AND
WAREHOUSE ARE FULL TO

BURSTING!
THE AMAZING TELEBOX!

Converts your colour monitor into

thick££10.35(8):
9.95(B)
(E)

a

QUALITY COLOUR TV!!

850(8)

r

TVSOUND
£
iramoli:
AC ETRI sllmline.Only V thick,
Inch
8 VIDEO
I
AC 110/240v 12' thick.
41nch
measurchassis
compact
A
white
black
M1000-1005'
Motorola
£ 9.95(B)
AC 112' thick
4 Inch
ing only 11.6H x 12W x 220. Ideal for CCTV or computer 10 Inch
£10.95(B)
110v
Rourd.312 thick. Rotron
V
quality, fully cased, 7 channei UI IF PAL TV tuner
applications. Accepts standard composite or individual 14 & 62 mm
DC 1' thick. No.812 for 6/12v.814 24v. £15.á5(A) Brand new high
syncs, Needs 12vdc at only 0.8a. Some units may have minor 92 mm
£10.95(A) system. Unit simply connects to your TV aerial socket and colour
19 mm thick.
12v.
DC
full
and
guarantee
screen blemishes. Fully tested with 30 day
£1250(8) video monitor turning same into a fabulous colour TV. Dont worry
DC 12v. 12w 11/2" thick
£28.00(C) 41nch
data.
£14.50(B) your monitor does'nt have sound, the 1 ELEBOX even has an
1'
thick.
8w.
24v
DC
4
Inch
standing
Integral audio amp for driving a speaker plus an auxiliary output
Fully cased as above In attractive moulded desk £39.00(C)
for Headphones or HI Ft system etc. Many other features: LED
swivel. Dim 12 x 14.5 x 26cm.
RECHARGEABLE'BATTERIES
11
0.7a.
Dim
12vdc
for
monitor
chassis
compact
ultra
Status Indicator, Smart moulded case, Mains powered, Built to
751
JVC
to
composite
ACID
LEAD
BS safety specs. Many other uses for IV sound or video etc.
z 14 a 18cm. Simple DIY data induced to convert
£65.00(B)
A300.
NEW
ell
type
BRAND
life,
Supplied BRAND NEW with full year guarantee.
free sealed long
video Input .Full data.
Maintenance
All
£13.95(A) Telebox ST for composite video Input monitors
£29.95(B)
20" Black & white monitors by Aztek, Cotron & National.
12 volts 3 amp/hours
12 volts
or
CCTV
AV
of
for
all
types
Ideal
£ 9.95(A) Telebox
£34.95(B)
as ST but with Integral speaker
6 volts3 amp/hours
solid state, fully cased monitors
6 volts
with
Integral
inputs
video
£
5.95(A)
£59.95(B)
composite
monitors
1.8
amp
hours
Standard
RGB
tapped
for
analogue
applications.
volt* Centre
Telebox RGB
fully tested 6-0-6
audio amp and speaker. Sold in good used condition - £85.00(F)
monitors.
NOT suitable for IBM done type colour
OFFER!
SPECIAL
with 90 day guarantee.
100 amp/hours et 6 volt! Brand new Chloride Powersale
BRAND NEW PRINTERS°
3VB11. Leakproof with additional snap -on security lid. Perfect
IBM KEYBOARD DEAL
able power supplies portable power source, Epson MX-80 FR One of the most popular printers around)
IBM PC, PC -XT or for Uninterrupt
(E)
£39
A replacement or backup keyboard for
costs
£801
Normally
Bidirectional printing with tuff logic seeking. 9 x 9 dot matrix for
to convert betwen caravans etc.
PC -AT, all In one! It has a switch on the rear
enlarged,bold,condensed etc. Standard parallelInterlace. Brand
Standard
NICKEL CADMIUM
models) LED indicators for Caps,Scroll & Num Locks.
and Individual
bank and 19 on the keypad, (Duality 12v 4ah cell pack. Originally made for the Technicololor label removed from front. Handles tractor,tantold
10 function keys plus 56 on the main
paper. OK with IBM PC and most others. A tremendous buys
markets. Absolutely
85 In all. Made by NCR for the English & US
company. Contains 10 GE top quality D nicad cells In a
video
(E)
£129.00
for
key
template
standard. Brand new & boxed with manual and belge,grey and smart robust case with a DC output connector. Ideal for portable Hazeltine Esprint small desktop.100 cps with RS232 and
£19.95(B)
Brandnew.
user slogans on the function keys. Attractive
standard parallel. Full pin addressable and 6 user selectable
legs underneath. A equipment.
cream finish, with the usual retractable
Ex -equipment NICAD cells by GE. Removed from equipment fonts. Up to 9.5' paper. Sheet & tractor feed. £149.00(E)
pin
5
standard
In
the
4 for £5(B)
condition: D size 4ah
generous length of curly cord, terminating
used
In
good,
and
known for their reliabilty In conat
s.
6 for £8(B) Centronics 150 senes. Always
F size 7ah
)IN plug. A beautiful clean piece ofmanufacturerssur
tinuous use - real workhorses in any environment. Fast 150 cps
(B)
a dealt BRAND NEW AND BOXED ONLY.....
with 4 fonts and choice of Interfaces.
SPECIAL INTEREST
£155.00(E)
150-SN up to 9.5' paper
Racal-Redac real time colour drafting PCB layout system. In- 150 -SW up to 14.5- paper
£199.00(E)
COMPUTER SYSTEMS
furniture and huge monitor.Complete ready to gol £3950
cludes
famous Einstein. The
full documentation, In
Specify whether serial or parallel required.
TATUNG PC2000. Big brother of thecomprises: Quality high DEC VAX11/750 Inc. 2 Meg Ram DZ and
£3900
brand new con diitlonl
FOR THE MANY OTHERS IN STOCK
CALL
TPC2000 Professional 3 piece system
and
650
key keyboard
£
resolution Green 12' monitor. Sculptured 92 circuits. PLUS 2 Large C*Icomp plotter
INCLUDING DAISY WHEELS.
550
£
control
all
and
CHEETAH Telex machine.
plinth unit containing Z80A CPU
£ 950
disk drives. Generous 1.5kw 115v 60hz power source.
Integral TEAC 5.25 80 track double sided
£3000
our
Shop - Technical help always on hand
support.
disk drive
-.TIM
other features Include dual 8' IBM format port, 64K ram and Wayne Kerr RA200 audio real time Ireq.res.analyser. £6900
plus many un -advertised spedals. You can buy a
1411/R PAL TV test signal standard.
Tektronice
Serial and parallel outputs, full expansion
£ 875
with CPMt, Wordstar Tektronics R140 NTSC TV test signal standard.
ready to run software. Supplied complete
colour television for as little as £291 Come and
£1500
by our famous 90 day Versetek V80 Printer plotter
o
and Basic. Brand new and covered
join the gang at 215 Whitehorse Lanel
£14001
150
over
£
is
unit
of
this
price
board
Normal
CPU
DEC LS11/02
guarantee and backup.
(E)
£299
...only
Our Price
31/2
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MAIL ORDER/OFFICES
Open Mon -Fr! 9.30-5.30
32 Biggln Way,
Upper Norwood,
London 5E19 3XF,

LONDON SHOP

100's of bargains for
callers!
Open Mon -Set 9á.30
215 Whitehorse Lane,
South Norwood,

,

DISTEL C The Original
Free did -up database!
1000's of Items+lnfo On Lino
300bá01 -879-1886,1200f75
01-879-81413,1200/1200
01.879-8769

.ALL ENQUIRIES
01-679-4414
Fax- 01.679.1927
Telex 894502,

VISA

i

tll
rr...

Adtloreies
6
amount Minimusr order CIO. PO orders from Guvemrrwrt,Urvveniees.Schoors Local
prices for UK Mainland. UK customers ADD 15% VATto Iota( order
to ma
(B)á3.50. (C)á6 50. (D)-03.50. (ESC!2.50 (F)-£15 (G)Cal All goods wppined stilled
welcome- minimum account order C25. Carriage charges (A)-11.50.
right to longs prices a
the
We
reserve
basis.
return
to
base
on
a
given
days. Al qt.-arm/tees
dardard Conditions of Sale and arises dterwi se stated guararteed for 90
~dinghy given tor higher quartibes than those stated.
specrficatvrs winout prior notice. Orders acoeptsd subject to dockOuotations
AA

ENTER 42 ON REPLY CARD

seconds and the standard Philips/Sory data
format is employed Rapid Recall, 0494

AcTivE
ASIC
C -coos

arrays. Three new members of the

HOC family of l micron arrays are the
HDC003, 006 and 011, offering 3000.6000.
I 1 000 gates respectively. The HOC
technology allows over 70% gate use. Its
channel-less sea-of -gates architecture otters
300ps delays (with a tan -out of two),
combined with unprecedented I/O counts in

minimal chip dimensions. Motorola, 0296
395252

A -to -D and D -to -A

converters

16 channel A -to -D -to -A 12 bit converter.
The PC -30A plug-in board for the IBM PC
provides both A -to -D and D -to -A conversion
with a conversion time of less than
microsecond, plus parallel 1!0 and a timer.
The 12 bit A -to -O converter and 16 channel
multiplexer has a typical conversion time of
35 microseconds. A sample -and -hold circuit
is used between the multiplexer and the
1

converter. Amplicon Electronics. 0273
5700220

Optical devices

40MHz. Deviation is ±10% standard with
octave deviation optional. Linearity is ± 10%.
Lyons Instruments, 0992 467151

Infra -red emitter. The TSIP 5201 ha; a
viewing angle of 40' and offers 520m'W'SR
of radiant intensity when driven with a
pulse of 100 microseconds duration.

1

Spectrally matched to silicon photo
transistors and photo -diodes. the device has
a wavelength of 950nm. AEG (UK) Ltd. 0753
872120
-

Memory chips
ASIC memory. PUMA II is an asic ceramic
memory which can carry flash orom.
eeprom, UV eprom and static ram and be
configured by the user to provide up to four
megabits of memory in 8. 16 or 32 -bit wide
words. Memory configurations are changed
through
pins which enable users to
access each of the 32 -pad sites in any order
by using the chip -select pins as address lines.
Hybrid Memory Products. 09/-258 0690

C-mos 64K prom. The CY7C266 by Cypress
Semiconductor is a highspeed, low -power
c-mos 64K prom that offers standard eprom
prnout. With a maximum access time of 55ns.
the CY7C266 dissipates 440mW. which
drops to 35mW when deselected The device
is arranged as 8192 x 8brt and is housed in a
choice of packages which can be equipped
with an erasure window. Pronto Electronic

CD-rom. Digital's RRD40 Compact Disc rom
stores up to 600Mbyte on a 12cm platter
and rs available in table -top form for SCSI and
Q -bus systems or as an embedded unit for
SCSI systems. Access time averages 0.5

Retro opto switches.The VTR22 sores of

TPD

'0000.40000411y
'

?r.

:-

100004.004.00

its High Q surface -mount and stripline
packaged single-chip and back-to-back
abrupt -type tuning diodes. Minimum reverse
voltage is 31V and they are available with a
4V capacitance from I.8pFto 100pF The
2C3I 13A series Q values are from 1000 to
125. Elyon Electronics. 0883 47916

Linear integrated circuits
op -amp features 25 microvolt maximum
offset voltage and 0.3 microvolt per degree
Celsius maximum offset voltage drift
Maximum offset voltages and drifts are
matched to within 25 microvolts and 0.3
microvolts per degree Celsius respectively.
Analog Devices, 0932 25320

-

is a
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series of leadless, surface -mounted,

cylindrical electrolytic capacitors are
available in preferred values from 0.1 to
220µF, with working voltages from 4.0 to
50V DC and an operational temperature
range from -40 to + 105-C. The series is
packaged in a cylindrical aluminium casing
measuring only 4 x 6mm ;or values from 0.1
to 47µF. and 6.3 x 6mm for values between
4.7 and 220µF. Bowmar Instrument, 0932
851341

Metallized -film capacitors. Panasonic has
two new ranges of miniaturized film
capacitors: the ECQ-B series polyester film/
foil and the ECQ-V series stacked metallized
film capacitors. At 63V DC, the two ranges

WIRELESS WORLD

Interference -suppression capacitors.
Metallized -paper capacitors by RIFA are
intenoed for use in across the line (Xl and
X2) and line to earth (Y) applications.
especially where high pu'se voltages of more
than L2kV can be experienced The PME
271E'ange offers capacitance va:ues from
0.01µF to 0.22µF and we rated at 300V AC
(X1). RIFA-EVOX (UK) LtG.

0203 6.3100

Low -voltage electrolylics. Two -anges of
low -voltage electrolytic capacitors. the ERR

Surface -mount trimmer pots. The

Leadless electrolytic capacitor. The NAC

Fast current -feedback op -amp. The PMI
OP -260 offers slew rates of 1000V/
microsecond at unity gain. 500V/
microsecond at a gain of 10, and draws a
supply current of only 4.5mA per amplifier.
Bandwidth is 90MHz. Current -loop amplifiers
are used in exactly the same way as voltage
feedback amplifiers. but offer major
performance advantages. Jermyn
Distribution. 0732 450144

non -crystal -controlled, voltage -controlled
oscillator providing a TTL output at any
centre frequency in the 1MHz to 90MHz
range: HCMOS output is available up to

retains the advantages of mica over NPO
ceramic, with the added benefit of SMT. Two
package sizes. SMO l 7.3 x 4.4mm and SMO2
7 3 x 5 8mm, line up with industry -standard
landscape sizes for tantalum chip capacitors.
Height above the board is 2.8 and 3.5mm
respectively. A capacitance range of 4pF up
to 2000pF is made in voltages between 63
and 1000V DC. Ashcroft Technology. 0493
853957

TRG042 series of cermet trimmer
potentiometers by Tocos is designed for
surface mounting. The res'stance of the
devices. which measure 3.8x 4.5x 2.2mm.
ranges from 50011 to 500k1! and they have
resistance tolerance of ± 30 ó. Mechanical
travel is 250" and maximum operating
torque is 300gcm. BDL. 06285 30607

Bipolar op -amp. The AD708 dual bipolar

Hybrid dip VCO. Vectron model VC -373

together offer a range of 0.0001 to 1.Oµ F.
HB Electronics, 0204 386361

Standard size. SM mica capacitor. This

Tuning diodes. MSI Electronics announces

1

1

Instrumentation
Digital multimeter. Gold Star model DM
a 41, digit instrument with a DC
voltage accuracy of 0.05%, all ranges having
full overload protection. It measures
alternating and direct voltage to 750V and
1000V,to 10µV resolution, and alternating
and direct current to 20A with a resolution of
0.1 µA. Resistance measurement goes from
Omí! to 20M1!. Alpha Electronics. 0942
873434

7241 is

1

Passive components

Discrete active devices

consist of an AC gas -discharge plasma panel,
including memory function, with bistable
characteristic and driver circuitry The neon
orange display is presented against a black
background and provides a brightness of
lOcd/m' with a contrast ratio exceeding
20:1 FPF8050H RUM features a display
matrix of 640%640 dots with an effective
display area of 21 mm x 132mm and the
FPF8050HRUK, a 640 x 640 dot matrix unit.
Fujitsu Microelectronics. 0628 76100

10005 smart power from Toshiba

PASSIVE EQUIPMENT

270272

Graphics plasma displays. These displays
is

high -current monolithic power IC which has
the control IC and vertical output mosfet on a
single chip. It features a high -sided power
mosfet output switch for grounded loads.
The TPD 1000S has a Voti o' 60V, and ID of 4A
and a Pc5 oNr of 0.2211. Typical operating
current s 2mA at 12V and microprocessor
drive compatability is assured. Toshiba
Electronics, 0276 694600
a

High tension connector. This 2mm touch
proof connector has a test voltage of 5kV ano
is rated at 1 5A. The recommended operating
temperature range is between 70" and
-10 C. The socket. manufactured from
brass, machined and gold-plated has a deep
insulating shroud giving a breakdown voltage
to VDE standards of 9.5kV. Multi -Contact
(U K). 01-575 7070

Displays

Power semiconductors
Intelligent power device.The TP01000S

flame-retardant, plug-in interlocking terminal
blocks can be plugged flush to the PCB.
either horizontally or vertically. onto the
5mm pitch pin strip. They are rated at 6A.
250V AC and accept up to 2.5mm' wires.
Camden Electronics. 0727 64437
-

devices consist of a gallium arsenide led with
a phototransistor or photodarlington so
mounted that each optical axis is
perpendicular to the face of the retro
package A retro opto switch normalk, sees
no light when an object passes within the
device s held of view. the infra -red from the
led is reflected back to the photodet actor
Pacer Components. 0491 873077

-

i/

Terminal blocks. The CTBI 300 series of

5A

Data acquisition board. The DT2809. an
IBM PC XT -AT -compatible data -acquisition
board can measure the outputs of eight
different sensors or transducers within 2Ons
of one another, and is capable of 16-bit
resolution ( ±% accuracy). The analogue -to
digital converter performs a calibration each
time the board is powered up. Data
Translation, 0734 793838

Eight -bit D -to -A converter. The Plessey
Semiconductors 8 -bit 0 -to -A converter
(ZN438) has input latches to facilitate
updating from a data bus. and a buffer
amplifier to give low analogue output
impedance. Other features include a 1.25
microsecond settling time to ±
LSB,
trimmable 2.5V bandgap reference.
microprocessor.TTL and 5V c-mos
compatibility and commercial and military
temperature ranges. RR Electronics. 0234

capacitor sockets is a
protection against momentary voltage
surges. and eliminates the need for a
separate capacitor on the PC board. Aries
Electronics (Europe), 0908 260007

457388

Systems.01-554 6222

Eight -bit. 200Msample/s flash converter.
The monolithic AD770 provides an eight -bit
output at 200Msample/s with 250MHz f ullpower and 400MHz small -signal bandwidths,
which allow low -distortion sampling of
100MHz Nyquist-frequency signals.
Additional benefits include accurate
sampling of high -frequency signals without
an external sample/hold, fast settling when a
high-speed external sample/hold is used and
sampling of signals beyond the Nyquist
frequency. Analog Devices. 0932 253320

as standard. The use of

and EKX series. have been designed for use
in switched -mode powe' supplies. Both
series are polarized. radial -leaders devices
and are available in values from 10 to
2200µF. Voltage ratings of 10. 16. 25, 40 or
63V DC can be specified, and thecapacitors
have particularly tow impedance over the
frequency range I0.100KHz. Steatite
Roederstein. 021-643 6888
RF attenuators. A range of high -power RF

attenuators covering the 0-2.5GHz
frequency band, is available in standard
attenuation values of 3 to 60dB at 12 to 20W
They are available with type 'N- connectors
- Model 8212 or -BNC' connectors - Model
8211. Impedance is 501! Telonic
Instruments. 0628 73933

Connectors and cabling
Capacitor collet sockets.

A complete line
of open -frame capacitor sockets for devices
with 0.30 (7.62mm), 0 4in (10 16mm), and
0.6 n (15.24mm) row -to -row pitch gives a
choice of either 0.1µF or O.33µ F capacitor

Digital panel meter. The DPM-8100 can be
used either as a conventional voltmeter.
providing ACr DC amperes and volts readout. or recalibrated to display engineering
units such as height. pressure and flow rates.
It provides automatic zero and polarity
indications. crystal -control for noise
resection, display hold capability and true
differential or single -ended input Anders
Electronics. 01.388 7171
Programmable attenuator controller.

A

high-speed series of control processors is
now available for micros in conjunction with
Flann programmable attenuators and phase
shifters. Setting times for the attenuators of
12 seconds for 0-60dB and 70ms for 5060dB are achieved. Phase shifters can be
repositioned from 0 to 360- in 320ms. Flann
Microwave Instruments. 0208

/////

Handheld multimeter. The GDM 1.11
31/2 -digit. handheld multimeter which

is a

includes capacitance measurement as one
of its eight functions The multimeter. which
also includes diode testing and semiconduct
Fiji measurements, has a basic DC accuracy
of 0.5%. The 29 ranges. which include DC
voltage up to I kV and DC/AC current up to
10A. are selected by a single rotary control.
Probes are included in the purchase price of
£49.95, and an optional carrying case is also
available. Global Specialities, 0234 217856

Digital storage oscilloscope. The S040
25MHz microprocessor -controlled digital
storage oscilloscope, which has an analogue
real time display, has two input channels and
a storage capacity of 4 x 2K or x 8K. All
four of the stored signals can be displayed
simultaneously. Grundig Electronic. 0911
7330-1
1

Clip -on ammeter. The 2000

AC is a basic,
wide -range. Hall -effect instrument. Designed
to be hand-held. its jaws clip round a
conductor to enable measurement of the
current carried. The design of the jaws
permits current measurement on circular
conductors of up to 48mm diameter or
22 x 60mm rectangular section. Three
current ranges are provided: 0.20A. 0-200A
and 0-2000A. Accuracy is ± l % of range. The
frequency range of the instrument is 15Hz to
3kHz. Heme International. 0695 20535

671

Digital/analogue oscilloscopes. Tektronix
2230, 2221 and 2220 are the first digital
storage oscilloscopes to include non -storage
measurement to 100MHz (2230) and
60M Hz (2221/2220). As a DSO, the 2220
supports sample, peak -detect and average
modes; the 2221 and 2230 also support
accumulated peak detect. All three models
have a sampling rate of 20Msample/s with
8 -bit vertical resolution, and in repetitive
storage mode of up to 2Gsample/s. IR
Group, 0753 580000

Waveform tester. A multi -channel
waveform analyser that simplifies a wide
range of measurements in mechanical and
electromechanical applications, the
Tektronix 2510 is designed to perform
complex waveform analysis. Features
include record lengths to 256K points and
card modular expansion up to eight
acquisition channels per analyser
Additionally, a simple spreadsheet -style user
interface fully integrates control of waveform
acquisition. storage, analysis and data
management. Tektronix UK, 06284 6000
Pen recorder. The Hioki 8601 battery
powered pen recorder offers single-channel,
inkless recording on a 15m -long pressure
sensitive paper roll. The four chart speeds
are 1 and 2cm/s and and 6cm/minute.
Zero can be positioned at any point on the
20mm wide recording paper. Seven input
ranges give 100.200 and 500mV and 1, 2, 5
and 10V full scale sensitivity. Frequency
response is 80Hz and the input resistance a
fixed IMO. Universal Instrument Services.
-

switches. The Jumpers simply slide over a
pair (or more) of pins from the unshrouded
header. The pin passes through the Jumper,
allowing jumpers to be stacked up and cross
matched. It is available in three versions.
single, in -line and bus -bar, from 2 to 20
positions. Digitran, 00763 61600

Programmable waveguide switches and
drivers. A series of programmable
waveguide switches and drivers is designed
for use in instrument, laboratory or ATE
applications. The switches, with an optional 2
or 3 channel rotor, offer high repeatability
and reliability. A precision stepper motor
provides programmable switch positioning
via a switch driver unit. Flann Microwave
Instruments, 0208 77777

Metric rotary switches. Metric versions of
the Grayhill Series 50/51 rotary switches
have a 4mm x 25mm shaft, and are rated for
200mA at 28V DC, or 150mA at 115V AC, for
25000 cycles. The Series 50 features a 36°
angle of throw with up to two poles, the
Series 51 a 30° angle of throw with up to four
poles. Both series are available in solder -lug
and PC -mount versions. Highland
Electronics, 04446 45021

-

1

0533750123

Power Supplies
1000W power supply. Powermag A1000

Sealed diaphragm switch. The Series 14S
hasa seal design usinga membrane, which
effectively excludes dust. liquids and
airborne contaminants from the electrical
contacts. It features ITW's registered
Butterfly contact mechanism to provide high
reliability and a current -carrying capability of
20A at 480V AC. The contacts themselves
consist of a high mass of solid silver with a
semi -refractory design. ITW Switches, 0705
694971

is

economically -priced miniature DC -DC
converters, with both single and dual
outputs, is manufactured by SCI
(Semiconductor Circuits Inc.). The DPU
series of single and dual -output unregulated
converters offers efficiencies up to 80%;
short-circuit protection: an operating range
of 25°C to +71 C wth no derating; and an
LC input filter to reduce the reflected ripple.
Pascall Electronics. 01.979 0123

Production test equipment
component test system. the CT 1000, offers
functional and parametric testing of linear
components including op -amps.
comparators, voltage regulators and opto
couplers. The user sets the test limits and
conditions using simple menu -driven

PCBus isolated extender board. The PC 54 isolated extender board finds application
in PCB development and trouble -shooting. It
provides a socket on its top edge which
duplicates the IBM motherboard socket, but
is fully buffered from it. The bus protects the
host PC while checking experimental or
production boards. Amplicon Electronics.
0273 570220

246488

Interfaces
intelligent VME analogue I/0. The BI/ME
650 module is a high-performance VME
board, providing an intelligent DMA interface
for A -to -D and D -to -A conversion. The 6U
module provides 32 input and four output
channels, each with 12 -bit resolution. It is
capable of continuous conversionsthrough
its DMA controller: either via on -board ram or
via the VME system memory. BICC-VERO
Electronics. 0703 266300.

PC AT frame grabber. The DT2862
arithmetic frame grabber man IBM PC
AT -compatible board that can capture.

process, and store up to four 512 x 512 x 8
bit images from standard video or slow -scan
devices in real time (1/25 second). It has
1Mbyte of on -board memory, a built-in 8 -bit
arithmetic logic unit, and high-speed data
ports for direct connection to dedicated
processor boards. Data Translation, 0734
-

and digital I/O for PCs. The DADIO,
produced by Scientific Solutions. can be
used in any personal computer with a
standard IBM PC bus. such as the IBM PC. XT,
AT. and PS/2 model 30.11 contains four
independent, double-buffered, 12 -bit digital
to -analogue converters in addition to 24 li 0
lines, which can be programmed in groups of
eight. Frontline Distribution. 0256 463344
D -to-A

793838

Data communications

-

products
Serial communications controller. An
enhanced c-mos version of the industrystandard 8530 serial communications
controller that doubles the soeed of the
previous generation, the 85C30 is designed
for use with 8- and 16 -bit microprocessors.
AMD (UK), 0483 740440

Programming hardware
Eprom programming. The XP2M supports

Development and
evaluation

-

Component test system. A bench -top

on an IBM PC or compatible system. The
SO l 6SI M PC allows H16 programs to be
developed, tested and debugged before any
target hardware has been developed.
allowing hardware and software design to
progress in parallel. Hitachi Europe, 0923

-

The Arcnet PC
communication range includes the ARC-100
Arcnet interface in both star and bus
topology as well as active and passive hubs.
All interface cards plug into PC/XT/AT and
386 machines and are fully compatible with
Novell and other malor software packages.
The ARC -100 is a short card and includes a
2Kbyte multi -packet buffer with I/O address
and interrupt, selectable via links. Blue Chip
Technology, 0244 520222

converters. A series of

DC/DC converter. Vicor -Megamodules"
are compact, chassis -mounting converters
available in ratings from 50-600W. which can
be combined to achieve multi -kilowatt power
ratings. With an operating frequency of up to
3MHz and efficient thermal packaging, the
overall efficiency of the Megamodules
reaches 85% and their power density is up to
27W per cubic inch, depending upon the
model. Powerline Electronics, 0734 868567

Computer board level
products

Arcnet network cards.

1000W single -output, switch -mode power
supply in a 5 x 8 x 10 in standard package.
Outputs include 5V, 12V, 24V and 48V DC.
Advance Power Supplies, 0279 55155
a

DC -DC

COMPUTER

Heme 2000 AC clip -on current meter

Transducers and sensors
Optical transducers.

Type DP500 is a

series of high -resolution, non -contacting,
optical panel -mounting encoders. named
'Digipot. Designed to convert input rotation
and direction into real-time digital data, the
DP500 encoder offers extremely low torque
and the ability to cope with continuous
speeds up to 10 000 rev/min. providing 500
pulses per revolution to generate 14 40 code
changes every full rotation. Control
Transducers, 0234 217704

VME I/O prototyping. Using an on-board
68000 processor, the XVME-C80 and XVME081 prototyping systems enable designers
to develop application -specific I/O modules
with local intelligence at reduced cost. The
on -board intelligence ensures that the
system processor is not overloaded in I/0 intensive applications. Dean Microsystems.
073575155

simulator for H16. This
simulator/debugger allows software for the
32 -bit H16 microprocessor to be developed
PC based

Arcnet network card from Blue Chip

Pe'

all current 24-, 28-, 32-, and 40 -pin eproms,
eeproms. flash eproms and micros as
standard, and has the ability, with optional
add-on modules. to cover bipolar proms and
pals. GP Industrial Electronics, 0752 342961

Software
PADS -PCB design system. Version 3.0 of
the PADS -PCB PC -based cad system
includes many enhancements, among which
are networking, high resolution, a 30%
increase in autorouter speed, and advanced
placement capabilities. A major advantage of
Version 3 is that it enables the user to setup
a single file server and library node.
accessible by all micros on the network.
Export Software, 0242 222307

Task -oriented processors
Transputer-performance graphics. The
QTVIO MicroVAX-resident graphics and
image-processing module is one of the QT

Series of transputer-based Q -bus
subsystems which allows MicroVAX users to
make full use of the transputer. Suitable for
both PAL or NTSC cameras as well as PAL,
NTSC or non -interlaced monitors with
refresh rates of up to 60Hz. the system may
he expanded to 24 -bit RGB image
processing by running three QTVIOs in
parallel. Hawke Components, 01.979 7799

.~-4002:10r,"44-r--,411
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software running on the system PC which
controls the instrumentation and processes
the test results. Antron Electronics, 0252
737191

Radio communications

products
HF/SSB transceiver. The 2230 synthesized.
100 watt HF/SSB transceiver is engineered
for mobile, portable and fixed -station service
in hostile, bush and desert environments.
Combining keypad frequency entry with
rotary -switch selection of 15 memory
channels, the AEL 2230 operates in USB/
LSB, CW, AM and FSK modes. The keypad
may be detached from the front panel, with
operation then as a conventional
channellized transceiver on up to 15 spot
frequencies. AEL Communications. 0293
785353

Switches and relays
Alternative to dip switches.

Alfa Bridge is a
low -profile, 2.54mm-pitch Jumper, which can
be used as a low-cost alternative to dip

Load cell. The ELF -500 series of load cells
from Entran could be the smallest in the
world, with a diameter of 0.5in and a
thickness of 0.110in. The devices are
available in tension, compression or both
modes and offer measuring ranges from 11b
up to 1001b. Temperature compensation
covers the range of 0°C to 60°C, but can be
extended. These low -deflection devices
provide outputs of up to 250mV FS.
measuring static or dynamic forces at
frequencies to 20kHz. Ent ran. 0344 778848

Rotational impulse -signal emitter.

Designed to convert shaft revolutions into
electrical signals, the model G080 rotary
impulse emitter is a small, mechanically
driven electrical contactor which produces
electrical impulses in accordance with the
gearing arrangement between the driven
shaft and the contact breaker. IVO Services,

0959 64884

Temperature transmitters. The

SEM 151
series of temperature transmitters now
includes 0-200°C versions as standard. The
units are designed for use with two or
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three -wire platinum resistance detectors to
BS 1904 or DIN 43760. Status Instruments,
0684 296818
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FREE HOTEL

BOOKING SERVICE

SEMINAR INFORMATION
EXHIBITOR AND PRODUCT

With over 125 leading Exhibitors Leetronex '89 has, once
again, all the elements needed to maintain its position as the
North's leading Electronics Exhibition.... so: whether you're
buying, selling, contracting, manufacturing, using or
researching; it's certainly going to be the one Exhibition where
you'll be absolutely positive of making the right contacts!

1.. troruex

INFORMATION
FREE PARKING

27th 28th 29thJUNE1 989
g

g

AT THE-UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS EXHIBITION -CENTRE
CALL THE LEETRONEX '89 INFOLINE

0532 332021
EXTRA

TO RESERVE YOUR

NOW!

TICKETS

...make the
positive connection

By road, rail or air you'll find Leeds and Leetronex '89 so accessible....
London and many European cities are within day -visit range by air into Leeds Bradford
Airport, the Intercity Station is quite literally a five minute drive from Leetronex '89 and the Leeds Inner Ring Road, which
connects with the M1 and M62 motorways, runs directly alongside the Exhibition Centre. It couldn't be easier to make
the connection.... and, if that's your intention, then please accept the Complimentary Ticket below....we look forward to
seeing you at Leetronex '89. In the meantime if you need any further information
just call us on the Leetronex '89 Infoline.
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APPLICATIONS SUMMARY
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-36
-37
-38
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51,36,21

- 32
- 33
- 34
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IRO
MACK

12,5

DX

VFxI
ONDA

ACK

Vcc

MCK,BCK

MIC

P

4

FSX, FSR

systems.

There is no specific description of this
circuit in the note, but there are details
of how the 1-15554 operates and further
circuits for an ADI'CNI transcoder and
a single -party channel unit. Motorola,
Macro Marketing. Burnham Lane,
Slough, Berkshire. 06286-4.422.

-61

-42
-43
-27
-28
-29

MCK

VFRO
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I

RESET

500

MPU

Il

IRQ

Vss
XTAL

5V

t

I

OWN1

Handset

-26

-8

A

50

1k

-

I

1

DG NT1

DGRT

-RCVR
(white)

-10

2

ISET
S

This ISDN voice/data terminal is from
an advanced data sheet on Motorola's
MC145554 series pulse -code modulation codec filters. Each device in the
family performs voice digitization and
reconstruction as well as the hand limiting and smoothing required in 1CM

5V

LAP-D/LAP'S
controller

Why is a compact disc player like a
satellite modem?
In an article with a title like the one
above you would expect to find a fair
comparison between a CI) player and a

satellite modem. AMD's DSPatch
Newsletter No 10 contains such an article but satellite modems are hardly
mentioned; the only mention comes in
the last paragraph which tells you that
data can he corrupted by both random
and burst errors in satellite communications channels and CD pick-up systems
alike.
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Data read
from disc

Dual -tone multiple
frequency on a

14-8

Strip merge
bits

demodulator

microcontroller
1

C?

Deinter leave

D*
deinterleave

decode

Cl decode

D

1

demter leave

1
1

Interpolation

filter

Interpolation

filter

Right ch

Reconstruction

d -to -a
converter

Lett ch
d -to -a
converter

However. details of how the CD
player data system works make up for
the over -ads enturous title. Cross interleave Reed -Solomon coding, data
framing and oversampling are all outlined in the article. There is also a
run-down of advantages that accrue
from using the ADSP2If) family DSP
chips and a note that there is an entire
section on multi -rate digital filtering in
the ADSP210x Family Applications
Handbook, Volume Two.
Other articles in the newsletter describe a l6hit PCM audio d -to -a converter, disk -drive head positioning using a
digital signal processor and high resolution data conversion in general.
Below is an extract from the newsletter
on an interesting signal/array processing
system called SP20 and manufactured
by Sigmet and Lassen Research. The
SI'20 is capable of between 21) and
400M flops depending on its configuration so it is suitable for radar and image
processing applications.

Right audio

filter ( analogue)

Reconstruction

Left audio

filter (analogue)

High-speed signal
array processing
Signal processing has traditionally required the speed associated \\ MI hardwired electronics which. by their nature,
are inflexible. fixed -program systems.
The SLR SP -211 signal/array processor
takes full advantage of this technology: it
has computational rates an order of magnitude higher than comparable systems.

yet supports

a

Assembly -language software for producing DTMF on COP82UC/8-I0C controllers is listed in Application Note 521
from National Semiconductor.
Since the 82(l/840 controllers only
have one tinter, the problem with producing DTMF on them is that three
different times need to he handled - the
two selected frequencies and the I00nts
DTMF duration. One. or possibly two,
of the timings can he handled by the
timer but the remaining one or two need
to he dealt with in software.
The solution described in the note
consists of 78 bytes of code together
with 32 bytes of look -up table. It relies
on dividing the IOOms duration by the
half periods for each of the eight frequencies and then examining the respective high and low -hand quotients
and remainders shown in the table.
National Semiconductor, The Maple,
keml'rev Park, Swindon, Wiltshire SN2
6UT. 0793-61,!7.1/.

general-purpose

architecture capable of high performance
in a varier of applications.
The SP -2(1 is designed for performing
repetitive. computationally -intensive
algorithms for applications such as remote sensing (e.g.. radar. lidar. sonar.
satellite). image processing or numerical
modelling. Use of an SP -20 together with
a low-cost to mid -range host computer.
yields the performance of a much more

1477
1336
1209

0

697

1

2

3

A

Analog Devices, Station Avenue,

770

4

5

6

B

Mahon -on -Thames. Surrey
11932-232'22.

952

7

8

9

C

0

#

D

1

2

3

expensive system.

1

ti T/2

/ Phi

2 °C

LL

3

941

Choosing a PGA

0

COLUMNS

Suggestions on how to choose the right
programmable gate array are given in

AM D's brochure Programmable Gate

Arrays - The Perfect Solution for the
Imperfect World. Among subjects
broached are cost, why user programm-

Freq.
0.5P
I-Iz

able devices are useful, why you should
program your own devices rather than
let them be programmed by the vendor,
and risks and compromises associated

with PGAs.
There is also a table of devices available from AMI) in the brochure and
notes on software. PGA design and the

Birchwood, Warrington WA3
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design cycle. AA!!), The Genesis Centre, Garrett Field, Science Park South,
0925 828008.
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NOTES ON THE HOUSE

Statistics and anti -statistics
Is there a relationship between particle
physics and politics? Just as a nuclear
particle has its counterpart. an antiparticle, each statistic produced by a
politician leads to the appearance of an
anti -statistic, and quantum theory ensures that two statistics relating to the
same subject can never be the identical.
This was e ident during a debate
which expressed concern at the trade
deficit in electronics, and the increasing
skills shortages in high technology.
when Paddy Ashdown, the Democrats'
leader, began to focus a beam of anti statistics on to the Government hen ches.
In 1979 there was a trade surplus of

of GDP in high-technology pro-

(1.5%

ducts. which by 1989 had become a
deficit of £2.19 billion. Between 1971
and 1985, out of five major OECD
countries, only the UK's percentage of
GDP spent on R&D dropped (from
1.8% to 1.5%. whilst civil R&D dropped from 0.73% to 0.5%): in terms of
patents. the UK's share has fallen

sharply (26% of all European patents in
196:: to 16% by 1985). and the UK is
the only OECD country whose numbers
of applications for USA patents has
fallen. In terms of skills. by 1993. the
UK will he short of 100 MO IT staff. and
that the UK rates 17th out of the top 20
OECD countries for the number of
those staying in full-time education over
the age of 16 (the Japanese have 95%
stay -on rate. the UK 32%): and for
every 10 0(11) population of the top
OECD countries. the UK has the fewest
scientists and engineers working in

R&D.
"Too selective", said the Government. which unselectively noted that
recent high-tech investments by Fujitsu.
Toyota and Bosch amounted to £1.2
billion. Indeed, capital investment in a
high-tech industry such as chemicals

billion. the trade surplus on
electronic radars was £700 million.
capital investment in IT was up by 44%.
and in 1988, IBM alone added £2 billion
to the positive side of the trade equawas £1.4

tween

a

wand and

a

panacea" and

offering "fraudulent proposals". It all
goes to show that when statistic and
anti -statistic collide, cold fusion releases much energy in the form of heat.

More support for
defence exports
Defence exports from the UK over the
last three years have totalled £13 pillion
and electronics forms a significant part
of that total. Could the UK export more
it the resources of the Defence Export
Services Organisation (DESO) and
embassy staff abroad were more effec-

tively used?

Parallel thought processing

recent National
definite 'yes'.
Its study showed that DESO's and
embassy staff did not usually have sufficient business or marketing experience.
and that high staff turnover in DESO
made communications between staff
and exporter difficult. Resources, the
NAO found, were targeted at the larger
companies. with the result that there
was too little support for the smaller
company in defence electronics. To

The answer from

a

Audit Office Report'

",

ON-60/N6 SIMULATED STRIKE
SCENARIO NEOAT/N6 A COUNTER
PRE-EMPTION STRIKE EVENTUALITY..."

- HERE, NIGEL!ANY

tion. With respect to the skills shortage,
5000 extra technical graduates would he
produced by the engineering and technology programme. and YTS now has a
technical component.
With so many statistics, claims and
counter -claims. the hectic final stages
resulted in Eric Forth. the minister
responsible for technology. describing
the Democrats' leader as "glib". "waving something which was halfway be-

IDEA

WHAT THEY'RE ON ABOUT?

is a

assist exporters further. DESO should
computerize its complex and cumber-

An intriguing conundrum concerning Fylingdales early warning station
surfaced during an exchange between Archie Hamilton, Minister of
State for the Armed Services, and
Labour's Andrew Bennett. How was
the Minister sure, Bennett asked,
that the USA would provide all information from the early warning
station to the UK authorities, íf the
USA thought that a UK government
would independently fire its Trident
missiles? No problem, replied the
Minister, we receive information in

676

parallel, "so there is no question of
one nation having it and giving it to
the other".
But what about the interpretation
of data? Although there wasa principle of mutual corroboration, no
guarantee was given to the House
that such corroboration would result
in an agreed interpretation of events.
Thus. it is theoretically possible for
the UK's interpretation to be so
different from the USA's that the
UK might want to fire off its Trident
independently. Mmmmm!

some manual database. Both embassy
and DESO should. the NAO reported.
apply specific performance measures to
ensure that their effectiveness and efficiency was not impaired.
The NAO managed one unsubtle

hint: it noted that exporters "welcomed
the NAO's own survey". and "such
surveys should be a regular feature" of
DESO's and the attachés' future work.
National Audit Office. Report by the Comptroller and Auditor General. 'Minister of Defence: Support for Defence Exports'. I IC 3113.
IMSO.
1) 11)230389-t. £5.61) from
Nubs ort the House are h t Chris Pounder.
ISBN

I
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UNBEATABLE PRICES
GROUP
GREAT OFFERS ON TRIED AND
TESTED USED EQUIPMENT
COMPUTERS

METERS

Hewlett Packard 9836A 128Kb RAM, twin drives, HPIB
£ 4.750
Hewlett Packard 98508A HP310. 1Mb RAM. RS232. HPIB £ 3,500
IBM PC-ATE 512Kb RAM. 20Mb hard disk. 80286.
inc monitor adaptor
1.250

f

PLOTTERS
Gould 6320 10 -pen. A3, IEEE
Hewlett Packard 7220T 8-pen, A3, RS232
Hewlett Packard 7440A-2 8 -pen, A4. HPIB

£

300

£ 1,400
F

350

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS

LOGIC ANALYSERS

f 4.650
f 4,500

Hewlett Packard 1630G 65 -channel, 100MHz
Hewlett Packard 1650A 80 -channel. 100MHz
Philips PM3551Ar7075-channel, 300MHz
Tektronix 122548 -channel. 100MHz

£ 1,250

OSCILLOSCOPES -REAL TIME
source facility

f

Philips PM3295350MHz dual trace. cursors
Tektronix 2215 60MHz dual trace scope
Tektronix 2445 150MHz 4 -channel scope

F

f

OSCILLOSCOPES -DIGITAL

f

Gould 5110 100MHz. 1MHz sampling
Philips PM3320200MHz, 200MS s. XYoutput
Hewlett Packard 54100A 1GHz. 40MS s
Tektronix 221050MHz, 20MSfs
Aplab T/S250/1000 AC Power Source. 1000VA
Farnell AP60-50 60V 50A Power Supply
Hewlett Packard 6038A 60V'IOA Power Supply, HPIB
I A

Power Supply

2,650
350

1.650

1,500

£ 5,500
8,000

f

£ 1,360

POWER SUPPLIES

Lambda 422 40V

950

1

950
900
£ 1,200
200
£

f

f

Hewlett Packard 8970A Noise Figure Meter. 26.5GHz
Wandel B Goltermann PF1 PCM Bit Error Rate Set
Hewlett Packard 3776A PCM Terminal Test Set. CCITT
Hewlett Packard 49484 Transmission Impairment
Measuring Set, CCITT
Marconi 2955 Radio Communications Test Set
Marconi2958 TACS Cellular Radio Test Set

DATACOMMS TEST
Atlantic Research 4600 Protocol Analyser. 19.2cbps, X.25
Hewlett Packard 4952A Protocol Analyser, 64kbos.
X.25 21

Marconi 2871 Data Communications Analyser
Tektronix 1502 TDR Cable Tester, 2,000f1
Tektronix 1503 TDR Cable Tester, 50.000.9

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY- ALL EQUIPMENT EX-STOCK,

í:.::::.:::.iLONDON

{1:w_`

0753 580000
MANCHESTER 061-973 6251
ABERDEEN
0224 899522
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f

1,500

f 2,750
f 1,450

GENERATORS
Hewlett Packard 8656A 100kHz-990MHz RF Sig Gen
Hewlett Packard 8340A 10MHz-26.5GHz Sweeper
Hewlett Packard 8082A DC-250MHz Pulse Generator
Marconi 615912.4-18GHz AM-FM Sig Source
Philips PM5193S 50MHz S/nth Function Gen
Tektronix PG508 5-50MHz. 20V p -p (requires mainframe)

All prices advertised are exclusive of carriage and VAT.
Warranty period 12 months on all equipment (except computers MDS -3 months).

FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION
TELEPHONE

500
1,850

£ 1,500

TELECOMMS TEST

Philips PM3267 100MHz dual trace scope. DC power

f
f

f

f

f

1.200

f 2,500
/26,000
£ 2,250
£ 1,350

£ 2,750

f 950
f 1,350

i

3,950

1 2,000

f

4,250

f 5,000
f 4,950

f

7,500

2,950

£ 5,000

f 3,950

f

3,950

£ 2,950

`r

50

250

450

450
7,500
£ 2,500
800

f

2850

1 2,500
£

£

Yokogawa 3033-13 A3 Single -channel Recorder
Yokogawa 3088 30 -channel Multipoint Recorder

Wavetek 166 50MHz Pulse Function Generator

F 1,500

f

f

f

NETWORK ANALYSERS

f

MAINS DISTURBANCE ANALYSERS

Aurora Glitchguard Pnwer Line Monitor
Hewlett Packard 70001A System mainframe
£ 1,500
BMI 4800 Surge 3 -phase Monitor
Hewlett Packard 70205A Graphics display
F 1.650
Dranetz808 Power DemandAnalyser
Hewlett Packard 70900A Local oscillator
£ 5,150
Sension DPR-2 Demand Profile Recorder
Hewlett Packard 709024 IF section, 10Hz-300kHz
£ 1,000
Hewlett Packard 70904A RFsection, 100Hz-2.9GHz
£ 2,650
RECORDERS
Hewlett Packard 70905A RFsection. 50kHz-22GHz
3,200
Micromovements 10120A 10-channel UV Recorder
Hewlett Packard 8569A Spec analyser. 10MHz-22GHz
£17,000
Solartron, 35304 Orion Alpha, 200 -channels,
Hewlett Packard 8903A Distortion analyser. 10')kHz
£ Z300
built-in printer aid data cartridge
Marconi 2370 Spectrum analyser, 110MHz
£ 3,500
Watanabe MC6623-6Z 6 -channel Chart Recorder
Marconi 2373 Frequency extender for 2370 to 1.25 GHz £ 4,950
Hewlett Packard 3577A Network analyser, 5Hz-200MHz
£12,950
Hewlett Packard 8502A Transmission Reflection Set,
DC-1.3GHz
£ 1,500
Hewlett Packard 8503A S -Parameter set, DC-1.3GHz
£ 1,500
Marconi 6500 Amplitude Analyser, 126GHz
£ 1,950

f

Anritsu ML518A5 Field Strength Meter. 520MHz
A vo Model 8 Mk 4 Analogue Multimeter
Bruel & Kjaer2426 Electronic Voltmeter. 500kHz
Hewlett Packard 3455A 6 '2 -digit AC 'DC Voltmeter
Keithley 580 4 '2-digit, Micro -ohmmeter
Keithley 617 Programmable Electrometer
Solartron 70555'2 -digit DM. GPIB

'

FFT ANALYSIS

FFT ANALYSIS
ITHOUT T RS
There has been a virtual explosion in the use of FFT techniques and equipment within the
past 1(1 years in almost all
branches of engineering and
science. The driving force has been the

availability of very powerful FFT instruments at steadily reducing prices as the
cost of computing power and speed
drops.
But what about the expertise to drive
these instruments? Most practising engineers and technicians were trained in
an era when the Fourier series was only
mentioned in passing and FFT analysers
were almost unheard ot. To make matters worse, most magazine articles and
academic courses approach the subject

from a mathematical or theoretical
point of view. Although this approach is
obviously important and is indeed
essential in some areas. it is not really
what the engineer wants to know when
struggling to decide which instrument to
buy, or how to obtain the best results, or
how to interpret results.
This article is based on an intuitive.
non -mathematical approach to explain
how FFT analysers work, how to choose
the right one tor your application. and
how to get the best out of it.

SIDE EFFECTS
EFT analysers are powerful and useful
machines, but as with powerful drugs,
their use can have potentially destructive side effects which must he anticipated and allowed for. Examples are
leakage. the picket -fence effect, and
abasing.
In frequency analysis. abasing is not
just an minor irritant or nuisance: it can
he a source of major errors and must be
completely avoided. This is because
aliases cannot in general be distinguished from 'real' signals in the frequency domain. It is therefore vital that
proper anti-aliasing filters are used for
all serious FFT analysis.
To understand the other side effects.
it is important to grasp two basic concepts about how the FFT analyser operates. Firstly the basis of the FFT techni-
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FFT

que is derived from the discrete Fourier

analysis is a

transform, or I)FT. The important

powerful tool which,
nevertheless,
conceals a number of
traps for the unwary.
David Mawdsley of
Laplace Instruments
exposes them and
shows how to tame
FFT analysers
Fig. 1. Windowing. The signal at (a) is
seen through a "window" at (b). 1I'the
signal is repeated for ever, as at (e), the
signal seen by the FFT analyser is that
shown at (d).

word here is discrete. It means that the
process works on discrete samples of the
signal and displays the results in the
frequency domain as discrete points. so
the results are not in the form of a
continuous spectrum. but as points or
'lines' with gaps in between.
The second point is that the analyser
works on only a short length of the
signal. This is called windowing, because the analyser sees the signal
through a window, and cannot see anything either side of the window. Now
the Fourier technique assumes that the
signal is continuous. To satisfy this
requirement. the windowed signal is
assumed to repeat itself continually. i.e.
the windowed signal fully represents the
true signal and therefore repeating it
continuously should not be a problem:

(al
FREQUENCYfa

(b)

Í

N./

i\
%

(c)

tdl
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or should it? (Fig. I). In general. major
discontinuities exist at the window
edges, are assumed to be part of the true
signal and are therefore transformed
into the frequency domain, leading to
false results. What form will this distortion of the results take?
A simple way to visualise the effect is
to look at the discontinuities in the
apparent 'signal as a modulation of the
original signal. The effect appears every
window width T and its frequency is
therefore I/T. Now, modulation causes
sidehands in the frequency domain.
appearing at f ±F. so one would expect
to see similar effects on the FFT results.
This is precisely what happens. The
effect of windowing is to cause shoulders or sidelohes to appear either side of
the peaks. Some of the energy in the
signal is leaking away into these side lobes, which is where the term leakage
comes from. Ilow can this effect be
prevented?

\1 'EIGIITING
One way would be to avoid the discontinuities by arranging for the window
length to he an exact multiple of the
signal period. The problem is that (a)
most real signals contain more than one
fundamental frequency and (h) on most
analysers the window length is not
adjustable. This means that we have to
accommodate these discontinuities in
some way. In practice. the effect is
suppressed by using 'weighting'.
Weighting is a function applied to the
samples of the signal prior to processing
by the FFT algorithm. So far. all samples have been considered equal. and
have a weighting of one. This is called
rectangular weighting. Other weightings have been derived which reduce the
importance of the samples at the edges
of the window, and correspondingly
increase the importance, or weight. of
the samples toward the middle. Many
such weightings exist, the most common
being Hann. flat -top and lamming.
The effect of these weightings is to

Fig. 2. Leakage due to windowing,.
Energy from the signal F has "leaked"
into the side lobes.

filter has a finite width and a finite
cut-off slope. which characteristic determines the selectivity of the system.
Now the time and frequency domains
have an inverse relationship. If we look
at the window shapes in the time domain, it is clear that the maximum
effective window width is obtained with
the rectangular window. All other windows can intuitively be seen to have a
reduced effective width (think in terms
of the 3d13 points). Reduced width in
the time domain is equivalent to increased width in the frequency domain.
So the effect of windows other than
rectangular is to increase the bandwidth
of each frequency point. Therefore this
effectively reduces the ability of the
FFT analyser to resolve close components. It also reduces what is called the
picket fence effect.
To understand this, recall that the
FFT process is discrete. It calculates the
frequency content of a signal in terms of
discrete points in the frequency domain.
So, for instance, if we have a 400 -line
FFT analyser working on a 20k Hz span,
then there will be a line every 5011z. at
50, 1(1(1, 1501-Iz. What happens if a single
Fig.3. In the special case of the window
length being an exact multiple of the
signal period, as in (a), repeating the
window recreates the original signl.

frequency of. say. 1251-Iz is present? In a
perfect system. it would not appear
because it falls between two frequency
lines. This is the picket -fence effect. so
called because we do not see the frequency domain fully. but only as narrow
slots separated by areas we cannot see
properly. In reality, because each line
has a finite bandwidth, and these overlap, frequencies which fall between
lines are seen as components in the
adjacent line. but at reduced magnitude. The wider the bandwidth of the
system. the less reduction in magnitude
is seen. Rectangular weighting gives a
worst -case reduction of 3.9óI3, whilst
I-lanngives I.4ó13.
Thus you can see that the selection of
the right equipment, the correct modes,
weighting and other controls. are vital
to ensure the integrity of the results.

Vibration analyis. As an example of the
use of weighting, consider the ultimate
vibration generator- the helicopter.
Take a lightweight structure. balance
a very powerful engine somewhere near
the top of it and connect it to a gearbox
with many power take-off points, all
requiring different gear ratios. Put a
huge fan on top of all this, which takes
virtually all the power of the engine to
drive, and has variable angle of incidence and long. flexible blades as well.
Attach a long stick to the hack, put
another fan on the end of it and drive it
from the gearbox via a long shaft with
another gearbox at the far end. Hang
various accessories all over it (antennas,
landing gear, missiles, some crew members. etc.) and fly through the air at
speeds in excess of 100mile/h. What

happens...?
Well, imagine driving a car fitted with
all -steel wheels. Bits fall off. The crew
cannot read their instruments. Ancillary equipment fails. Critical equipment
fails. The fatigue life of the machine
suffers.

I

- reduce the discontinuity to zero
- modulate the signal by the 'shape'

Signal

frequency

of

la)

the window
reduce the sidelohe height in the
frequency domain. and
- increase the effective bandwidth.

-

Increased bandwidth? Tli is needs a little
explanation. The bandwidth we are
talking about is that of each point in the
frequency domain. In a perfect system,
each point would represent a perfect
band-pass filter of very small width and
with virtually brick -wall characteristics
either side. however, in practice the

lb)
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give outputs in all three axes simultaneously if you have the equipment to
cope with three channels. Obviously.
equipment which is portable, small and
battery -powered is essential. Lugging
9inch-rack equipment on and off helicopters has been done. but it's not to he
recommended. One perfectly viable option is to use a special data logger or
recorder to record the vibration on the
helicopter and perform the analysis later when back at base. To define the
requirements for the analysis itself we
must look initially at the type of signal
being analysed. The signal tends to be
noisy and consists of the following components:
I

f

la)

f+1

+2

f

+3

FREQUENCY

f

lD)

3

FREQUENCY

Fig. -l. The idealized hand -pass filter at
(al is. in practice, more like that shown
in (b).

Ques(iorr: what can he done about it?
Answer: eliminate each possible source
of vibration.
Problem: how to detect which of the
hundreds of possible sources are the
significant ones?
Answer: do a frequency analysis of the
vibration.
The helicopter is a fixed -speed
machine. The engine and rotors run at a
constant speed within a tolerance of
around % and, in general. each source
has its own characteristic frequency.
Helicopter manufacturers issue charts
showing those frequencies for all their
models. I3y checking vibration frequencies against t hose charts, the sources can
he immediately located. By extending
this principle to do vibration analyses
periodically and monitoring the results
for trends, an early warning of any
problems in hearings. gearboxes or
rotors can be detected. The next generation of helicopters will almost certainly have an FFT-based monitoring
system built in, complete with accelerometers to measure vibration and electronics to perform continual in-flight
FFT analysis and warn the pilot of any
significant changes in the vibration
spectrum. Such equipment is already in
use on a limited scale with some manufacturers.
But what are the practicalities of
I

Steady components from engine.
gearbox etc. often at a relatively low
level (amplitude).
Fluctuating steady signals (!), signals
which are of fixed frequency but can
vary in amplitude significantly over
periods of several seconds. The main
rotor vibrations and aerodynamic
effects are examples of this type.
Random noise caused by aerodynamic buffeting, mechanical and electrical equipment etc.

Next, look at the results needed.
Obviously the main objective is to detect and accurately measure the amplitude of all significant vibration components. On helicopters some of these are
quite closely spaced. Some are harmonically related, hut many are not. Amplitude is important and it needs to be
output scaled in units of (typically)
velocity. Things which are not so critical
are the detection and measurement of
low-level components, wide dynamic
range or frequencies above 1(1k I-Iz.
These requirements dictate that we
Signal A

use the analysers in the following way.

The effect of random noise is reduced
to an insignificant level by using averaging in the frequency domain. Any
steady signals, even if completely
buried in noise, will be revealed if
sufficient averages are performed. Because the signal is essentially stationary,
linear averaging is used.
Those signals which vary with time
can he averaged out to provide a steady.
meaningful level. Again linear averaging is used with up to 128 updates.
The requirement to measure amplitude directly in terms of engineering
units means that linear vertical scaling is
used. Logarithmic scaling would complicate such measurements and its main
advantage, increased dynamic range. is
not required.
Because amplitude measurement is
critical in this application. the window
function (i.e. weighting) used should he
one which minimizes the picket fence
effect. Suitable weightings are there ore
those which give a wide bandwidth.
In certain cases. the frequency resolution may not be sufficient to separate closely -spaced components. In
these cases frequency zoom may he
necessary to increase the resolution.
The penalty for using zoom is time. For
instance, zooming to give a resolution
of 0.11-1z with 32 averages means waiting for five minutes before getting one
result (and helicopters cost several hundred pounds per hour to fly).
As you can judge from the above,
getting the right results is not just a case
of buying the fanciest piece of kit in the
catalogue, plugging in and watching the
screen. FFT analysis is a powerful
machine. but you have to know how to
drive it or you will end up in a spin.
Fig.5. The picket
lenceelleet. Sig-

Signal B

I00

50

nals falling between the lines.
such as the 125Hz
signal (above).
could not be seen
il'each line was

150

infinitely narrow.

FREQUENCY (Hz)

Signal A

.'

In practice. the
lines have bandwidth, as below,
and show thesignal in each ol'the
adjacent lines at
reduced amplitude.

Signal B

/

.

Picket fence

;

_

'4

performing vibration (frequency)
analysis on helicopters today? The startirtg point must he a vibration transducer. These days. small piezoelectric
accelerometers are almost universally
used for all vibration measurements.
Tri-axial units are available which will
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Cold fusion
Radical scientific discoveries
have a propensity for creating
scepticism, and the Fleischmann
and Pons fusion cell is certainly
no exception. During the early
1900s. Bohr. Einstein and others
suggested that atoms could he
stimulated to emit energy. but it
was 1960 before the first laser
appeared!
If the cold -fusion device fails
to deliver its promise, the purge
of ridicule might also inhibit the
discovery of an 'avalanching'
effect for radioactive decay!
Many physicists will insist that
the natural rate of radioactive
decay cannot he influenced by

external means. However.
nuclear dogma has enjoyed
frequent reinterpretation over
the years. particularly after
ossbauer's discoveries in 1958.
Nuclear avalanching will
resolve the fission waste
problem. by converting longlived isotopes into compact
power sources, whilst
simultaneously transforming fuel
slugs into safe non -active
elements. The nucleonic turnkey for this process will he found
within the observed phenomena
of nuclear physics and the
technique will change our world
more radically than cold -fusion
experiments!
C. Bruce Sibley
\\'addington
Lincolnshire

Crossed -field

antenna
Allow me to congratulate \lessrs
Kabbary. I lately and Stewart
(1:11'IV, March 1989, pp 216-218)
on their very amusing April Fool
article! It's a pity it was published
a month too soon.
They have almost persuaded
one that a simple modification
could make the humble dipole
into a super-efficient radiator.
Like good conjurors they
cleverly hid their trick: firstly. by
concent rat ing on the I I -field
produced by displacement
currents. they made one almost
forget that ordinary currents also
produce I I -fields: secondly. by
setting up an analogy between
addition and the logical Or (top
of p.217) they made one almost
forget that terms might cancel as
well as add. Hence. the reader
was made to overlook the
possibility that the H -field due to
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the current in the feed -wire to
the upper D -plate of their
crossed -field antenna (Fig.6.)
might cancel the field due to the
displacement current between
the D -plates.
Unfortunately they seem to
have missed the best trick of all.
I f, by rephasing one of the
drives. we phase -reverse one of
the factors making up the
Poynting vector S. then we
change the direction of S itself.
So, instead of having power
flowing out wards. we can make it
flow inwards. Thus we shall have
an inexhaustible source of
energy which might make even
Professors Fleischmann and
Pons green with envy!
William G. Chambers.
Department of Electronic and

Electrical Engineering.
Kings College,
London.

Ohm tune
I note from Eel WB'May p449
Martin Eccles' report on the
declining value of the standard
Ohm.
This does not bode well for
Mrs Thatcher's Ohm ownership
policy!

C.J. I-larris.
\\ eoley Castle.
Birmingham.

Anti -gravity and
cold fusion
As David Williams(EIVW
Letters. p. 415, April. 1989)
says. it certainly is reasonable to
dispute the anti -gravity claims. if
one has not seen the
demonstration of the
phenomenon. To witness a
heavy flywheel subjected to a
gentle forced precession and
lifted by Professor Eric
Laithwaite's little finger in a
smooth non -vibrating fashion
has overcome my incredulity. To
have the result confirmed by two
separate pi ecision weight
measurements. one mechanical
(the Strachan machine) and one
electronic (the Kidd machine). is
confirmation that Professor
Laithwaite is not superhuman. It
is due time that those interested
in the technological
opportunities provided by this
phenomenon brought it under
their own scrutiny. as there is
little to be gained by interested
onlookers. including myself.
giving vent to their personal
opinions.

I lowever, until authority rules
on this subject, it may help to
draw attention to something else
that has a possible connection
and has just hit the news, namely
the cold -fusion process
discos Bred by Professors
Fleischmann and Ions.
Rather than venture my own
opinions, I point to the 1966
edition of a hook written by
Professor Sir Harrie Massey.
F. R.S.. entitled 'The New Age in
Physics' (published by Elek
Books). The title was probably
about 25 years ahead of events.
On page 1l9he discusses antigravity and says:
'One possibility. which cannot
he ruled out at the present
stage, is that of a repulsive force
of gravity between matter and
anti -matter. We cannot yet say
whether a piece of matter exerts

gravitational attraction or
repulsion on a piece of antimatter- we do not know
whether anti -protons tend to
fall downwards or upwards.
The nature of the force of
gravity is still so obscure that no
reliable answer can yet he given
from t peon .'
A few lines fun her, on p. 15(1. he
discusses 'The New .\ether' and
the presence of negative mass
protons and neutrons as well as
mu -mesons in the vacuum itself.
Now having regard to my
article on 'Anti -gravity
electronics' in the.1anuary 1989
issue of EIVIV, readers will see
that questioned the universal
validityof Newton's Third Law
of Motion (as related to the law
of conservation of momentum). I
have received many letters from
professors andothe s, taxing me
on these opinions. But let us see
if the book can shed light on the
subject. I quote from his chapter
entitled 'The Strangest One of
a

I

All' at page 253:
'This is by no means an isolated
example. These two features
are present in all betaradioact ive phenomena

- there
apparent disappearance of
energy and the conseration of
angular moment urn appears to
be violated. Attempts were
made for many yetos to detect
the energy which was not taken
up by the product nucleus and
the emitted electrons, but all
without success... It was natural
to enquire whether, in beta decay phenomena. the
conservation of momentum
also breaks down. "His is
difficult to investigate because
is an

of the small energy taken tip by
the product nucleus.
Nevertheless it was established
in later experiments that this
further conservation rule also
appeared to fail.'
Readers may wonder about the
'isolated example' just referred
to. It concerned the decay of the
triton into helium 3 and an
electron. The energy shed to the
electron did not fit the Einstein
formula for the loss of mass
involved in this nuclear process.
The triton is formed by two
deuterons fusing to create a
triton and a proton. Note also
that two helium 3 nuclei can fuse
to decay into two protons and
helium 4. There are no neutrons

involved.
The point of interest is that the
cold -fusion process reported by
Professors Fleischmann and
Pons is stated to occur with
negligible neutron production.
This. then, means that the decay
process raises the mysterious
issues of energy balance and
force balance just discussed and
we do see our entry into a 'new
age in physics'. an age in which
we can face up to the prospect of
anti -gravity and new aet her
technology. However. sceptics
relying on what they have been
taught without reference to
what is accepted as inexplicable.
will need to he dragged into that
new age. Sadly. that drag effect
does comply with Newton's law
and sets up opposing forces
which resist those trying to drive
us forward.
Finally. concerning 'cold
fusion'. is it not curious that
E11'll'published an article by
Carl D. Adams as recently as
January' 1988. on what is
effectively -cold fission'? Had
'cold fusion' been predicted as
well, critics would have pointed
to the very substantial energy
needed to bring deuterons close
enough to fuse and said that it
was impossible for this to work at

normal temperatures. I would
then have drawn attention to my
discussion of the deuteron
binding energy in my 1969 hook
'Physics without Einstein'
(Sabberton. P.O. Box 35.
Southampton). because I show
that elect rotis can hind protons
together in an atomic nucleus.
This is also the t heme of my
paper 'The Theoretical Nature of
the Neutron and Deuteron' at p.
129 of the Hadronic.lournal. July
1986. It does not surprise me.
therefore, to hear that deuterons
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can be fused in a palladium
cathode. bearing in mind the
presence of free electrons in a
metal conductor and the

background vacuum activity of
those elusive mu -mesons.
H. Aspden.
Department of Electrical
Engineering.
The University
Southampton.

Feedback and fets
in audio power

amplifiers
I am surprised that, in the above
article by Ivor Brown in
February 1989. the Otala
criterion 1.2 for the prevention of
transient distortion in amplifiers
is still being used. (Erno Borhely
also used t his criterion in a
mosfet power amplifier design'.)
This criterion requires that the
open -loop bandwidt h of an audio
feedback amplifier heat least
equal to the upper audio
frequency limit (usually 2(Ik I Iz).
This criterion. which was
introduced by Otala in the early
1970s. caused something of a
revolution in feedback amplifier
design. with many
manufacturers moving to reduce
negative feedback in their
amplifiers to satisfy this
criterion.
However, by the late 1970s

and earls 1980s, it ss as shown
both theoretically and
experimentally by Jung. Cordell
and others'.' that open -loop
bandwidth and feedback factor
have no direct hearing on the

transient distortion performance
of an amplifier. and than the
relevant parameter is the
amplifier's slew rate.
Specifically , to avoid transient
distortion (slew -rate limiting),
the slew rate of an amplifier must
be greater than or equal to the
'slew rate' of the highest amplitude, highest -frequency
sine -wave signal that must he
transmitted at the output of the

amplifier. Since distortion
progressively increases as the
slew rate limit is approached, the
amplifier's slew rate should he
somewhat greater than the
minimum value to minimise
distortion products.
In conclusion. consistent with
the normal stability
requirements. large amounts of
negative feedback can be applied
around an amplifier, thereby
securing the benefit of reduced

harmonic distortion. It istime
that this "high feedback is bad.
low feedback is good"
philosophy be laid to rest. Otala
was wrong. Let us not
perpetuate his error.
Stephen Gift,
Trinidad and Tobago Telephone
Port of Spain.

Trinidad. WI.
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In his letter in the May 1989
issue. Douglas Self appears to

state that the only detrimental
effects caused in audio amplifiers
by the use of large amounts of
negative feedback and "heavy

dominant -pole compensation"
are due toslek; -rate limitations.
These he dismisses as a "non -

problem".
do not agree with tnis view
and ask you to consider the
amplifying system shown in
Fig. I Assume that the low-level
amplifier is perfect and
introduces no distortion, and
that the output amplifier is
I

.

operated in class

I3.

This an

controlled 50 Watt

the switch and increase the input
signal level to obtain the same
output amplitude. and assume
that the presence of the signal
feedback removes all crossover
distortion from the output. If this
is to happen, the output from the
low-level amplifier must look as
in Fig.2(h) wit h an infinitely fast
step in the waveform, implying
that this part of the circuit must
have infinite bandwidth and
slew -rate.
In practice. operating in class
AB. the crossover distortion will
not be as severe. but since it

occurs during only a small part of
each signal cycle. the output of
the low-level amplifier with 'ts
correcting "steps" will have to
contain frequency' components
much higher than the signal
frequency. If the frequency
response of these stages is falling
in the aJdio range due to a
dominant -pole compensation
network, this cannot happen.
Therefore. effective cancellation
of the crossover effects in the
output stages is not possible.
As I say in my article in the

February 1989 issue. bipolar
output stages general e a lot of
high -order harmonics when
operated in class \B. The
limited-bandwidth feedback will
become less well able to reduce
them as the order is increased. In
practice. they do fall in
amplitude as the frequency
increases, which tends to
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compensate for the reduced
effect of t he feedback: hence the
frequently seen spectrum with all
the odd "crossover" harmonics
appearing to have about the
same amplitude.
In a system with a large loop
gain, the feedback will always
attempt to make the output an
exact but enlarged copy of the

input. With limited bandwidth in
the low-level stages this becomes
increasingly more difficult as the
frequency rises. In an attempt to
provide the necessary correcting
steps. some relatively large
transient signals may appear in
the early stages. With poor
design involving low -current
stages and large compensating capacitor values. slew-rate could
be a problem.
In my design. the use of Pets
considerably reduces the
crossover distortion problem and
also enables a wideband lowlevel amplifier to be used, so that
the full amount of feedback is
present throughout the audio
range. In t his situation the
distortion created in the output
stage is not too important, as it is
effectively removed by the
feedback. With a voltage gain of
about ten in the output stage, its
TI ID exceeds the 0.1% figure
quoted by Mr Self for his circuit.
f lowever, his design uses bipolar
drivers which appear to operate
in class AB and so will not help
the crossover situation. With no
information about the rest of the
circuit, comparison is not
possible.
Further articles on my design
are in preparation to include
circuit details of the prototype
together with experimental
waveforms and spectra. With the
Editor's permission these should
he published in due course.
Ivor Brown,
Department of Electrical
Engineering and Electronics.
Brunel University.

Feed forward
In your February issue, Ivor J.A.
Brown writes in his paper
"Feedback and Pets in audio
power amplifiers" about the feed -

forward principle: "Addition of
the inverted error signal to the
output of the main amplifier is
not easy to arrange."
However, this principle, also
known as 'adding of the missing
part' can very well he arranged in
an audio power amplifier. All you
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vst
A

My copy of EIV Wdidn't arrive
until after that date and by the
time I'd reached the article it was

vYd

.

Amplifier II
gain A

the 8th

April: nevertheless.

I

was

so intrigued that I decided to try
it with a couple of ball hearings

gain

Á

Amplifier I
gain A

Vin

have to do is to connect the
loudspeaker to the 'plus' (or

'hot') connectors of two
amplifiers. The loudspeaker is
then driven by the difference of
the two power signals. Mr
Brown's Fig. 3 can then be
implemented as illustrated here.
In this design, amplifier II,
although it is only handling
small signals, has to deal with
large loudspeaker currents and
will probably he as expensive as
main amplifier I. I lo\sever, a
symmetrical circuit can be
designed in which two
equivalent amplifiers each
deliver 50% of the power to the
loudspeaker, while at the same
time each amplifier produces a
signal that compensates for the
distortion produced in the other
amplifier, using the principle of
'adding of the missing part.'
Peter van der Wurf
Bosrand
Geldrop
Netherlands

Ball -bearing motor
The hall -hearing and shaft
configurat ions described in
Stefan \larinov's April article do
have features which could be
expected to make them operate
as motors.' lake. for example. an
arrangement with a rotatable
outer cylinder, two hall races.
and a fixed shaft of two insulated
sections. with a voltage applied
between its ends.
lithe outer cylinder is initially
clamped. current flowing axially
along t he shaft well removed
from either race. will have a
fairly uniform azimuthal
,

distribution. but near the race
will be channelled towards the
poi nts ofcontact of the ball
bearings. If now the outer
cylinder is steadily rotated. the
channels will try to follow the
movement of the points of

ex EMI tape recorder pressure
roller. Yes. indeed- to my
surprise it worked until the
connecting wires to the car

A

µn'vd

contact. i.e. they will swing in the
direction of rotation, but with a
time lag. Thus they become
somewhat curved. by an amount
which is greater. the greater the
speed of rotation. As a result the
current develops a
circumferential component near
the race, which gives rise to an
axial magnetic field over the
space occupied by it. This
interacts with the radial currents
flowing through the individual
ball hearings. producing a torque
on the race whose sense is such as
to make it rotate faster.
Consideration of the currents
along the outer cylinder shows
that they are distorted so as to
have a local circumferential
component flowing in the
opposite sense. The axial field
produced by this also tends to
make the race rotate faster.
Thus, if the outer cylinder is now
allowed to rotate freely it will
begin to speed up. and as it does
so the driving torque will
increase further.
On this interpretation there is
no electromagnetic torque acting
on the outer cylinder. which
moves instead in response to the
rolling friction between it and the
individual ball hearings. The
balls rotate as they roll. so that at
every point on each hall there is a
current oscillating in both
magnitude and direction at a
frequency a few tintes the
frequency of rotation of the

outer cylinder. This could he a
significant factor in limiting the
ultimate speed of the motor. The
mechanism outlined is one sshich
allows the motor to run on AC.
C.F. Coleman
Grove.
Oxfordshire.
I

was most amused by Stefan

Mlarinov's article and your
report. and decided it was a
phenomenon that could only he
observed on the 1st April!

battery melted with clouds of
rubber and PVC fumes.
tried then on my welding
transformer. Again, yes. and it
ran until things got too hot for
comfort: the race outer shells
had tempered to a light straw
colour but it still ran freely when
cool.
Whilst it is an interesting
phenomenon can't see it having
a serious future. but it does alert
us to the nearly instantaneous
thermal deformation in moving
machinery that few people have
ever considered to date.
Ralph L. West,
I

I

Villereal,
Lot et Garonne.
France.

Anti -gravity
electronics
wonder if many of your readers
renumber the Dean Drive of the
I

early 19611s? This was the subject
of USA patent No. 2.886,986.
entitled "System for converting
Rotary motion into
Unidirectional motion.''
It was a purely
electromechanical device.
employ ing tined reciprocal
shifting of centres of revolution.
In the computer world, there
were rumours of an electronic
version. But of that possibility,
neither papers nor articles ever
became public. Public interest
faded when some (US
go eminent?) agency. took a
belated second look at the Dean
Drive. and it just dropped out of
sight. As I understand the
situation. under USA patent
law, all patents are investigated
for possible "defense" use. The
Pearl Drive had originally
passed as innocuous, perhaps
potty.
Sonic time later. I did sec a
possible utilisation. It was during
one of the early near -space -walk
experiments. when space was
still considered to be newsworthy. An astronaut was shown
to be using power tool to drive a
bolt head. There was no rotary
reaction, but contra -rotating
weights could assist there.
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'Fhe significant point was the
was' that the astronaut did not
move backwards. Fle had no

means of forcing the tool to stay
on the bolt head! "007" hack pack jets were not then being
used. In my circle. it was
assumed that the Dean Drive
was being used.
This patent was brought to
public notice by a series of
articles in the magazine
Astounding Science Fiction.
which is now called Analog
Science Fact and Fiction, and
continues to publish new and
speculative sicence. The Dean
Drive was the cause of lots of
speculation and comment in
"l3rass Tacks-- the letters
page... regarding its use as a
space drive. and other more

terrestrial applications.
Philip Lonsdale.
Hillbrow.
Republic of South Africa.

Motion through the
ether

gyro would he expected to
respond not only to rotation of
the aircraft about its vertical axis,
but also to am sideways drift it
might show relative to the
ground arising from the presence
of a cross -wind. Some gyro!
Si Ivertoot ii states that ring laser gyros are now in use for
navigation. If so. his oss n

interpretation of his
measurements is certainly
untenable. The effects he
observes relative to the direct ion
of anisot ropy of the 4° K residual
radiation from the' bigbang- are
large. in marked contrast to the
results of the recently reported
experiment by Rus et al. which
sets a very low limit to the
anisotrophy of the velocity of
light in the laboratory relative to
this direction. In principle. the
Silvertooth experiment is the
more direct of the two, but
unlike the other it invols es a
mechanical translation in which
the movements of the
photocathode of the

photomultiplier D and of the
offset reflecting mirror M4
(p437) must match to within a
fraction of a microntetre. Still it's
1

Though in his May article E.W.
Silvertooth doesn't say in so
many words that Special
Relativity cannot account for the
Sagnac effect, he manages to
leave the strong impression t hat
it can't. In fact it is normally
interpreted in terms of the
Doppler Shifts generated in
radiation reflected from moving
mirrors (including beam
splitters).
If the Sagnac ring is to provide
a practicable system for
measuring rates of rotation. then
the difference between the phase
shifts for beams travelling
clockwise and counter -clockwise
round the loop must he virtually
unaffected by any linear motion
common to all parts of the
system. i.e. to the beam splitter.
source. and phase -shift detector.
as well as to the mirrors (see t he
inset box on page 438). This
property certainly holds if
Special Relativity is valid.
However. the expression for the
differential phase shift derived
from ether theory (calculation
supplied) contains a term linear
in \'r/c. the component of the
conunon' elocity along the line
joining the two mirrors. In other
words. if a laser gyro based on a
Sagnac ring is mounted in an
aircraft with its plane horizontal
and with the mirror -to -mirror
path perpendicular to the
heading of the aircraft, then
according to ether theory the
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hard to imagine

a

systematic

error itt the drive mechanism
linked to the stellar rather than
the solardas.
He refers to errors in
navigation systenis cont roiling
satellite communication. and
I

remember Dr Murray making
similar point in this journal some
years ago. If such errors are
believed to exist. it is perhaps
time the systems were described
in the open literature in sufficient
detail for outsiders to consider
them.
C. F. Coleman.
Grove.
Oxfordshire.
Reference
E. Rus. L.A. Andersen, N.
Bjerre, and O. l'oulsen. Ph vs.
Rell Letters NI ( 1988) 81-84

Since the Tower of Hanoi
problem can he stated in terms of
Gray (reflected binary) code. it

follows that the visible
environment is already codeJ in
binary'. Moreover. this. and
similar problems are related to
Hamiltonian pathways and
therefore represent minimal energy solutions. This leads on to
the supposition that phase is
quantized which. on reflection.
seems to have been

a

massis e

error of omission in theoretical
physics.
B. E. P. Clement.
Crick howell.

Powys.

Radio data system
I write to thank you for
publishing the above articles
(February and March. 1989).
They have enabled me to identify
the source of interference which
has been ruining the reception of
stereo radio in my home and car.

It appears that the 57k I-Iz data
signal is getting into the stereo
decoder, with disastrous results.
The interference is heard as a
rushing noise very like the sound
of steam escaping from a boiler
safety valve.
It is annoying that the 13130

should he allowed to transmit
RDS in a manner which is not
compatible with existing.
recently purchased receis ers. I
ant certain that I am not alone in
having to endure this curse and
suggest two possible methods of
putting an end to the nuisance.
The first alternative is that the
BC(' should cease transmitting
RDS and not resume until it has
developed a means which is
compatible with existing
equipment. In default of this.
you should publish a circuit for a
filter to remove the offending
signal before the multiplex
stereo gets to the stereo decoder.
Andrew Cowper.
I

Northfleet.
Kent.

Whether E.W. Sill ertoot h's
claim to have dispros cd the
theory of relativity (E& íVí1'.
May. 19119) is con firmed or not.
the underlying principle of the
apparatus he describes is
certainly the origin of number
since it is of exactly the saute
form as the Tower of Hanoi
problem. Clearly, as multiple
(optical) path propagation under
spread -spectrum conditions, the
saute mechanism will be found
literally everywhere one looks.
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was sorry to hear of the
reception difficulties
experienced by Mr Cowper.
which he attributes to the
transmission of RDS. I think.
however. this is very unlikely to
he the source of his problem.
Compatibility is. for the
broadcaster. a very important
aspect of any new development
and was an essential element in
the development of RDS. RDS
conforms to well established
I

('CI R provisions from
supplementary sub -carriers:
both older and newer receiver
designs. almost without
exception. are compatible with
this enhanced feature of FM
transmissions.
The impairment described by
Mr Cowper can result from a
number of othercauses. In areas
which are very generously served
with FM signals. such as
Northtleet. receivers can suffer
from overloading which results
in intermodulat ion products
being generated. Severe
Inuitipath reception can also
result in effects similar to those
described. Without specific
details of the receiver. or the
aerial installation used. it is not
possible to identify the specific
cause with certainty.
However. fora fixed
installation. careful attention to
aerial type and positioning would
be worthwhile and. in the case of
possible overload. the use of an
attenuator could he beneficial.
Should he he unsuccessful in
overcoming his reception
difficulties. which I ant confident
are not caused by RDS. I would
he pleased to receive more

details from him and offer what
furt her assistance I can.
Mick Gleave.
Assistant Head of Engineering
Information Department.
BBC
RDS is an agreed European
Broadcasting Union and CCI R
standard. and is designed to he
completely compatible with
reception on existing non-RDS
radios. Since 1987. the IBA has
so far installed RDS encoders at
31 independent local sites. alter
first having carried out extensive
tests to ensure compatibility.
From our experience. we are not
aware of any problems having
resulted to listeners with existing
mono or stereo receivers.
I would suggest that the
difficulties being experienced by
Mr Cowper are likely to be dune
to receiver overloading in the
presence of large numbers of
strong signals (Wrotham is just a
few miles away). Stereo
reception is much more prone to
the effects of signal overloading
than is mono. Whatever the
cause. I am confident that it is
not RDS!
Paul Gardiner,

Principal Engineering
Information Officer.

IBA.
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VHF OSCILLATOR

Phase-locked VFO

for VHF
Tim Forrester describes an advanced oscillator which forms
part of a dual -band, multi -mode VHF transceiver.
initial requirement was to
produce a transceiver which
could receive anywhere between 511 and 70.5MHz. and
transmit in the hands 50 -

band sL itching etc. From the outset the
design was about producing a transceiver with excellent radio performance,

he

Fig.!. Dual -band transceiver I'or5011l1lz
and 711Á111z. Tice phase -locked oscillator
and microprocessor control stages are
outlined in Fig.2. Aim of the design was
to produce a transceiver with excellent

70-70.5MHz.
Inevitably, a microprocessor

52M11-Iz and

was included to do all the house -keeping work
such as scanning the controls, driving
the synthesizer. frequency display. and

radio performance.

and not about a radio with average
performance but with an all -singing.
dancing microprocessor system (as is
often the case).
First of all. I decided that the tuning
must have the "feel" of a VFO. i.e. the
minimum tuning step size from the
synthesizer must not he greater than
201 Iz. Any step size greater than this is
too easily detected by the ear. To he
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smooth VFO-like tuning reeventually decided upon a
resolution of 101-Iz as being a good
compromise between complexity and
resolution.
In the early stages of the design of the
PIA., I considered a direct digital synthesis (DDS) approach. This would have
had the benefits of very low phase noise
and a very good lulling resolution,
perhaps down to I-Iz step size. Unfortunately. though. at the time of starting
the design the cost of fast digital adders
and the other associated digital circuits
made the use of a DI)S oscillator prohibitively expensive. However. the cost
of chips for DDS is falling rapidly.
Plessey Semiconductors has announced
an integrated circuit DDS device, which
is capable of operating at up to 500MI-Iz
with a switching time of something
around 1011s. No doubt devices such as
this will eventually replace most conventional PLLs: but at present this
particular device costs about £600 and is
not yet freely available as a production
item.
In this design the PLL would. ideally.
enable the radio to operate over the
range of 5OMHz to 70.5M1-Iz. with no
gaps in the coverage. However, to keep
the design simple to align, and to avoid
the use of tracking filters and other
complications in the actual RF signal
path. decided to restrict the coverage
sure of
sponse,

to just the amateur hands. Thus the P1.1.
could operate at around 60M I-Iz and use
low -side injection for 70M Iz operation. and high -side injection for 50N11 -1z
operation.
An additional benefit of restricting
the tuning range was that the PI.L had
only to cover 3.4MIIz in total to tune
both the 50 and 70M1-Iz bands. This
enabled the P1.1.'s performance to he
optimized over a narrower bandwidth.
thereby making its overall design easier.
If the PLI. had been required to work
over the entire tuning range of 50 to
70.5MHz, inevitably some circuit parameters (such as VCO sensitivity) would
have varied. causing the phase noise
and/or the lock -in time to degrade.
For these reasons. combined with the
need for tracking filters (to remove the
unwanted in -band image response
caused by the I0.7N1Hz first IF with its
continuous coverage from 50 to
7(IMI-Iz).
have restricted the tuning
range so as to be able to use easily adjustable handpass filters to select the
desired product from the mixer.
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PILL with a resolution of
IOI-Iz and good phase noise performance is not too difficult if cost and
complexity are not limiting factors.

Designing

I

VCOt

However in the present case certain
compromises had to he made. The first
was in the method of obtaining the I(1Hz
resolution.
It is fairly easy to design a synthesizer
with a step size of say 10kHz. with
reasonable performance. without resorting to complex multiple loops. This
design. however. needed a resolution of
101-Iz. which could not be achieved by a
simple single -loop design.
After looking at several different
schemes I decided on a basic digital P1.1.
resolution of 100Hz, and to achieve
101-Iz resolution by interpolation. This
interpolation is achieved by slightly
shifting the PLL's reference crystal. To
understand how the resolution of IOh-Iz
is obtained. it is best to break the
operation of the PI_l. into sections
(Fig.2).
PI.LI is a conventional PLI. operating between 20V Hz and 29.99M11-Iz in
1(1kIIz steps. The only oddity in the
design is the mixing down of the VCO
signal from Tr,1, with the I0.24N I-Iz
reference signal. The purpose of this
mixing process is to enable IC,r1 to
operate on the signal directly without
the need for a prescaler. The output of
this P1.1. is divided down by 1(1(1 in ICI
to produce a signal of between 2(10 and
299.9k Hz in 1(1(11-Iz steps. This signal is
used as the basic 111(11-Iz digital increment in the PI.I. and is fed to ICI,. a
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low -frequency phase comparator operating in the range 20(1 to 300k I-Iz.
11.1.2 is another conventional PLL,
but this time operating in 100kHz steps:
it uses the same I0.24MI Iz reference as
P1.1.1. Transistor
is a VCO operating in the 60M1-Iz region, whose output
is split between IC15 and IC1e3. The
output to IC15 is divided by 10 to he
within range of ICI, which is the divide by -N and phase comparator device.
PI.L2's frequency is chosen such that it
heterodynes with the master VCO to
produce a signal in the range of 200 to
299.9k Hz. For instance it the offset I'LL
is set to 61.5N1I-Iz, and reference frequency set by PI .L is 200k Hz. then the
master VCO has to be on 61.7M1-Iz to
he in phase lock. If the frequency of the
200k Hz reference (generated by I'LL )
were to change by. say. 1(1111-Iz. then the
master VCO would have to change by
1(IIIHz to track it.
To ensure that the master PLI. locks
up quickly, a steering voltage from the
VCO in PLl.2 is applied to the master
VCO such that the 2001; Hz phase cornaprator has only to fine-tune the frequency. This steering voltage from the

Tr

I
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offset VCO also ensures that the master
VCO is within the capture range of the
200- 299.9k Hz phase comparator.
The final I01-Iz resolution is obtained
by slightly varying the crystal reference
frequency of 10.2.1M1-Iz. An analogue
control voltage is used to change slightly
the bias voltage on 1),4. which in turn
shifts the reference frequency: this voltage is generated by an eight -hit digital to -analogue converter on the microprocessor circuit hoard. As only a total
of only 10 voltages are required (III-Iz to
90Hz shift). only the four most significant hits of the 1) -to -A are used.

Control of the

PLL

'this method of heterodyning the master
VCO with another I'LL to produce a
signal in the region of 21t0kl Iz for phase
locking has been used for several years.
But with the advent of single -chip I'l.L
devices such as the Motorola MC 1-15150
series, it has become increasingly easy
to implement. thereby avoiding the
masses of discrete logic which would
have been previously needed.
Programming the 1'LI. oscillator to

ELECTRONICS& WIRELESS WORLD

Fi .5. Microprocessor control circuit.

the desired frequency is achieved by 18
parallel lines from the microprocessor
via level shifters to ICI, and IC,,,. Parallel programming is adopted in preference to the more usual serial method to
make initial testing of the PLL easy
without the need for a special serial
interface. It serial programming is preferred. to lessen interconnections and
improve overall reliability. then ICI,
and IC,,, could be replaced with IC type
MC145155. A serial driver routine
would then have to be added to the
microprocessor program, because the
number crunching in the processor is all

parallel arithmetic.
With a design such as this. combined
with an IF offset of I0.7N1Hz which can
he on either side of the local oscillator.
there is no easy or direct relationship
between the eventual operating frequency of the radio and the data required to program the synthesizer. It
would he possible to design some form
of discrete logic circuitry to drive both
the PLL oscillator and the frequency
read-out, but this would he rather complex and inflexible. A much better solution would he to use a microprocessor.
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VHF OSCILLATOR
routine is in turn broken down into
sub -routines. This was necessary as the
tuning rate could be 10, 1(I0, 1k, Iak or
12.5kllz per step. Routines are therefore needed to add or subtract these
amounts to the data operated upon by
Software
the driver routines.
The processor is a Motorola 6805, which
Included in the interrupt routines are
offers good facilities for control funclimits
on the frequency data, to ensure
being
easy
time
tions. while at the same
the
radio is not tuned out of hand,
that
to program. In addition, since the prothe tuning wraps around at the
that
and
cessor can he single -stepped through its
band
edges.
code. it is easy to debug the code by
Also included are memory and scansimply monitoring the state of the
routines which enable the radio to
ning
address and data lines.
spot frequencies on either band,
scan
Processor control was initially broken
switching from band to
automatically
down into a number of basic modules
band
as required.
which would form the basis for driving
A further feature of the software is
the synthesizer and frequency read-out.
the
ability to operate cross -band; that is
Subsequent subroutines would make
to transmit on one band, then receive on
use ot these driver routines.
line which
Indeed, using a microprocessor allows a
much greater flexibility in both the
design and implementation of the control functions.

Any module or subroutine would
have to restore the conditions of the

processor's internal registers. before
passing control hack to the parent
routine. Data would he passed between
modules by each routine taking an input
from one location in ram, processing it
as required before writing it to its particular output location. This method
could he considered wasteful of memory space. but does lessen the possibility
of data being incorrectly processed.
The first module simply takes data
from a location in ram and outputs it to
the synthesizer. The data in ram is
initially written to a particular location
by the program itself, and contains the
digits required to program the synth-

esizer to a particular frequency.
Another module operates on the same
source data as the synthesizer driver
module. This module was designed to
drive the frequency read-out. taking
into account the IF offset and frequency
hand in use.

The frequency read-out driver moda fair amount of number crunching to perform, and is therefore
broken down into a number of subroutines.
selected a
For the tuning control
cheap and readily available rotary encoder. whose outputs are two square
waves in anti -phase. This encoder needs
only a very simple logic circuit to detect
the direction in which the tuning knob is
being rotated and at the same time
generate an interrupt to the processor.
This enables the interrupt routine to
update the frequency data and call up
the driver programs previously described.
The interrupt routine of the tuning
control also scans the front panel controls to determine in what step size the
frequency is to he altered. The interrupt
ule has

the other. The control
switched band pass filters in the radio
was already being controlled by the
program; and it was therefore an easy
task to test the state of the transmit and
receive band buttons, hetore outputting
data from the appropriate ram location
to the driver routines.

Microprocessor hardware
The 6805 microprocessor contains two
PI As. 112 bytes of ram and a clock
generator. To interface the processor to
the rest of the radio, one PIA is used as
an input output bus, while the other
PIA is used to enable various signals on
to the MA bus. Extra circuitry is included to de -bounce the rotary encoder
and to generate interrupts when either
the tuning knob is operated or the
power supply falls below about I0 volts.
If an interrupt is generated by low
power supply volts. the processor is shut
down and all present settings saved in
the processor's internal ram.
When the processor is shut down it
draws only a fraction of a milliampere of
supply current. which is provided by a
hack -up battery.

change that!
You might not yet have been
immortalized by having an SI

unit named after you but there is
still time. The first step to general acclaim has to be publication
of your work, possibly in the
magazine that you are reading.
Electronics & Wireless World
wouldn't exist if it were not for
people who are prepared to
report on the unusual, the intriguing and the out of the ordinary
in the technical world around
them. We want you to write
about it for us.
If you've got something to say,
then would be pleased to listen.
And it can be a rewarding experience. Drop me a line or give me
I

call on 01-6613128.
FRANK OGDEN
a

I

6911

Have fame, wealth
and public
recognition passed
you by? We could

Editor

details of this design will appear
later in publications o¡the RSG/3.

hiller
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Speaking telephone
keypad for the blind
A low-cost speech processor IC and a
speech rom vocalize the dialled number
in a modified electronic telephone for
the blind. The circuit gives an audible
output when each digit is keyed. which
useful confirmation of the number
dialled.
When a digit is dialled, the dial pulse
output. DP. of the 25611 pulse dialler
outputs a pulse train, the number of pulses
depending on the number dialled. Output
pulses are counted by a four -bit binary
counter (7493) which connects to the
address lines of the 0256 speech processor.
is a

July 1989

The pulse dialler gives a MUTE output,
shown in the tinting diagram, for muting
the receiver during the dial pulsing. This
output is used to trigger a negative -edge
triggered monostable of IOms pulse width.
After a digit is dialled, there is a pause
during which the \u'Tr: output goes high.
The inverted situp signal latches the counter value in the binary counter into the
four -hit 74116 latch. This transition triggers the left-hand monostable device
whose output pulse is inverted and used to
load the address into the speech processor
using the a D input. Output of the first
monostable device triggers the second
monostable section on its negative edge to
obtain a 10nts pulse; this is inverted and
usec to reset the binary counter and the

ELECTRONICS& WIRELESS WORLD

latch. Thus both the counter and the latch
are reset during the inter -digit pause.
The 0256 speech processor is cabable of
synthesizing speech or complex sounds
using its stored program. Within the 0256,
a nticrocontroller controls data flow f out
the SPR-16 speech rout to the digital filter.
the concatenation of the word strings
necessary for linking speech elements
together and the amplitude and pitch
information to excite the digital filter. The
pulse -width modulator in the speech processor creates a digital output which is
converted to an analogue signal when
filtered by an external low-pass filter.
Addresses front the 74116 latch feed a 2K
by 8-bit rom (SPR-16) and data is extracted for the speech processor arithme-
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Hybrid audio
preamplifier with
low distortion
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Loop

One of the main drawbacks of vacuum
triodes, when used in the common cathode configuration, is their high output impedance when a high gain is
requested. The usual solution is to use
two triodes for each stage, with the
second one connected as a cathode
follower or in a shunt -regulated pushpull configurat ion.
a hybrid audio gain
This circuit
stage-achieves a low output impedance
and a low distortion using only one half
of an ECCS8 dual -triode and a solidstate buffer formed by Tr) and Tr,. The
triode operates in constant -current
mode by the bootstrap connection (C1)
to improve linearity and achieve the
maximum gain. in spite of the relatively
low supply voltage and of the lack of the
usual cathode capacitor.
Typical applications for this circuit
include 6O(11- headphone driving and
line stages in vacuum tube preamplifiers. Measurements on this stage show
a gain of 30óB, 100\'/µs slew rate. 27012
output impedance and O. 15% distortion
at Ikl-Iz with a l0Vpk-pk output signal
and 10k11 load (mainly second harmonic).
laving no overall feedback, the circuit is virtually free from instability
(even when capacitively loaded) and
transient intermodulation distortion.
However, the application of 1(1dB of
negative feedback (smaller diagram)
reduces the output impedance below
I(1(112 and the distortion well below
0.1%, with a gain of 20dB, which is a
typical value found in line amps.
Paolo Palazzi
Cervignano
Italy
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tic logic unit for coefficient transfer.
Coefficients are Chet, manipulated via a
'vocal tract model block in the form of a
12 -pole digital filter. Bits are then pulse width modulated from digitized waveforms to analogue sinewaves.

r

I

The ALI)strobe pulse given to the speech
module enables the speech to reach a
transducer through a passive filter.

V. Lakshnlinarayanan
Centre for Development of Telenlatics
Bangalore India
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IN VIEW OF THE EXTREMELY

RAPID CHANGE TAKING PLACE
IN THE ELECTRONICS
INDUSTRY, LARGE QUANTITIES
OF COMPONENTS BECOME
REDUNDANT. WE ARE CASH
PURCHASERS OF SUCH
MATERIALS AND WOULD
APPRECIATE A TELEPHONE
CALL OR A LIST IF AVAILABLE.
WE PAY TOP PRICES AND
COLLECT.

R. Henson Ltd.
21 Lodge Lane, N. Finchley,
London, N12 8JG.
5 mins. from Tally Ho Corner

With 4E years' a<perience in the desigr and manufacture of
several hundred thousand transtormars we can supply:

AUDIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS OF
EVERY TYPE
YOU NAME 1T!
WE MAKE IT!
OUR RANGE INCLUDES:
Microphone transformers (all typest. Microphone Splitter/Combiner transformers. Inpu- and'Outpr.t transhrmers Di-ect Injectbn transformers for Guitars.
Multi-Secondary outprttransformers Bridging transformers. Line transformers.
Line transformers to B T. Isolaing Test Specificatior. Tapped impedance matching transformers. Gramophone Pickup transformers Audio Mixing Desk transformers all tipes). Miniaure transformers. Microminature transformers 'or PCB
mouning. =xperimental trans'ormers. Ultra low fr3quency transformes. Ultra
linear and other transformers f dr Valve Anplifiers up to 500 watts. Inductve Loop
transforme-s. Smooth rg Chdkes. F'ter Inductors, Amplifiers to 100 volt line
transforme-s (from a law watts up to 1,0)0 watts),100 volt line transformers to
speakers. Speaker matching xansformers (all porers), Column Loud -speaker
transformers up to 300.watts o, more.
We can design for RECJRDIN3 QUALITY, STUDIO QUALM', HI-FI
QUALITY OR P.A. Q1a LITY. JUR PRICES ARE I-IGHLY COMPETITIJE AND
WE SUPPLY LARGE OR SMALL QUANTIT ES AND EVEN .SINGLE
TRANSFORMERS. Nany standard ,types are in stock and normal dispatch
times a e snort and sensible.
OUR CLIENTS COVER A LARGE NUMBER OF BROADCASTING
AUTI ORI-TES, MIXING DESK MANUFaCTUREFS, RECORDING STUDIOS,
HI-FI ENTHUSIAST" BAND GROUPS AND FUBLIC ADDRESS FIRMS.
Ezport is a speciality and we lave oierseas client; in the COMMONWEALTH,
EEC, USA MIDDLE BAST, et.
Send for our quedionnaira which, when completed, enables us to post
quota_ionsby return.
.

OWTER

-

Telephóne:
01-445 2713/0749
ENTER

12

TRUNSFORMEFS

Ipswich IP1 2EL, England.
Phone 0473 252794 & 0473 219390 Télex: 987703G
ENTER 8

UNIT 3A/9, 25 RANDALSTOWN ROAD, ANTRIM,
CO ANTRIM, N. IRELAND.
Telephone: (08494) 66734. Telex: 74667.
Fax: (08494) 68745

Manufacturers and designers of high quality
toroidal transformers to specifications VDE
0550, BS415 Class 2 and IEC65 Class 2.

120VA
160VA
225VA
300VA
500VA

- £6.70
- £7.57
- £8.40
- £9.40
- £12.50

625VA
750VA
1000VA

WALUE.

PERFORMANCE.

For additional primaries please add 4% to
price for the following:
120/120, 220/240, 110/110, 115/115,
110-120/110/120.

ENTER
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- ALL COUNTRIES

ON REPLY CART)
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SOIDfRS
Ships

OLD

WITNO

M00/f/CA

- £13.80
- £22.60
- £37.20

Prices quoted are for primary voltage 110,
120, 220, 230, 240.

AGENTS WANTED

2361.88_

OIMPLICITY.

Prices quoted are lots of 100 (VAT not
included). Prices firm to October '89.

- £4.70
- £5.18
- £5.52
80VA-£6.00
100VA - £6.56

Fax: 0473

O REPLY (ARD

RELIABILITY.

RANSFORMERS LTD

15VA
30VA
5OVA

t°

PO Box 36,

ON REPLY CARD

NTRIM

E

SKNJ/MhT1G

N ._-

If you appreciate this rare
combination of virtues in a wave
soldering machine, and would like to
see how we incorporate them into
the design of our four models, from
100mm up to 380mm, simply RSVP to:

-

SOLDERMATIC

Equupment

97-99 Gloucester Road, Croydon CRO 2DN
01-689 0574 Fax: 01-689 0090 Tlx: 8811945
ENTER 32 ON REPLY CARD
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Designing with cad
Computer -aided design of printed -circuit boards
on a PC is becoming commonplace. Mike Walsh,
a cad consultant, describes the process.
ntil about seven years
ago. computer -aided design facilities were limited
to the large design depart-

ments of multinational
companies. This limitation was due, in
the large part. to the high cost of the
computing power required by cad programs. The introduction and rapid adoption of the personal computer. however, influenced a sudden surge in the
number of cad applications available at
a price well within the reach of even the
smallest company: the innovative design of these products offered close to
mainframe facilities on the humble PC.

a Personal Computer.
Production requires that a PCl3 he
designed and again. a range of packages
is available to assist in this task. Assembly of the design into a casing or rack
has implications with regard to heat
dissipation. Thermal analysis packages
can provide an early indication of
potential dissipation problems which
would otherwise cause malfunction or
poor reliability. Finally, the product has
to be tested and even here. tools are
available to automate the task.
Although. as can he seen. the compu-

the engineer using

ter can help at every stage, one more
important point should he appreciated:
that of integration. In many cases, each
of the tools mentioned above is integrated with the others in such a way that
there is a flow of data possible between
them. This is one of the major benefits
of cad. since it minimises the chance of
errors creeping into the design process.
To hest appreciate this facility we might
regard the schematic as the "documentation" or "specification" for the
rest of the design. Under no circumstances may we alter design data anywhere other than in our schematic.

Fig.!. Traditional and computer -aided design processes compared.

DESIGN CYCLE
Nearly all the activities that the average
enginer indulges in when designing a
circuit or product can be enhanced by
the use of cad. as can be seen in Fig.I.
Indeed, some disciplines have only become practicable because of cad. Let us
consider a typical design for a moment
and mention the application of automated methods at each step.
Normally, the engineer would construct a block diagram of his design
before deciding how to implement each
function. Schematic capture systems invariably offer a hierarchical approach,
allowing unlimited levels of "black boxing" down towards the component -level
circuit diagram. Verifying that the circuit works to specification conventionally requires the building of a prototype and subsequent bench testing.
The cad approach tackles this requirement by using a simulation of the circuit
- either analogue or digital as appropriate. Modern circuitry often uses roms
and PLDs to implement glue logic:
constructing fuse maps by hand is a
tedious and error -prone operation and
is much better automated. The design
may also contain asics (application specific integrated circuits) and many
manufacturers now offer tools which
allow their design to he carried out by
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approach available in the system to fulfil
this task and various items of "intelligence" are normally added to enable
the symbol to convey all the information
required to other sections of the cad
system.

A

Sel

Netlists. Not all of the schematic data is
normally required by the other elements of the system: for example. most
of the graphical data is simply for human recognition. To drive the rest of the
design process. it is usually enough to
have a list of components and their
associated connections. This type of
structure, called a netlist, is derived by

B

(DI

(t)

A
B

D03
OMUX

Out

Sel

50-1

(b)

Thus, if the schematic is correct, everything eke must be correct. This is. of
course, an ideal and most cad systems
allow a less formal interaction to better
match a designer's more normal working methods.
To see how each activity discussed
above benefits from the application of
cad I will elaborate on the principal
advantages to he gained in each discipline. There are, incidentally. one or
two seeming disadvantages at various
points. but these usually turn out to he a
matter of changing one's thinking process to accommodate new methods of
working.
Schematic capture. At the start of most
designs comes the initial sketching of
the circuit on paper, either directly at
the component level or using a black -

box representation. Hand drawn
schematics are then either tidied up or.
often, completely redrawn by a different department. When using a cad
system in this environment an ideal
method is to design directly on the
screen. dispensing with the manual
approach completely. This ideal is often
not followed precisely since the brainstorming approach to circuit design is
often quicker and easier, using traditional methods. But, the sooner the
design is entered on to the cad system.
the sooner one can get the benefits of all
the supporting tools. Thus a certain
amount of discipline is necessary to try
and minimise the paper and pencil exercise. since it represents a duplication of
effort. Most schematic-capture systems
provide a means of abstracting information in the form of a hierarchy. Each
laver or level of the circuit can contain
black boxes representing circuits at a
lower level: Figure 2 shows an example
of this type of construction. For large

July

1989
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Fig.2. The hierarchical method of information capture. Four levels of the
hierarchy are shown, starting with the
circuit at (a) and ending at (d) with a
composite symbol incorporating several
(a) circuits. The final diagram using
symbols as at (d) is uncluttered with
unnecessary detail.
designs this representation is extremely
advantageous, since large amounts of
detail which may otherwise cloud the
understanding of the circuit can he
hidden inside the boxes. Features available from the cad system allow traversal
up and down the hierarchy at will.
The new user often finds capturing
the schematic titile consuming when

processing the schematic database and
may either be held in the machine as
ASCII text or as a binary data base.
Figure 3 shows a simple schematic and
its related netlist.

Components
7402: IC1

Connect
UN000000 IC15 1C1 1
UN000010 Trt 2 R31
UN000006 R11 K12 PI 1
UN000008 R12 R22 Trt 1

Rrªs: Rt, R2, R3

NPN:Trt
Plug: Pi

UN000005IC16 R21 P1 2
UN000011 Tr33 P15
UN000009 IC14 IC13 R31

compared with more traditional
methods. The important point to grasp
here, however. is that not only is the
result a quality hard -copy plot, but that
a database of information about the
design is being built. Thus, at the expense of some extra time, the information which will he used by the rest of the
cad process has been stored by the
computer.

Libraries. During schematic capture.
frequent use will be made of standard
schematic symbols such as gates. transistors and resistors. A selection of
these components is normally provided
by the manufacturer of the cad product.
but the user should he wary of the size of
library supplied, since creating new
symbols can he time consuming: some
lower -cost systems are supplied with a
few hundred symbols-some with several thousand. There is frequently the
need to create new symbols, however,
since designs often use innovative components that the cad manufacturer may
not have anticipated in his libraries.

There
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is

usually

a

fully graphical

End

Fig.3..4 simple schematic diagram and
its associated netlist.

Electrical checking. The first benefit
one receives from having patiently entered the schematic is the ability to
check all sorts of electrically related
items: for example. that no outputs
have been shorted together or that there
are no floating inputs or that pull-up
resistors have been added to open collector outputs - and so on. High -end
systems are able to provide additional
facilities such as fan -in and fan -out
checking of logic gates.

Simulation. Both analogue and digital
circuits can he verified for correct operation by using the appropriate simulator. The traditional method of breadhoarding a design to test it is no longer a
necessity. Indeed. in the case of asic
designs it is not even practical to verify
the functioning of thecircuit in this way.
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MAKING ELECTRONICS C.A.D. AFFORDABLE
PCB CAD, FOR THE PC/XT/AT

FTINY-PC

Are you still using tapes and a light box?
Have you been putting off buying PCB CAD software?
- Have you access to an IBM PC/XT/AT or clone inc Amstrad 1640 & 1512
or Archimedes with P.C. Emulator?
- Would you like to be able to produce PCB layouts up to 17" square?
- With up to 8 track layers and 2 silk screen layers?
- Plus drill template and solder resist?
- With up to eight different track widths anywhere in the range .002
to .531"?
- With up to 16 different pad sizes from the same range?
- With pad shapes including round, oval, square, with or without hole and
edge connector fingers?
- With up to 1500 IC's per board, from up to 100 different outlines?
- With auto repeat on tracks or other features - ideal for memory planes?
- That can be used for surface mount components?
- With the ability to locate components and pads on grid or to .002"
resolution?
- With an optional auto via facility for multilayer boards?
- With the ability to create and save your own symbols?
- That can be used with either cursor keys or mouse?
- That is as good at circuit diagrams as it is at PCB's?
- Which with EASY -PLOT and EASY-GERB can output to pen -plotter or
photo -plotter (via bureaux)
- Where you can learn how to use it in around an hour?
- THAT ONLY COSTS £95+VAT (TINY -PC), £275+ VAT (EASY -PC)
-
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CIRCUIT ANALYSIS BY COMPUTER!ANALYSER

For IBM, PC/XT/AT and clones inc. Amstrad 1512
and 1640 and BBC B, B+ and Master.
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- Takes the drudgery out of R.F. matching
problems. Includes many more features than the standard
Smith Chart.
Provides solutions to problems such as TRANSMISSION
LINE MATCHING for AERIALS and RF AMPLIFIERS
with TRANSMISSION LINE, TRANSFORMER and STUB
MATCHING methods using COAXIAL LINES
MICROSTRIP, STRIPLINE and WAVEGUIDES.
The program takes account of TRANSMISSION LINE
LOSS. DIELECTRIC CONSTANT, VELOCITY FACTOR
Z -MATCH

and FREQUENCY.

with a COMPREHENSIVE USER
MANUAL which contains a range of WORKED

Z -MATCH is supplied

-

Analyses complex circuits for GAIN,
"ANALYSER II"
PHASE, INPUT IMPEDANCE, OUTPUT IMPEDANCE
and GROUP DELAY over a very wide frequency range.
Ideal for the analysis of ACTIVE and PASSIVE FILTER
CIRCUITS, AUDIO AMPLIFIERS, LOUDSPEAKER
CROSS -OVER NETWORKS, WIDE BAND AMPLIFIERS,

TUNED R.F. AMPLIFIERS, AERIAL MATCHING
NETWORKS, TV I.F. and CHROMA FILTER CIRCUITS,
LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS etc.

STABILITY CRITERIA AND OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS
can be evaluated by "breaking the loop".
Can save days breadboarding and thousands of pounds
worth of equipment.

EXAMPLES

£195 for PC/XT/AT etc.
£130 for BBC, B, B+ and Master

£130 for PC/XT/AT etc.
£65.00 for BBC B, B+ and Master

Harding Way, St Ives, Huntingdon Cambs, PE17 4WR

All prices Ex -VAT
WRITE OR PHONE FOR FULL DETAILS:- REF WW

Number One Systems Ltd

Tel: St Ives (0480)61778(4 lines)
We provide full after -sales support

with free telephone

'hotline help' service.
Software updates are free within

months of purchase date.
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Digital simulators. The operation of the circuit is emulated by applying a series of
stimuli (input signals) to a
computerised model of the
circuit elements and evaluating the response: the simulator software has algorithms
within it that can emulate the
behaviour of the gates in the
design. Many simulators can
only model a small range of
"primitives- such as Nand.
Nor and Inverter in this way
and cad suppliers will provide
libraries of models which
build up the simulation of

Sove
1041

36.R

3:.3
37.6
1L5
3e Z

1

R.fenP:
1
Fle-conP
lac

3E.7

a

AIR- FROM
SiDe-

non

PLD DESIGN
Programmable logic devices
have become an economic

States and levels for a 12 state simu-

Level
Supply

High

Low

Si

Unknown

driving
resistive
high -Z

D1

SO
DO
RO
ZO

SX
DX
RX

ZX

A word of caution. however: simulation at the one extreme can show design
problems that no amount of bench work
ever would and, in this case, the technique is extremely valuable. But, at the
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as

whole using a composite or
mixed -mode simulator. In
practice, such simulators are
rare and require considerable
computing power. so the PC
user will normally find himself testing the digital and
analogue portions of his circuit separately.

Znce-co^Y6rd
PgqweP_ly'fºide

latches.

R1

would be simulated

35.9
36.2

I

Z1

analogue/digital circuit

36,5

rs'r

Mixed -mode simulators. In
ideal world, a mixed

an

35.9

35.6

like counters or registers from these
primitives. Alternatively, the user may
create his own models. The accuracy of
the models supplied or constructed is of
paramount importance, since a behavioural inconsistency will cause the
simulation results to be incorrect.
It may seem at first sight that simulators only need to be able to handle logic
states of (1 and I, but this would limit
their effectiveness unnecessarily. In the
case of a rri-state driver circuit- for
instance, the simultor must also emulate
the high -impedance state with, for example, a Z level. There are several
other situations where the accuracy of
the simulation can he enhanced by
defining other states such as resistive or
supply strength and, finally. an unknown or' -X" state is usually used when
the simulator is unable to compute the
exact state. Thus, the capabilities of
commercial simulators are often described in terms of the number of states
they can handle. Low -end products
start at between 6 and 12 states and go
through to the high end of 32 or greater
states. Table
shows the states and
levels used by a commercial 12 -state
product. Simulators of this type will
normally also handle timing and can
identify errors such as setup or hold time infringements for flip-flops or

1.

rey.

CAD

3,,e

5.1

more complex elements

Table
lator.

:

1

Fig.4. A typical isothermal display from
a thermal-analysis package - Thernax,
from P -CAI) EI)A.
other extreme,

an

inexperienced or

and popular way to
reduce the IC count in designs. MiscelIaneons logic functions can be
"mopped -up" into one or more PLDs,
thereby reducing space and cost and
increasing reliability. As PLDs have
matured into relatively complex devices, various tools have been developed to allow the design engineer to
implement his requirements quickly
and accurately. These programs provide the designer with the ability to
define his logic requirement in terms of
what could he considered a high-level
language using truth table and/or state machine syntax. The
program will
then be able to derive the correct fuse
maps to implement the functions re-

careless user who accepts blindly the
results that a simulator gives can run
into deep trouble. Simulators are. after
all, only giving an approximation of the
way a circuit will behave and are clearly
unable to react to the external influences which a real design needs to
tolerate, such as pokkcr-supply variations and noise effects. Thus, the designer must still follow good engineering
practice in his design methods.
As a general rule, simulation should
not be used as a way to synthesize logic - quired. I.ogic minimisation algorithms
are frequently included in this type of
only to analyse it.
program to allow the user to concenAnalogue simulation. Complex ana- trate on the result and let the program
logue circuits can he a nightmare to determine methods of achieving it effidesign and test, particularly when one is ciently. Simulation of the completed
faced with verifying performance over PLD is also normally provided,
temperature and component tolerance. although it may not necessarily he inteThis is one region where the analogue grated with the simulation tools above.
simulator can be invaluable. Such proPCB DESIGN
ducts use iterative, numerical techniques to solve the complex equations Probably the one area where most prodescribing the circuit and can then pro- ducts exist to computerise the task in
duce a range of results such as transient question is that of printed -circuit hoard
or frequency -response data or voltage - design. The very low -end products offer
transfer functions. Analysis over a what we could call an -'electronic taprange of temperatures can quickly show ing" facility, meaning that the traditiondesign problems and so-called Monte al technique of laying tape down on to
Carlo analysis can show the circuit's Mylar has been duplicated on the comsensitivities to component tolerance.
puter. with the added advantages of
Once again. simulations of this sort easy editing and redesign. Medium to
are only as good as the models supplied. high -end products offer much, much
Modelling in this case refers to the types more in terms of a wide range of interacof model used to represent active de- tive editing functions, facilities to work
vices and the range of devices that have with ground planes. ntultilayer hoard
been characterised with this model. capability and surface -mount technoloSome simulators also provide special gy support. Additionally, many protools to allow the user to develop his ducis now provide automatic placement
own models.
and automatic routeing tools as well as
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real-time short-circuit detection and
even real-time design -rule checking.
Once again, the power of the cad
approach derives from the integrated
design cycle, where the PCB design
function accesses the initial database
constructed from the schematic.
Good PCB design tools normally
have the ability to drive pen plotters and

photoplotters for the creation of
artwork and the derivation of suitable
data to drive automatic drilling
machines and automatic insertion
equipment.

THERMAL ANALYSIS
A topic that many designers ignore or
leave to trial and error is the thermal
performance of the board. either alone
or as part of the final assembled product. Until recently no suitable automated tools were available to address
this topic. Whilst not of importance to
everybody. poor thermal design can
have an adverse affect on the performance and reliability of a product. Products are available for use on the PC
which allow the user to generate
isothermal maps for the board in question when considered either in a twodimensional manner or in full 3-i).
Figure 4 shows an example of the output
available from a product of this type.

TESTING
Lastly comes the subject of verification
of production pieces. Again, the integrated approach can be of assistance
since much of the information about the
location of components and tracks can
be derived from the PCB database. The
test patterns should also be obtainable
from the results of the simulations
which have. of course. characterised a
fully functioning system. It is simply a
case of massaging the data to produce a
tester program.

I

PLATFORMS
think that a fe\ introductory com-

ments on the types of machine being
utilised in the field of electronic cad are
in order ¿it this point. 13y far the largest
number of products are intended for use
on dos -based Personal Computers.
although there are certainly useful products to he found running on Apple
equipment and even the 1313C micro. In
general though. cad programs are demanding on the resources needed to run
them expeditiously. Rana. disc capacity
and operating speed affect the resulting
performance; thus, the latest 25MHz
(or even 33MHz) 80386 machines with
plenty of memory will provide the optimum system. But this general statement
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needs some clarification:

if

an applica-

relatively undemanding. in terms
of, say. size of schematics or PCBs. and
tion

is

if the cad system is not going to he used
day in day out. then a more modest
approach is perfectly adequate.
Also, designers of cad products running under dos are always faced with a
limitation of 640íí memory and normally take special measures to create then
databases in a compact manner. They
also understand that only relatively few
users will be using state-of-the-art hardware and are at pains to implement

-

program operations as efficiently as
possible.
N any of the tasks the cad user performs are graphical in nature; that is.
sitting at the terminal drawing a
schematicor PCB. The resolution of the
display and the capabilities of the
graphics card driving it are of great
importance here. A low resolution will
produce "chunky" graphics and the
screen will only be capable of showing a
small area of whatever is being viewed.
A poor display is tiring to view and
frequent pans and zooms will he required if the resolution is low. Once
again, it depends very much on the
application as to whether this is a problem. A workable range of resolutions is
from the EGA standard of 640x350 to
the very high end of 1280x 11124.
This article has attempted to show
how cad may he utilised in the design
flow of a typical electronic product from
concept to production. As we have
seen. almost every area can he enhanced in term of throughput. reliability and accuracy by the application of
the PC -based design system. The integration of the various tools that go to
make up the end -to -end design
approach is also very important to
obtain consistency of operation and to
minimise translation errors. There are
many systems on the market that
address individual items in this design
flow and other systems that address
groups of design steps. The potential
user should be aware by now that the
more heavily integrated the application,
the easier it will he to get optimum
performance and have available a range
of upgrade paths as requirements grow.
Thus, when embarking upon the initial
purchase of a cad system or even upgrading from one product to another.
time spent evaluating the integration of
the system well spent.
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CBTURBO V2

is Insta graphic's second -generation
design and draughting software package for printed circuit boards.
The demonstration software did not
have the full functionality provided by
the retail version. Component libraries
were not included, only three of the
main menu options were usable and all
of the output options were intentionally
disabled, including storage of constructed components and trial layouts.
However, the facilities provided by the
package were sufficient to demonstrate
the capabilities of the retail package and
to identify its limitations.
PCI3TUR13O V2 is a specialised
draughting tool for the production of
between one and six lavers of circuit
wiring on a single board. The maximum
board size that the system can deal with
is 32in by 32in although. at maximum
scaling, the display screen provides only

32in by Sin.
I

A library of standard component
drawings is provided with the retail
software but, if the demonstration software is representative. all I4 -pin dil
devices will use the same component
model. Pin numbers are not provided
and the wiring connections cannot he
specified explicitly. All wiring 'connections' are made manually and there is no
user reference for identifying individual
wires.

Getting started
If the computer configuration matches
the requirement. then installation is
quite simple. The hard disc must be
drive C: because the software specifies
the directory structure and the path

internally.
There is ample storage space on two
floppy discs for the demonstration software, so that with a little reorganisation
of the files it could be run on a twin
floppy disc system. The full version
includes component libraries and will
need the hard disc capacity for storing
finished layouts.
Mike Walsh runs his own independent
Batch files are provided for automatic
cad consultancy specialising in training, installation and a further hatch file sets
software development and support of up the path structure. loads the device
electronic cad products.
drivers and invokes the program.
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PCBTURBO V2
A specialised tool for 32 -in square boards of up to
six layers
of these effects distort the output and
they are preferable to a loss of resolution.

PCB design

Fig.2.
2- One

-------

layer «tracks

displayed.

Display screen resolution
The package can work with CGA
graphics. but the resolution is not
adequate for professional use and the
four colours available from a CGA
palette are not enough to distinguish
individual layers when they are superimposed on the screen.
Two EGA screen formats are available: the first requires 64Kbyte of
screen memory and provides a resolution of 6.111 x 200 pixels in a range of 16
colours; the second uses 256Kbyte of
screen memory and provides a resolution of 64(1 x 35(1 pixels in the same
colours.
A board length of 32in accommodated on a single screen provides a
resolution of 32/640 = (1.05 in. v.hich is
insufficient to display small -diameter
holes or thin t racks at this scale.
Six distinct drawing scales are provided, the smallest devoting the whole
screen area to a view of 0.6in x 0.3in of
hoard space - this provides a maximum
resolution of 0.6 640 = (1.001 in. Working at this resolution produces ser
satisfactory results.
Screen scale factors of 4 or 5 provide a
working compromise between available
resolution and sufficient board space to
display several adjacent components.
Some visual aspects of the scaling
were noticeable-circles appeared oval
and short fat components rotated into

long thin ones. Changing from
EGA256K to EGA64K altered the
aspect ratio of the Demo hoard. None
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facilities

Separate layers are provided for silkscreen printing and for copper circuits
on each side of the hoard; these four
layers can he extended to eight with
four additional internal wiring layers.
Each layer is displayed in a different
colour and layers may he superimposed
in any mixed combination. The display
colours used for each layer are not
selectable.
The silk-screen layer is used to specify
the outline of a hoard. components then
being positioned on the hoard with their

for

a

Fig. 3. Component placement
simple hoard.
terminal pads. Layers are then wired up
manually or by using the autorouter.
Relative positioning of the components determines the track lengths.
Wire crossings can he largely avoided by
routeing horizontal tracks on a different
layer to the vertical tracks. Each conducting layer may be plotted out separately for PCB production.
The output plots obtainable include:
silk-screen plot: top and bottom side
plots; a drilling drawing: top and bottom solder -resist masks: internal layer
plots: and a multilayer plot. The outputs
can also be recorded in computer files
for record purposes or for sending out
to a bureau for plotting.
Design notes may be recorded in the
system using the built-in word processor.

ELECTRON ICs & WIRELESS WORLD

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED
Prospective PCBTURBO V2 users need a
minimum of an IBM PC/XT or compatible,
with 640 Kbyte of ram, a 10 MByte hard disc,
one 525in floppy -disc drive, one RS232
serial port and an EGA graphics adaptor with
compatible colour monitor.
A mouse or tracker -ball pointing device is
required for easy graphics -screen manipulation and for making selections from the
pop-up menus. Alternatively, the arrow keys
can be used for menu selection or for
locating the cursor. Software drivers are
provided for a number of serial pointing
devices. A high -resolution device is required
for graphic output

Operating features
The top line of the screen can display
the X -Y co-ordinates of the cross-wire
cursor position. as measured from the
bottom left corner of the largest viewing
area. It can also show the current position of the cursor relative to a local
origin at the centre of the viewing
screen. This latter facility is a convenient ruler for measuring distances in
Imperial or metric units.
When the scale of the display is
changed. the centre of the field of view
on the new screen is placed at the
position of the cursor on the previous
screen. The screen can be 'adjusted' in
position at the current scale. The planning facility moves the view in steps of
half a screen size to left and right and up
and down. As soon as this is realised it is
no longer difficult to appreciate where
the screen is located on the hoarc
.

Fig.
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The pop-up menu windows provided'
are excellent. However, it is more convenient to use the pointing device for
graphics and the arrow keys for menu

Iut
;vf;;'rr(!1('
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selection.

Autorouteing appears to have been a
recent development - its facilities are
not available on manually positioned
tracks. Separate 'ratsnest' lines are first
drawn manually, directly between the
terminal points. The autorouter is then
activated to re -arrange those lines so
that they avoid the obstacles on the
straight path between the ends. The
autorouter is not infallible and any lines
that it is unable to deal with must he
removed and re -arranged manually.
When a new PCI3 is being laid out, a
silk-screen laver is used to define the
hoard outline. Positioning prepared
component outlines on this layer automatically provides. and displays. the
associated pads on another layer. A
menu facility called 'Windows' is used
to capture components in a square 'net'
so that they may he moved about on the
board and copied.
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sive precalculated layout: it simply redraws a different portion of the layout each layer in turn.

The tracks are made up from straight
segments, with adjacent segments rotated about the centre of the track
width. One result of this is that the
wider tracks can have some severe
notches in them at the corners. These
should he 'patched' up. at high magnification. with tiny track segments to
maintain the current rating of the track.
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Part ol demonstration board. "zoomed**. orInstal,raphics' I'('Turbo 1'2.
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move
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.
Text of different sizes now he placed
::
..:
on either the component legend
artwork or in copper on either side of
the hoard.
.....,e
A point to watch: the board is viewed
;+::
...,. ,
from below and. it the dil component
drawings are unpolarised and unnum.. ...... ...
..
... ...
berec. then lateral inversions could rei,4'.6. Ilcsl uI'routeingcomplele'd
sult in incorrect wiring. It was not
manoally,
possible. on the demonstration package. to check that the plotter outputs of
It can be difficult to erase lines if they
the various layers were as viewed from
have been wrongly placed.
the appropriate side of the hoard.
Repositioning the view of the circuits
The Track Resize and Break facilities
on the screen requires the whole screen did not work on the demonstration
to he redrawn. all of the selected lavers package.
"There were the usual minor discreand filled -in colours. the redrawing
pancies between the manual and the
process can he speeded up with the
quick -draw facility, which displays col- actual system behaviour- for example,
oured outlines instead of filled in tracks: the hook said Ctrl -F6 would erase an
the speed gain is significant but not arc, whereas the footnote on the screen

large.

,

'

I

Minor problems

-

,

In practice. the layouts and tracking
will be prepared from a circuit diagram

for simple hoards and from a wiring list
for more complex ones. A wiring list
would he an ideal input medium for
package of this kind: the computer
could provide a data base which stored
component pin -out information.

Value for money?
To use the package, you will need at
least £ 12111) for the computer system and
a minimum of £6110 for the simplest
plotting device. The software itself retails for £695. Thus. an investment of at
least £25111) is needed. Offsetting this
against labour costs would not he difficult to justify if artwork for more than a
few PCBs has to he produced.
Facilities provided by the package are
limited to the production of artwork.
Circuit design and development is a
separate activity which has to he completed before the artwork can he
started.
However. the package performs a
useful function, and it will speed up the
production process. It will find a ready
market in the smaller electronics companies who need the services that it can
provide at prices they can afford.
It can he operated by technical staff
who do not have the extensive knowledge of circuits and components that is
needed for the full cesign process. R. L.

PCB Turbo V2

Instagraphic Ltd
Ashfield Industrial Estate
Low Hall Road
Horsforth, Leeds LS18 4EF

0532 589893
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A VERY AFFORDABLE PCB CAD SYSTEM
Professional high quality PCB CAD SYSTEM at a Price you can afford.
The complete package consisting of Protel Autotrax PCB Autorouting Software, Protel Schematic Design Software,
Amstrad PC2086 30Mb Hard Disk with a 14" High Resolution VGA Monitor and a Roland DXY1200 Electrostatic
Paper Hold A3 Flat Bed Plotter, including a set of Plotter Pens and Cables in the package price of £3485.00*.
For and additional £350.00* the package would include an Amstrad 2286 40Mb Hard Drive with a 14" High Resolution
VGA Monitor (in place of the 2086 Computer). Software Available Ex Stock from only £245.00*
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at £695.00'

is an

affordable. precision design tool that
improves productivity for occasional and
open users alike. It streamlines the PCI3
layout processes while providing powerful
interactive design automation. plus generates
professionally accurate PCB Artwork. out puts
to a wide range of Printers. Pen Plotters plus
1'hotoplottcr with Pull Down Menus for case
of use.

A comprehensive library of Through -Hole &
Surface Mount Devices is included with
AL.TOI RAX. plus the designer can easily
create new or modify existing Devices.
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PROTEL SC'Hi:\IATI(' 3.16 at £495.00'
when used with PRO'l EI AL' l'O'I RAN.
forms the front end of powerful l'CB design
system with "Dedicated CAD" performance.
AUTO1 RAX transforms SCI IEM. 'llC 3.16
Net lists into finished PCB designs using

NOT EXPENSIVE OPTIONS. with Pull
Down Menus for case of use. With an Upgrade
path available toACTOTRAX.

automatic and interactive track routing and
component placement. with Pull Down Menus

A comprehensive library of Through -Hole
Devices is included with I[ASYTR.\X. plus the
designer can easily create new or modify
existing Deices.

Comprehensive libraries of over 3200
components arc included with SCI IEMA I IC

Evaluation Packs Available.

for case of

3.16.

use.

Plus the designer can easily create new

or modify existing components. with the
po, erful graphic component editor.
Runs on MSDOS 640K machines with support
for Hercules. CGA. EGA. VGA monitors &

MS Mouse.

Evaluation Packs Available.

Available Ex Stock.

Available Ex Stock.

Available Ex Stock.

J.A.\'. ELECTRONICS LIMITED

UK D:strihutor for PROTEt. CAD Software.

L'nit 12A. Heaton Street. Denton. Manchester. M34 3RG
Tel No: 1161-320-7210
Fax No: 061-335-0119

Advanced System Centre for AMSTRAD Computers & Peripherals

'Excluding Delivery and VA

E.

Prices arc for

a

Main Dealer for ROLAND Plotters.
Dealers for SAGE Accounts and Business Software.

limited period only.
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PROM. l- \SY-I RAX at £245.00' is a very
affordable. easy to use precision design tool
that generates professionally accurate PCB
Artwork. With support for a wide range of
displays. plus Photoplotters. Pen Plotters.
Laser and Dot Matrix Printers all as standard.

MS Mouse.

Fvaluation t'acks Available.

,

G
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for Ilerrules. CGA. EGA. VG.\ monitors &

MS Mouse.
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Runs on MSDOS 640K machines with support

Runson MSDOS 640K machines with support
for Hercules. CGA. EGA. VGA monitors &
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Starting cad
If you are about to take the plunge into computer -aided design techniques for
electronics, start here: Mark Pavitt of Microtel has the water wings.
omputer-aided design (cad)
has been with us now for
several years and, as with all
technological advances. has
matured with a process involving many brave failures. These have
sadly led to many conceptions and misconceptions that serve only to cloud the
real issues for the newcomer. The fact is
that cad is a realit which no engineer
can afford to ignore. It is therefore the
objective of this discussion to present a
resumé for the engineer who is about to
become involved in cad. The first element in any such discussion must be a

definition of objecti

es.

system can monitor the designers progress according to a set of design rules
and identify potential infringements.
which can range from the connection of
two output pins to the placing of tracks
too close together.
An adjunct to the quality issue is that
of design maintenance. Since very few
designs are completed from concept to

hardware without modification,

a

strin-

gent set of documentation standards is

a

O

Terminology

,ami

The best way to introduce electronic cad
and the inevitable associated jargon is
to consider a design example. The first
task is clearly one of input: the designer's ideas must be communicated to
the system. In cad. this is known as
"schematic capture" and is simply the
generation of a schematic diagram
which represents the circuit. A typical
schematic-capture package offers the
designer a library of parts which he or

Objectives of a cad system

automatic numbering of components to
the advanced tools now available for
automatically designing the actual layout of a circuit.
A second objective when installing a
cad system is to improve the quality of a
design. The old adage that computers
never make mistakes may not he entirely true, but is certainly a major aspect in
the use of cad to improve quality. The
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tion can he automatically extracted in its
most useful form. The other great
advantage in this form of storage is that.
being in a machine-readable format, it is
relatively easy to generate output in a
form which can be used to automate the
manufacture of the hardware. Outputs
suitable for driving photoplotters.
numerically controlled (NC) drilling
machines and automatic test equipment
are all possible using cad.

The first objective of

a cad system is to
achieve an intpro\entent in design efficiency. This begins with the capability
to emulate the traditional tools of the
manual designer. A computer can easily
reproduce the function of such aids as
rulers. compasses and set -squares. but
can additionally provide tools which
have no manual analogy. When combined with a user interface which provides immediate access to extensive
information about the design and allows
easy editing of such information, an
improvement in design efficiency is
bound to result. The manipulation of
information is undoubtedly one of the
great strengths of cad systems and this
leads to a tar better overlap between the
activities of the design process. An
engineer may wish. for example. to
complete critical layout features before
passing the design on to a PCI3 layout
artist. With cad. this is simply a question
of transferring the layout between two
computers. The final feature of a cad
system which improves design efficiency is the automation of design tasks.
which range from simple tools for the

database it can he easily disseminated
among the design team. w here informa-

0

she may select and place on the screen.
Once the parts have been placed. a
pointing device such as a mouse may he
used to draw in the connections until a
complete circuit schematic has been

Fig.!. Placement routine. Partial
manual placement is shown at (a), It bile
(b)shows lull placement with connection
density map and histogram.

requirement. A change at the circuit
diagram stage, for example. will have
implications for the layout and probably
for tabular documentation such as the
parts list as well. Maintaining documentation is notoriously prone to human error in manual systems, but is a
task which is easily automated in an
integrated cad system.
The final key objective in the use of
cad is the improvement in communications which can he achieved with computers. Since all the information for a
design is contained in some form of

created. This graphical representation
of the circuit must next he converted
into a precise connectivity specification
known as a -net list".'rte term "net" (or
"node") is used to describe a group of
connections within a design. For example. the "ground net" specifies all points
in the circuit which are connected to
ground. The netlist assembles all nets
and parts together into a format suitable
for transfer into the next module of the
cad system.
Although the vast majority of electronic designs are constructed on printed circuit boards, the concepts behind electronic layout apply equally to hybrids
and even IC design. Having taken in the
netlist. a typical layout package will
present the designer with a display
showing the required parts with connectivity identified by straight lines between pins. At the outset no particular
placement is established and. typically.
the parts are stacked up on top of each
other (Hig.I). The first task which must
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PCB and CIRCUIT DESIGN CAD SYSTEMS

Pineapple Software don't offer all the computer aided design systems currently available, but we do market a range of systems which
for money over the low to medium price range. We also offer a high degree of after
sales service including artwork facilities if required.
we have tested and consider to be the best value
PCB DESIGN and CIRCUIT DRAWING SYSTEMS

CIRCUIT ANALYSIS SYSTEMS

At the lower end of this range of software are our popular BBC computer products PCB and
PCB/AR are two PCB design packages to run on a standard unexpanded BBC micro PCB is
a manual track routing package at only £8500. and PCB,AR is a full autorout ng system at
£185.00. We also offer DIAGRAM II. a very powerful schemata drawing package for the BBC
al only £55.00
For PC compatibles we suggest EASY -PC which is a combined PCB and schematic
drawing package with many advanced features and really good value at £27000.
Top of the range is PCB TURBO V2 This package combines a schematic drawing system
with a PCB range designer which includes a fully interactive autorouter
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Other features include:
1. Board size up to 32" x 32" with up to sir layers.
2. Pop-up menu driven with help screens available at all stages
3. Up to nine user -definable text sizes
4. Extensive library of components and symbols supplied
5. Output to pen plotter, photo -plotter. dot-matrix printer, or file
6. Input via mouse. trackerball. digitiser. or keyboard
7. Minimum step size, .001", minimum track width .003"
These are lust a few of the powerful features of this package which must he considered
excellent value for money at £695.00. A free demo disc is available for PCB TURBO V2.
PRICE LIST
PCB for BBC

PCB/AR for BBC
DIAGRAM II for BBC
MITEYSPICE for BBC

85 00
185.00
55.00

ECA-2

11900

Roland Plotters
DXY 1100
DXY 1200
DXY 1300
Elonex range of computers

270 00
695.00

EASY -PC
PCB TURBO V2

Marconi RB2 Trackerball

from 45 00

Spice. Age
LCA-1

675.00
from 70.00
350.00

c

HARDWARE

865.00
1025.00
'phone

- COMPUTERS

AND PLOTTERS

As well as supplying CAD software we can also supply the necessary hardware for those
starting from scratch We supply the full range of Roland plotters at very competitive prices,
and we also supply the full range of the excellent Elonex computers. Discounts are available

for those purchasing complete packages A typical package might consist of the following
1.

2.

625 00

iii

a
of systems .s available BBC and Archimedes computers are supported by
MITEYSPICE a powerful aril easy to use A C. and D C circuit analysis program at £119 00
For PL s and ompatibles ECA-2 is probably the most powerful analogue circuit simulator
available. Circuits with up to 500 noles may be analysed with worst case and Monte Carlo
checks to show likely limits in produr.tion runs. At £675 00 this program can pay for itself in a
very short time in terms of saved development costs
A recent introduction into our ran.4e is a budget priced package called SPICE AGE This is
available in four modules starting at £70.00 and comprises module I for frequency response
analysis. model 2 for DC. analysis. module 3 for transients and module 4 for Fourier analysis
The program runs under the GEM environment and is amazingly quick and easy io use It is
supplied with a large library of ready to use components
Finally. we have LC/N-1, which is º logic analyser program priced at £35000 This allows
any type of logic circuit to be analysed TTL and CMOS devices may be mixed and
allowances are made for fan outs and min. max delays etc. In graphics mode the program
will make your PC look lust like a 22 channel logic analyser

3.

PCB TURBO V2
Roland DXY 1100 plotter

Elonex PC 286M with 20Mb hard disc 1.2Mb floppy 640k ram. EGA VGA
monitor. mouse. GEM etc.
Pa..kage price

£2.495 00

Please write or phone for more details about any of the above software.
Please add 15% VAT to all prices
Please address
all enquiries to:

Trade enquiries welcome.

Pineapple Software, Dept WW, 39 Brownlee Gardens,
Seven Kings Ilford, Essex IG3 9NL.
ENTER
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confronted is therefore the placing of
the parts within the design outline. \
basic cad package will offer a manual
capability which is analagous to the
traditional process. while more advanced packages may offer tools to automate the task.
Once placement is complete. the
he

point-to-point connections (known

as

the ratsnest) must he converted into
physical conductors. Like placement,
this may he done either manually or
automatically (or a combination of the
two). Typically, design -critical tracks
such as high-speed signals or power
connections must he routed manually at
the outset. An autorouter may then he
used to complete the hulk of t he connections. Finally, manual alterations may
he required to complete and optimise
the layout.
The final stage of the layout process is
the generation of the output necessary
to produce the hardware, which is
generally known as computer -aided manufacture (cant). The required output may he of three different types.
Firstly, artwork must he generated.
This includes photoplotted artwork delineating the conductor scheme for
photo -lithography and pen -plotted
artwork for design record and assembly
purposes. Addit ional artworks may also
he required for items such as a component silkscreen or solder -resist mask on
a PCI3. The second IN pe of output that is
needed is the statistical information
pertaining to the design. This might
include parts lists. job dimensions, layout area. component density and drilled
hole count. Finally. output is required
to automate the production process.
Control of NC drilling machines. pick and -place and automatic test equipment
is possible.
This overview has illustrated each
stage of the design process in general
terms. it is now appropriate to discuss
the concepts involved in more detail.
The discussion will he divided into two
parts: schematic capture and layout.

Schematic capture
As

have said, schematic capture is the
process of converting a designer's ideas
into a circuit schematic. There are two
I

fundamental approaches to this process. The first of these is the sheet
methodology. in which the display be-

comes a sheet of "electronic paper.
The design is then assembled into a set
of such sheets, which are exactly analogous to drawings laid out on a desk.
Connectivity may be defined between
sheets using a suitable schematic symbol so that circuit elements on different
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sheets become connected within the
net list.
The second approach is the hierarchical methodology. The concept of the
sheet is the same, but the sheets are
stacked 119 on top of each other with
hierarchical access between them. This
means that circuit primitives may he
defined at a low level in the hierarch
and are subsequently organised at higher levels until the top level constitutes a
simple block diagram of the design.

Another feature which characterises
schematic -capture package is its library organisation. Each entry in a
schematic library contains detailed information about a part: this includes not
only a graphical symbol, btu also electrical information such as input and
output identification (to offer a checking capability) and implied connections
such as power and ground which may
not actually appear on the diagram.
While the methodology and library
form the huh of a schematic -capture
package. it is completed by a set of tools
for the organisation and connection of
parts. either emulating manual design
aids or offering unique cad functions.
An example of such a function is the
ability to define a group of parts and
manipulate the whole group at once.
In addition to a powerful set of tools,
the user interface of a schematic capture package may offer certain features for the automation of design tasks.
A macro capability is one such feature.
This allows a set of operations to he
organised into a sequence which can be
replaced at a single keystroke. Using
this technique. laborious command
sequences can be easily automated.
a

Layout design
A layout package takes as its input a
net list (either manually generated or
derived from a schematic -capture package). The design is then processed using
a set of tools for component manipulation and connection. Finally. output is
generated in the form of artwork, CN(
data files and design documentation.
A layout package in its basic form
allows the user to create and organise a
design database through a graphical
interface. This database is organised as
a set of levels which may he individually
or globally manipulated. It is important
to c istinguish between a database level
and an electrical layer. since contusion
between the two oaten arises. An electrical laver is a conductor plane within
the design. Hence single layer. double
layer and so on. In contrast, a database
level is a design plane which may contain not only conductor information but

also virtually any graphical information
pertaining to the design.
Ilaving defined the nature of a cad
database, it is necessary to consider the
organisation of the information within
it. There are three object types to
consider: graphical objects. electrical

objects and part objects. Purely
graphical objects are used to complete
the presentation of the design and include dimensioning Iines, alignment
symbols and tree text. Electrical objects
are also represented graphically. but
have some form of electrical significance, such as tracks, copper areas and
the hoard outline. Finally, part objects
define the actual components in the
design. A part definition includes both
graphical information to identity the
footprint of the part and electrical information such as pin assignment for
power connections and gate information, which is used by certain automatic
routines which will he discussed later.
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Placement. Hie first set of tools which
the layout designer is likely to encounter is the placement set. The placement
of a layout is in many ways the most
critical part of the design process, since
errors at this stage will have a detrimental effect on the track layout
stage later. The key concept in the
placement task using cad is that of
connection length. As a general rule.
the designer will always attempt to
minimise the connection path between
components. This may seem obvious,
but there are certain subtleties associated with cad which are important.
Consider the ratsnest display. which is a
set of connections defined by the net list.
But consider further a multi -connection
net such as V,,e-. 'Hie connections to the
Ve.c net are pre -defined by the netlist in
an order that may well not he ideal for
the particular placement scheme chosen
by the designer. Figure 2 shows how a
cad system can automatically reorganise
the connections to minimise the connection length. Clearly, this has no effect
on the connectivity but is a critical
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indicator towards the routeahility of a
design. The concept of automatic length
minimisation may he extended to that
of pin and gate swapping - a feature
which allows input pins to logic devices
to he swapped to reduce connection
length. Whole gates may even be swapped around in the design in an attempt
to achieve the shortest connection
scheme.
The process of placement begins with
design -critical items such as edge connectors, high -voltage parts, thermally
critical components and RF devices.
These must always he placed manually
by he designer and fixed in place sotthat
no automatic function can subsequently
stove them. The remainder of the parts
may be placed either manually or automatically.
t

Routeing. Once placement is complete.

the next phase of the design is the
conversion of the connections into
tracks. When performed manually the
operation of a cad system is closely
analogous to the use of tape in a conventional layout. The great advantage
which cad offers is the speed and accuracvof manual track placement. Editing is
also considerably simpler. with modifications being quickly and easily made
to 0.001 in resolution.
The alternative to manual routeing is.
of course. autorouteing. Unfortunately,
there are many misconceptions surrounding autorouteing tools, and opinions vary from the deeply suspicious to
the devotedly enthusiastic. The truth is
that what an autorouter can do for you
depends very much on what you need.
Although there are several different
approaches to autorouteing, there is
one concept which hinds all routers
together. This is the use of layout feature cost. All routers use a system of
feature cost to assess the feasibility of a
proposed route. As the name implies.
the feature -cost system assigns a notional cost to the various features of a route
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and generates a total cost by adding
each feature up. The route with the
lowest total cost is then chosen from the
various alternatives. Costed features
typically include: vias, routeing in the
non -preferred direction. routeing in
dense areas of the layout and routeing
between adjacent component pins. Figure 3 shows set-up for autorouteing.
What distinguishes different autorouters is the way in which the feature -cost
concept is applied. The vast majority of
routers operate on a grid and calculate
the cost of each route for successive grid
points. The difference between routers
lies in the qualification of connections,
which is the process by which the router
selects the order in which to perform its
function. In practice. several passes are
performed which have costs optimised
for different types of connection.
The routeing process that has been
described so far is present on the vast
majority of autorouters. There are.

however. certain refinements which
have achieved popularity in more advanced autorouteing tools. The first of
these is the "rip up and re -try' algorithm. \vhrch uses the costed-maze principle, but includes the capability to
correct earlier mistakes by removing
previously routed tracks which are causing an obstruction, routeing new tracks
and then re-routeing the ripped -up
tracks. This approach has a far greater
chance of achieving 11)0% completion
of the layout.
The final role of the layout module is
to generate the necessary outputs that
are required to fabricate the hardware:
in this operat ion. the organisation of the
database into levels is of key significance. Features from different levels
can he merged to assemble the information that is required for each output
process. A drilling detail. for example,
may take pad s mbols from one level, a
hoard outline from another and a title
block from vet another.
The ultimate extension of these principles is the integration of the design
database into a manufacturing environment. Output from the layout package
could he used to control automatic
production and testing equipment,
while maintaining a record for the
stock -control and accounting departments. Figure 4 shows the selection.

Practical considerations
So far, the discussion has dealt with the
operation and facilities of electronic cad

systems. There are, however. certain
important practicalities which must he
considered when initially investigating
cad, the first of these being hardware.
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The CPU in a cad system may be
judged according to two primary factors: processing speed and memory
capacity. In the context of cad, the clock
speed of a CPU offers a good indication
of the actual processing speed, since cad
makes extensive use of integer operations rather than using floating-point
arithmetic. By the same token, arithmetic co -processors may well not offer a
significant advantage. The only area
where this guideline does not apply is in
the field of simulation. which most
definitely does require a powerful
floating-point capability.
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Fig_;. Strategy set-up window foran
autorouter.

Fig 4. Selection menu for output to a
plotter.
Memory capacity is, of course, the
limiting factor in the database size and is
therefore significant in the complexity
of designs that may he tackled with a
particular system. Autorouteing is a
particularly memory -intensive activity.
since it often requires several words per
grid point. On a I).025in grid, a four
layer, 6x6in layout might typically require around mbyte of ram.
The next item of hardware to he
cortsidered is the display. This is, of
course, an important feature of any cad
system, but electronics cad has slightly
different requirements to its mechanical
counterpart. A full -colour display is a
virtual necessity, since this is the most
effective way of identifying different
layers, but outright graphical resolution
I
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not of primary importance. This is
because, unlike mechanical drawings.
electrical designs consist primarily of
is

simple. geometrical objects.
Finally, the input and output devices
must be considered. On the input side, a
pointing device of some kind is a great
time saver. The majority of systems use
the humble mouse with great effect. but
digitizing tablets and lightpens may provide useful alternati'es. For output. the
minimum requirement is a dot matrix
printer. While this may he used primarily to, printing statistical information.
some systems support the output of
graphics for checking purposes. If a
better graphical output is required. then
a pen plotter is essential. "['his is particularly useful when generating schematic
hard copy and can also provide good
results for layouts. The final artwork

generation for photo -lithography.
however, requires the use of a photo plotter, which is the only way to ensure
dimensional correctness. In view of the
cost of photoplotters (typically several
tens of thousands of pounds) most cad
users take advantage of plotting
bureaux. which can accept job files in
machine-readable format.
A second consideration when invest
gatingcad is learning time- \ery important when evaluating a system and forming an important requirement for most
prospect i\e users. If the system is to he
used primarily by a single "expert".
then the training time required to learn
a complex package may be justified by
the advanced capabilities of the system.
If. on the other hand, the system is for
the use of several less skilled operators
who may only use it occasionally then it
is quite probably worth sacrificing complex features for ease of use.
Another consideration in cad is the
issue of interfacing. The shortcomings
of so called "standards" in hardware
interfaces are well known and are no
less prevalent in software systems.
When evaluating a package. the interfaces should be clearly identified and
tested for their integrity.
The final issue in a cad evaluation is
simply one of capability. It is important
to establish exactly what cad can and
can't do. "['his must always be seen in the
context of the requirement. but one
single principle always applies: cad is
quite literally a design aid and must be
recognised as such. Cad will never replace engineers and skilled layout
artists. It acts. rather. as a productivity
tool. Seen in this context, the benefits
will become clear to anyone contemplating using computers as part of their
.

design effort.
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Nettlister and
EE

Designer Ill

Two packages for PCB design from
Racal-Redacand Betronex Elektronik

RACAL-REDAC
NETTLISTER
This program accepts input from the
keyboard. mouse or both in any combination. There are two menu panels.
one for control and one to add to the
display. "these pull down at the top right
corner and toggle. At other times they
are out of sight. A message bar across
the top announces the current function
and requests action when necessary.
There is a full set of ten general actions
called by the function keys.
A schematic is built up and the resulting file(s) can he output to a plotter, a
printer. a network and to layout generating soft vare. It does not produce layouts itself, but the schematic,
data files and parts list are completed
within the package. The data is intended to be passed to Cadstar or certain other programs for generating PCB
conductor layers. resist layers and print
screens. Cadstar is available with or
without an autorouter and in versions
for PC -AT and 88386 machines.
The box contains five jr/in or three
31/2in discs, a two -volume reference
manual. a study course in paperback.
and keyboard templates. The latter
comprise a moulded plastics frame for
the 83/ -1 -key keyboard and a sheet of
sticky labels which have to be cut up and
stuck on to the 101/2 -key keyboard. In
my experience sticky labels either dry
up and drop off. or they go slimy and
make a mess. A small point. maybe, but
it hits your eye every day. They aren't
even in sequence. Every one has to he
cut up separately.
Installation takes a few minutes only.
The user has to modify CONFIG.SYS
to include ANSI.SY S and the optional
IMOUSE.SYS, and it is convenient to
add a path to the new subdirectory in
A UTOEXEC. HA"I If a proprietary

graphics card is in use, and if network
software is required. the drivers have to
be added to AU] Ot:.\EC.I3AT. Instructions for this are explained in detail. including the use of EI)I.IN, for
those not familiar with DOS level

working.
The first disc has an installation
routine which calls the discs in turn and
copies them to the hard disc in a sub directory REl)AC. When they are all
loaded a configuration menu appears
for the selection of the appropriate
display. printer and mouse drivers. Nettlister's own CONFIG.EXE can he called at any time to reconfigure the system. The space occupied on the hard
disc is about I.6Mbyte in 115 files.
Finally the user is advised to create a
working sub -directory of his/her own
and to log on to it.

Self study course
The self study course is very well put
together. Three fold -out diagrams are
found at the hack and can he seen at all
times: if it would stay flat it would be
perfect. The reader can skip the section
dealing with the creation of symbols.
but it is well worth following because it
is extremely detailed and leads the
student gently into the look and feel of
the system. The later section on the
creation of a schematic gradually moves
The operating environment is an IBM
or compatible with 512Kbyte
ram and DOS 2.0 or later or one of the IBM
PS -2 range of computers. The software supports CGA, EGA, VGA and seven display
cards by other manufacturers, including
high -resolution models. It supports IBM or
Microsoft mouse and 17 pen plotters. Files
can be created to interface with other plotters. It will output graphics to an Epson FX
series or IBM Proprinter or equivalent dotmatrix printer. Parts lists are plain ASCII and
go to any printer.
PC -XT, PC -AT

.
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Lister. taking earlier work as needing
less and eventually no further explanation. There are a few minor omissions.
which I resolved immediately with the
reference manual. The company claims
that one to one -and -a -halt days' work
completes the course. and I found this
estimate generous.
The manuals are organized in sections. Appendices are not at the back of
the book hut at the end of the relevant
section. as are the error message explanations. There is no index. but all the
menu choices appear in the table of
contents. Each has a new page.

,

Fig.2. ,\'ettlister: hierarchical drawing.
with the myna, hov displayed. There are
four on bese in the whole circuit, each
stored separately on disc with its own
name.

tions, and one easily Iearrs their purpose and location. One calls a programme from the DOS command line for
each major function. in effect a third
unwritten menu. Other programmes in
the Nettlister suite create parts lists,
data for PCB layout preparation and so
on by question arid answer. Anyone
who can read a circuit diagram ought to
commence productive work on the
second day.

l

ig. I. ,\ettlister: a hi -directional shift
register. eNeeasted in discrete logic and
reduced iii scale lo put the whole
wing on screen al once. Text would
drawing
be too small. and it is replaced by small
rectangles appropriate size. The
larger rectangles represent hierarchical
drawings. one of which is shown in
Fig.2.

a

There are few idiosyncrasies. One is
the terminal numbering on the symbols.
which is unlike any real component.
The component numbering is substituted when components are assigned
later. It allows the use of a symbol for
more than One component. and facilitates component substitution. but does
the operator need to know? Another is
found in the library: Pl2\' and N5V and
the rest are intuitive supply rail symbols. so why does the 5V supply have to
use VCC? It takes two or three minutes
only to add the P5V symbol to the
library. Incidentally, the parts library
only lists digital ICs. I included an edge
connector: when preparing an output
file for PCI3 layout the programme
asked for a name and number, which I
was able to bypass by entering illtl
a
random shot. When the parts list was
printed out another library number had
been substituted suggesting that the
part had been recognized after all.
I he overall impression is one of considerable user -friendliness. There is a
relatively small number of menu selec-

to an unprotected type. These line t\ pes
apply to text as well as graphics. There
are eight assignable line widths, and
clefatilt values can he changed.
The working area is limited to
8192 x 8192 DSUs (data structure units), which are definable. In addition the
working grid and the optional displayed
grid can each he defined by intervals of a

Fig.3. 2settlister: screen dump of the
original drawing
wing used to generate the
hir-earchical box of Fig.2. Setting the
screen dump
caused total loss of
the screen display. I had to do a system
reset when printing was completed.
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Initializing provides for one in'isible
and eight visible line types. Dive of the
visible lines. once laid down. are protected. To alter them one first converts
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number of DSUs. Symbols and connections are located on the intersections of
the working grid. Moving the symhol
takes the test with it and rubber -bands
the connections. Substitution of symbols preserves connections according to
thesystem's own numbering. Labels are
automatically incremented as they are
supplied: quad gates started ..A increment to ..l) and so on.
Commands are selected by their initial letter or the mouse. Routeing is
either by mouse or h\ stepping with the
arrow keys. A toggle selects either grid
point size or fine DSU-sized steps.
There is an automatic back-up at irregular intervals which seem to he tied to the
exit form individual operations.
The libraries can hold up to 11123
symbols (236 listed in the manual but
23' claimed by the c irectory display
function) and up to 328II parts descriptions (759 listed. counting 7400 and
74 LSO() as different). No microprocessor chips are included. but there
are a few memory, chips in sizes up to
64Kbyte. There is a large selection of
Ti I- family devices: only noticed one
omission from among those have used.
There will almost certainly be occasions when new components have to he
created and added to the libraries, and
there is a symbol creation program and
library editor. Symbol create has two
menus like the schematic programme.

:

rl

and some of the choices are the same.
Learning one is good preparation for
the other. The symbols used are the
traditional ones. D -shaped And gates
and so on.
Graphics are serviceable. but curves
are a hit ragged. The cursor has a
curious \\ ay of attracting attention: it
gives a double wink every half second or
so. which looks random until one stu-

diesit.
--he program supports up to 20 levels

of hierarchy. This is useful when trying
to keep everything on screen. or when
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reducing large schematics to several
small sheets for a manual. At the top
laver one creates a box containing a
circuit from another sheet. The program takes the user through this in such a
way that all terminals are matched between the two. The circuit for the box
can have further boxes in it. and so on.

An existing hierarchical file can

be used
in a new place: the program extracts all
the terminal data from that tile and so
saves a lot of time.
It is possible to draw two identical

components one on top of another: did
it with an hierarchical box. The parts list
is correct when the part numbers are the
same. but the I'C13 data preparation
program pours out an enormous number of errors. which don't help if you
aren't aware that there are superimposed components.
Figure I shows an exercise example- a
bidirectional shift register in discrete
logic. reduced to put it all on -screen.
The text is replaced by rectangular
boxes in the same colour to indicate the
area covered. Figure 2 is the contents of
an hierarchical box, with the add menu
displayed. The other menu is the control menu. The circuit used for the
hierarchical box was dumped to the
I

printer (Fig.3).
Although the box which arrived was
shrink-wrapped, it contained neither
registration card nor help telephone
number. The former may have been an
omission, the latter is probably unnecessary. but it does make one feel
abandoned. A.13.

NETTLISTER

Racal-Redac Ltd
Green Lane
Newtown Industrial Estate
Tewkesbury, Gloucestershire
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.
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DESIGNER III

Input to this system is by mouse. There
is no choice most of the time. A narrow
menu at the right hand side is visible at
all times. a message bar across the top
expands the short title of the menu
selection when it is highlighted and
another bar at the bottom displays
typed entries and other data. All the
features of the program (and there are
many) are available through the menu
system.

7(I8

The operating environment is an IBM
PC -XT or PC -AT or compatible. with
640Kbyte ram and a hard disc. LIM (Lotus
Intel Microsoft) expanded memory is supported, and I would say required. Extended

memory is not supported. The mouse may
be one of four types. Graphics may be CGA.
EGA, or one of five proprietary adapters. For
hard copy, five families of dot-matrix printer
and five families of plotter are supported. It
will drive a tape punch for NC drilling
machines.

aw

5w

Reside the initial data capture the
programme generates schematics and
I'CR layouts. does digital and analogue
simulations and prepares data fields for
a variety of purposes. The graphics are
generally good. but the dark blue found
in the simulation graphs is difficult to
see and I didn't find a way to change it.
Other graphics allow changes of colour.
All the data can be sent to printers and
plotters as rcquirec. . and output files can
he prepared for a Gerber photoplotter
and for I'SI'ICE.
his program is idiosyncratic in a
variety of ways. As one who is naturally
at home with a keyboard. I don't use a
mouse. For this program I had to go out
and buy one. On powering up. the first
menu selection can he made only with a
mouse. The function keys are used less
than with Nettlister and no templates
are supplied. Second. there is an enormous number of menus. One can step
through five or six. sweeping up or
down each time. to perform a simple
action. and then one has to step hack
again. While there is a large number of
commands. some are duplicated or
nearly so in different menus. and other
menus aren't full. Third, the manuals
are not arranged in a manner conducive
to finding the answer to an immediate
problem. All of this is very hard on the
1

mty

Fig.1. EE Designer III: A two -transistor
40d8 amplifier designed at the console.
The voltage figures are the result ofa DC
simulation. 51 hich assumes all
component values are exact. Ont' can
simulate. adjust and simulate again until
satisfied.

other than those indicated, and to
adhere strictly to the method of working
described. In other words, the wrong
key can land one in trouble. Some
menus do not allow one to return without doing something. and this can cause
confusion.
The backup system ensures that nothing is lost: it operates at intervals of
less than one minute. and beeps while
doing so. There are two beep tones
about four octaves apart the upper one
being a warning and the lower an acknowledgement. ant used to working in
silence. but I quickly adapted.
The graphical facilities correspond to
those available in Nettlister. and are
similar for both schematic and layout
I

preparation.
The tutorial uses a disc in drive A and
not the installed library material. One
can destroy this with ease. The
commonly -used graphics commands are
exercised, and a digital example is built
newcomer.
Software installation requires a good up. Symbol creation is covered, and
book. ft took me two and a half hours simulation. The digital simulation uses
continuous disc reading. At the end of it the exercise example. while analogue
very simple examall I had was a new CONFIG.SYS (the simulation uses three
disc.
on
present
already
ples
old renamed) and six new subdirectorwhy the anareason
is
There
good
a
while
were
for
my
creations.
ies. Two
binding
made:
ready
are
logue
examples
the other four between them held 1999
task.
One
easy
is
no
required
the
data
it
occuVery
roughly.
files. I jest not.
wanted was the analogue
pies 6.,111byte of disc space. The first component
In the
system disc has a batch file to load the power supply (reference °(17.'E).
system and the first library disc has the update manual there was a list of
same for the library. System configura- PSI'ICE primitives with some equivalents. There was a 'SE listed. That is the
tion is by menu.
nearest found to ' rr'E (I rang the hot
tine for that). The only index is in the
Tutorial
Reference Manual, not at the end. and
The tutorial can really only scratch the not up to now containing many of the
surface of this amount of software. In key words I have sought. The contents
two places at the start the student is list uses paragraph numbering, and the
instructed not to use any commands index, page numbering.
I

1
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The mode of advancement is well
summed up by the final remark in the
tutorial: 'The best method is "trial and
'error"'. Many changes have been made
to the software since the manual was
written. and the screen messages sometimes use different words. Crossreferencing is hampered. am told there
is a new manual in preparation. which
will, I hope. resolve these problems.
The copyright message "1987' on each
page identifies the old manual.
With use. the menu entries make
more sense, but idiosyncrasies remain.
Why does it deposit a junction point if a
corner is created and moved on to
another segment of the saute net, when
it doesn't if an existing corner is moved
on to another segment of the same net?
(you can add them separately). Why are
corners not available in the same menu
I

teed the change hack to the schematic.
It is also in order to change a schematic
and feed the change forward to an

The phase range is limited to 3hil°. with
a choice of four starting values 18110
apart. Intervals of 9110 would he more
existing layout.
useful, but phase overrun simply causes
These facilities lay traps for the un- a switch across the diagram.
wary. It is apparently possible to transTime domain simulation (TD) is also
fer from the schematic generating sec- provided. I was sure the data must be
tion to the layout section with the tucked away somewhere and I made it a
schematic still resident. Saving from crusade to find it. The chapter dealing
here overwrites an existing layout file of with TD barely mentions input. There is
the saute name if you let it. and bang
a parameter entry described in the tutogoes the layout.
say apparently berial hook and one is aware that to
cause, in retrospect it seems the only ascribe parameters one must select the
way I could have lost half a day's work.
component on the schematic to attach
The maximum plotting area is the data. The svnthol is all.
81111x81111mm, and the area to be used is
Entries like $E (and Illot hers) won't
specified in absolute measurements. do Model data cant be attached. In the
metric or imperial. Component data is update manual found a generator for
referenced through a file with the exten- analogue simulation. with a simulation
sion .1)1 V. (here are 12 categories of code of -7. and in another place a -7
line and text in different colours, and Ih entry had the mnemonic &(1 in brackcolours are used for the 12 track layers. ets after it, the only one in the list so
masks and silk screens. There are Ih annotated.
find in the library a
trace widths. seven text sizes and pad schematic symbol file @G.SCI-I. The
details all presettable and with defaults. schematic capture doesn't load it. There
There arc macro facilities for sections of are detailed instructions for creating a
both schematics and layouts. saved a
DEV file, but they hang if no layout
macro consisting of a coil and a capaci- symbol is provided. Another possibility
tor, which took a quite remarkable is the disc model edit I came across in
number of disc accesses to complete.
the analogue simulation group. This
For some reason the simulator regarded lists a voltage generator, precisely as
these as undefined when
used them.
required. which allowed me to create a
probably because took the macro from file on disc with the parameters for sine
one of the preset tutorial exercises.
or pulse waveforms. 13ut no symbol to
The .DEV files have their own sub hang them on.
directory holding 1168 files. Each deAt I.311pm the hot line isn't open. At
vice has its own file, and provides links
one point I entered the voltage generto other files with symbol and package ator definition sequence from the edit
outline data which is shared. There are disc model menu selection after enterfacilities to create new symbols and
ingTI). instructed it to load the model
device files. and the content of these
I had written, and the menu on screen
files is explained in some detail.
came up with 110 exit - everything else.
but no exit. I had to do a general reset to
yy
get out.
Next day it tuna out that the entry
required is *(MG. now understand the
displayed message about DEV or (`)
symbol. I started a simulation, which
hung. Clearly some of my data requires
overhaul. Mr deadline for photographs
j
passed. so there's no illustration of a
b
e
``n
time -domain simulation. Subsequent
processing of the file branded my `(cwG
as undefined, and it wouldn't accept a
definition. I also tried the disc model
Fig... EE Designer III: decade counter.
edit from the TD men again, and I still
in discrete logic. This isa modified form
needed a general reset to get out. also
ofthe tutorial exercise.
find that if do a model edit from the
main analogue simulation menu before
Once a feature of the programme has
going to TI) (the same menu comes up)
been uncovered, it is seen as powerful
I get a return function. Furthermore. it
and useful. Figure I depicts a discrete
will now go through the motions of a
amplifier using two transistors. Vol- simulation, producing a table of (incortages shown are the result of a I)C
rect) data. It does look as though I will
simulation. The AC simulation pro- get there in the end. but can't report
duces the data for the curves of Figure 2.
that at this stage.
I

I

I

I

I

I

Fig.2. EE Designer III: AC simulation of
the circuit in Fig. I. I couldn't change the
deep blue colour, which n as not easy to
read when light 10 011 the screen. The
hill in gain at I IF is due to the parasitic
capacitances in the models used.
those used to lay down connections?
One is supposed to rubber -hand connections from terminal to terminal, and
then change menus to sort it out. During
connecting, especially if designing at the
console, one might easily find that
another component is required. It takes
five menu changes each way to go and
get it. It. all adds up to a lot of clicking
and swishing.
This is a programme for engineers.
One can design at the keyboard. do a
simulation, and switch hack to modify
the design as often as needed to arrive at
the desired result. !laying done that.
one can prepare a PC13 layout with up to
th\elve lavers of conductors, and solder
mask and silk screen for each of the two
sides (I tried only two!). There is an
amount ter which will accommodate
whatever the designer fixes in advance.
or tracks can he laid down manually. It
is possible to alter the circuit at this
stage. as for example to use spare gates
and save a package of inverters. and
as
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describe this episode in detail as it is
of the worst) of
the trial and error needed to get to grips
wit h the program.
Figure 3 is a decade counter in discrete logic. Figure 4 is the corresponding layout tor a two-sided hoard produced by the autorouter. I straightened
a couple of tracks after the routeing and
optimizing. which removes unnecessary
vias. on the principle of try everything:
but the layout and component placing (I
fixed the connectors) is the program's.
I

an example (albeit one

u

quantity.
This programme tackles the electronic design process in its entirety. Its
facilities cover circuit design, simulation
and PCI3 artwork and tape generation.
Since the last printing of the manual
much new material has been added.

A.B.
EE DESIGNER

)

Betronex (UK) Ltd.
1 Wells Yard
High Street
Ware, Hertfordshire
SG12 9AS

further simulation run ol'the circuit

0920 469131

simulated in Fig. S. Tills dump did not
affect the display.
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loaded. The tables of data produced by
all the simulation routines can also he
saved in a file or dumped.
The simulation routines permit insertion of user -coded routines. I haven't
tried this but it seems a powerful feature.
The data in the schematic can be used
to generate a bill of materials which
includes cost ings. A file of data for each
component is saved once entered and
can he modified when necessary. Three
price levels are covered according to

Fig. 6. FE Designer III: screen dump ol'a

:

t

w!

FE Designer III; waveforms for
the circuit ol'Figure .3 calculated by the
digital simulator. Initial conditions were
set at random by the simulator. The row
of figures is defined by assigning node
voltages to hits in a word, in this case
those
rose giving the value ol'the count.

There are two digital simulation
routines: the second being more comprehensive with a number of discrete
components included in the repertoire.
and some other improvements. The first
was used to simulate the counter, with
the results shown in Figs.5,(. The flip
flops can he preset for the start. or
random settings can he provided by the
programre. The figures illustrate two
random starts. Where memory chips
are involved, memory data can he pre -

i

!

--

!J

'rg.4. EE Designer III: layout fora
two-sided printed circuit board. It can
he displayed with trace widths to scale.
as here. or with uniform thin lines.
Components, e. cept the connectors. and
the traces were all placed automatically
by the programme.
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the past. most components were
both fixed and electrically connected to the PCI3 by passing the
terminal lead -outs through holes
in the board then soldering to a
copper pad. This technology is often
referred to as "through -hole- and has,
within the past two years, been largely
superseded by SNIT (surface -mount
technology).
SMI' (Fig. I) provides major benefits
by increasing packing densities over
conventional through -hole technology
by at least a factor of three: it also
introduces cost savings due to reduced
component count and board area.
However. SNIT imposes severe constraints on the manufacturing and production cycle and demands a high level
of automat ion.
Electrical inter -connection between
the component terminals is made by
strips of copper on the surface of the
hoard, the spaces between the tracks
forming the electrical isolation. All
component terminals which connect to
a piece of copper can he considered to
form a common "tree- or "net-. Where
there is a high density of tracks on the
hoard. then the number of lavers of
copper can he increased.
So, how does the engineer go about
transferring his schematic drawing to
the various copper layers and how did
PCI3 design technology develop to cope
with the changing demands of SMT:t
The first step is to capture the circuit
data in a suitable format: a list of
components used with their outlines
and pad positions. plus a "net list- which
details the point-to-point connections
which form the trees or nets mentioned
IIn
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The advent of surface -mount technology has
led to the need for extremely closely packed
boards. Bob Sadowski of Racal Redac looks at
the techniques now available to the designer.

n

above, with details of the track widths
to he used. This data can be generated
manual'\ or as an output from a cad
(computer -aided design) schemat is capture system (Fig.2).
Most early designs were (and some
still are!) produced manually on a drawing hoard b\ laying down strips of tape
to represent the copper interconnections after the component footprints
had been placed in position. different
colour tape being placed on separate
overlaid sheets of tracing paper to signify the different lavers. Engineers may
still occasionally he heard referring to a
"red and blue" artwork, which was
commonly used to denote a two -laver
design. To ensure some degree of
accuracy. the design was laid out to a
large scale and then reduced photographically to produce the true -scale
artworks used to manufacture the
board.
There are three major problems with
this manual approach: accuracy, connectivity and post -processing. Imagine
that the specification for the design lays
down a minimum spacing between
Through board

component

Surface mount
component

Solder

tracks of 0.112Uin. Even designing at a
scale of 111:1 would require that the
designer manually position the tracks
with a minimum spacing of 0.21111in to
guarantee conformance. Reducing the
design scale factor or setting the track
spacing rule to a more realistic level of
0.0lOin makes the layout engineer's job
very difficult!
!Maintaining the original connectivity
of the netlist is also difficult: it relies
upon the dexterity of the I'CB layout
engineer to ensure that the tape is firmly
fixed to the hacking paper and that
tracks line up between lavers: the engineer must also remember to add pads
to represent "via" holes. Modifying a
layout, where the PCB layout engineer
may ha\e to relocate a component and
re-route existing tracks. introduces a
major risk that short or open circuits
may be introduced.
Finally. when it comes to post processing the design to extract manufact uring data, for example hole drilling
data or the information for a solder resist mask, the manual method has a
very wide margin of error.
PCB cad systems provide an invaluable
design tool to overcome these problems.
and also to allow engineers to produce
complex multi -layer designs which are

beyond the capability of manual

(

PCB

Glue

Copper

Fig. I. Surface mounting allows greater

packing density than through -hole
mounting. but needs automation in design and production.

methods. Six- and eight -layer hoards are

now commonplace. with occasional
specialis: applications demanding over
5(1layers! To understand how using PCB
cad can achieve such benefits. we first
need to review the design pr ocess, which
can he split simply into three sections:
preparation of data. component placement and track routeing.

ELE('TRONI('S& WIRELESS WORLD

Data preparation
As outlined above, the most essential
data required for a PCB design is a list of
the parts to he used and their component footprints, together with a netlist
of the connectivity of the design.
Schematic capture packages (Fig.?)
available within most modern cad systems allow the user to capture his
schematic diagram on screen using customisable parts and shapes libraries and
produce a net list automatically.

Fig.2. Fr -un a la 'out like this, a
generated.

etlist is

In using such a cad s\ stem. however,
it is necessary to specify additional data

which the manual designer might take
for granted. This data includes the spacing rules on what track -to-track, track to -pad and pad -to -pad clearances are
allowed: the sizes of component pads
and their associated drills for through hole designs: the size and shape of pad
variants to be used for different soldering technologies: the sizes of text items:
the size and shape of the board: and, not
least important. what colour should be
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clear area of the hoard where a
minimum number of cross-overs will he
created. Similarly, components with
few common inter -connections with
other devices will he placed in any
available area of the hoard where their
potential track lengths will be minia

mised.
ttse of the Manhattan algorithm ensures that the resulting placement will
provide a routeing pattern with the
orientations of connections biased toward the X and Y axes. which simplifies
routeing. The ability to selectively bias
the connection pattern is particularly
useful before routeing power tracks on

conventional through -hole boards.
when an un -biased minimisation of the
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Fig.3. Component placement can 1w either random, as seen on the left, or according
to the Manhattan algorithm, shon on the right. The improvement is obvious.

with no consideration of the routeing
pattern. to those which use artificial
intelligence techniques to determine the
order, rotation and position of each
component, even taking into account
the ability to automatically flip or mirror SN T components from one side of
Component placement
the board to the other. The layout
Once the basic design information has engineer still needs to exercise discrebeen fed into the PCI3 cad system. the tion and run these routines as a number
next task is to place the components of passes to optimise machine time.
within the hoard outline (see Fig.3). grouping together components. such as
Although this sounds simple, it is memory devices. which are logically
actually the most important part of the inter -connected. Running more and
design process, since had component smaller passes of a routine is more
placement may make it impossible to effective in terms of both man and
route - that is to position the connecting machine resources (that is. the PCI3
tracks on -a layout which could other- layout engineer takes less coffee
breaks!)
wise he easily routed.
As an example, consider the negative
To achieve the optimum placement.
the layout engineer needs to take biased Manhattan algorithm used in the
advantage of all of the cad tools avail- automatic placement tools within Cad able to minimise connection length (the star, Racal-Redac's PCI3 cad system
sum of the point-to-point or pythago- running on IBM-compatible PCs (Fig. -1,
rean connections for all nets) and pro- heading). This algorithm attempts to
duce the hest pattern for routeing. emulate the placement process by apHowever, these tools must he used in a plying weighting penalties to selected
groups of connection types (e.g. bus
sensible and logical way.
Automatic component -placement signals): this ensures that components
tools vary widely. from simple routines commonly connected by those signals
which merely fill up the available space are placed together. in logical order, in

used to display all these items on the
computer screen!
In practice, most of this data sloes not
vary from one design tot he next and can
be stored in a default file thus simplifying the layout engineer's ¡oh.
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connection nets would produce a more
random. and hence more difficult, pattern to route.
The connection pattern can be further optimised by running automatic pin and gate -swap routines (Fig.S). These
routines swap compatible pins or gates,
or exchange equivalent gates within and
between compatible parts. to minimise
the length and cross -over of connections. The types of swap allowed for
each part type are defined in a library.
the data being extracted from Bata
hooks supplied by the part manufacturers.
Since these changes alter the connectivity pattern of the design, they should
all he stored automatically by the PCI3
221

It

.

1

-

Fig. 5. Optimising the layout by pin and
gate swapping. The ef/ecl of swapping is
shown belov.
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cad system so that they can subsequently he hack -mounted to the schematic
drawing by manual or automatic means.
The result of using these placement
tools is to reduce the total connection
length within a design sometimes by
over 25%, which results in a much
simpler pattern for routeing. In some
cases, however, the PC13 layout engineer may wish to produce a non optimised connection pattern. for example on an analogue design using

high-speed logic, where specific connectivity must he maintained to minimise
crosstalk. In such circumstances. the
ability individually to optimise connection nets or components with respect to
their position is very important.

Track routeing
After

number of iterations. the PC13
layout engineer will be satisfied with the
component placement and connection
flow, and will be ready to begin
routeing. Important decisions must be
taken on how many track layers are
required, how many additional layers
are required for power or screening
planes, and how the track lavers should
be biased by routeing axis.
Deciding how to build the board at
this stage requires a measure of experience; a pinch of information and a twist
of luck, since making the wrong decision can be very expensive in both
development time or production cost.
Trying to squeeze tracks on_ to two
layers where four are really required
will either lengthen (perhaps infinitely!)
the design cycle, or compromise the
design rules by forcing the engineer to
use lower track widths or track -to -track
spacings. The alternative, to add additional layers. is complicated by the fact
that track layers are normally manufactured in pairs. so increasing the cost
a

disproportionately. Some cad systems
provide a hoard -status report which
provides essential information such as
the board area, component -to -hoard
density ratio, number of equivalent ICs,
etc. to assist the layout engineer in his
decision. Figure 6 shows a high -density
PC13 layout designed and routed using a
modern PC -based cad system.
Deciding whether to bias the routeing
axis on a laver will depend on the types
of components used. the soldering
method to he used and the connection
density. All routers, manual and automatic. find it much easier and faster to
route a board using biased layers. Most
through -hole hoards using dip technology are routed with paired layers of
X -biased and Y -biased tracks (Fig.7).
Assuming that the hoard will he wave
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hg.6. A high -density PCB designed by
means ofa PC -based system.

soldered, then the solder side is biased
to run in the axis of the direction of
travel over the solder wave, to minimise
spikes and short circuits. The decision
to allow unbiased routeing is usually
forced on the layout engineer when
SNIT components are used. since they
can require track entries from all four
points of the compass (dips are usually
X or Y biased not both), and can in
addition he placed on the hoard in any
orientation or on either side, to optimise the connection pattern. SMT also
implies finer track widths with smaller
spacing requirements: whereas a "typical" dip board will use 0.01 in tracks and
0.01 in spaces, an SMT board may use
0.004in tracks with 0.006in spaces!
When the track density is high or
when a mixture of technology types are
used, then the type of autorouter used is
critical. Autorouters can he separated
into two broad categories: cell -based
and gridless.
Cell -based routers work on a grid
principle whereby all obstacles (pads,
existing tracks, copper area, text etc.)
are mapped on to the grid points which
are marked as either blocked or unblocked. When routeing a track, the
router searches for unblocked points
which will form a path between the
source and destination of the connection. Tracks are placed on the grid
points on the assumption that there are
no off -grid obstacles: to properly map
off-grid obstacles the resolution must he
increased by lowering the routeing grid.
For example. to map a one -inch
square hoard on a routeing grid of 0.2in
would require storage of 36 grid points
for each layer: doubling the resolution
to 0.010in increases the number of grid
points to 121 per layer, while running on
a routeing grid of 0.0(11in - the resolution of the majority of PCI3 cad systems
- increases the number of grid points to
over one million per laver!
Memory availability within the design
system and constraints on run times

ELECTRONICS & WIRELESS WORLD

impose a practical limitation for gridded
routers on either the routeing grid or
the physical size of the design. An
added complication is that gridded routers have difficulty routeing designs
where the routeing gird is less than the
sum of the track size and track -to -track
spacing, which makes them ineffective
on mixed -technology boards where the
variable component -pin pitch means
that the majority of pins will he off -grid,
inc:-easing the possibilities for error.
Gridless routers operate on the principle of storing all objects and design
parameters as absolute entities in a list.
Since the gridless router understands
the absolute size and position of all
obstacles, it can follow their contours
(Fig.S). allowing for specified spacing
rules: this produces a much higher track
density with no spacing errors.
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Fig.7. Two layers ofa hoard layout using
X and Y biasing.

Fig. 8. Gridless routeing produces a
higher track density.
Some of the more competent routers
have the ability to "rip up and retry"

individual routes to find alternative
paths when the going gets tough. The
Bloodhound autorouteing algorithm, as
implemented on both workstations and
PCs in Racal-Redac's Visula Plus and
Cadstar software suites. has additional
intelligence which allows it to "push
aside" groups of existing routed tracks
in busy areas to clear a way for the new
track, much as a manual designer would
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do (hut the software does it much
taster).
When routcing is complete. smoothing passes must he run to minimise the
number of track segments. optimise the
track density and minimise the number
of vias. Optional mitreing (45 degree
cornering) helps to produce a more
reliable and manufacturing hoard. The
gridless router may require more system
memory initially than a gridded router.
but the requirement does not increase
with the resolution, making gridless
routers the only real choice for mixed technology and high -density SMI designs.

Manufacturing links
A good PCB cad system will provide
major benefits when it comes to post processing the design data to produce
consistent. high -quality documentation
for manufacture. In addition to individual plots of each electrical layer to
produce the copper etch patterns. today's P( -based cad systems can often
provide the required data for silkscreen, solder resist. paste mask. NC
drill etc. in the appropriate formal for
pen plotters. photoplotters or as paper punch tapes. Any modifications to the
PCB layout then only require that the
designer produce new output files to
reflect the design changes.
Ntore advanced workstation -based
EI>A systems should also he able to
provide direct -drive data for automatic
assembly tools and automatic test
equipment.
It is generally the case that thecapahilities of PCB cad software packages are
reflected in the price. Howe der, it
should he borne in mind that cad is
supposed to he an aid to the designer; it
should not become the master. Most of
a designer's time will he spent in interaction with the system. so it must he
technically competent. user friendly.
but most of all it must allow YOU to

control IT.

CADSTAR
Racal-Redac Systems
Green Lane
Newtown Industrial Estate
Tewkesbury
Gloucester, GL20 8HE

0684294161
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£4500 -£12000

AutoSketch
An object -oriented drawing package,
providing output to a laser printer
utodesk, the makers of the cad
drawing package. AutoCad. introduced this product some years
ago to fill a gap in the market, AutoCad
is a full -featured. professional. expensive drawing package. capable of threedimensional work and with a host of
features.
For the single user or small business
looking for something to draw occasional or less -complicated material and not
requiring 3-I) capabilities. AutoCad is
way over the top in most respects. not
least the price, which can exceed the
cost of the hardware it is run on. Auto Sketch filled that gap, being a 2-I)
drawing package with sufficient features for everyday use. As Autol)esk
put in the manual, 'you can get your feet
wet in cad without drowning in a sea of
commands and options.' -laving battled
(unsuccessfully) with AutoCaLl on a few
occasions. totally agree with that concept.
The program still maintains compatibility with AutoCaLl in terms of file
format. so that you could later upgrade
and still he able to use any drawings
produced in the lower -cost package.
AutoSketch is object oriented. That
is. it holds all the information on the
lines, circles and other material that you
draw as a series of mathematical descriptions. \\ hen you later change their
size. the resulting image is a true scaled
up or down version of the original. And
any drawings sent to a printer. be it a
laser. plotter or dot-matrix, are printed
at the maximum resolution the device is
capable of.
Simpler drawing packages. often
termed 'paint' packages. use bit mapped images. These deal in individual pixels. usually at the same resolution as the screen display. The problems

A

I

I

come when you want to scale such an
image. either on the screen or in print if you make it larger. the pixels making
up the image are also scaled up. giving a
ragged appearance. If you make it smaller. detail often vanishes when the resolution of the printing device or screen
is no longer an integral multiple of the
original image.

Operating environment
Installation is easy and the program will run
on just about anything. If you have a choice
of equipment, go for something with a coAutodesk supplies two
processor fitted
versions of the program on the master discs.
One is speed -enhanced with the program
code tailored to specifically use the coyou cannot use the speedprocessor
enhanced version without one fitted. Auto
desk claims that it performs up to 10 times
faster than the standard version without a
co -processor and can validate this claim
100%. It will run with 512K of memory, but
640K is better, since you can produce more
complex drawings, and you use it with any
display from CGA up. CGA gives the worst
screen resolution and is hard on the eyes, so
go for VGA, EGA or Hercules (in that order) if
you can. A hard disc is useful but not
mandatory, since it will run quite happily on
a dual floppy setup, and there is no copy
protection.
Needless to say. you need a mouse or
other pointing device (such as a trackerball,
joystick or graphics tablet) to make real use
of the program. It will work with the keyboard
arrow keys but you end up taking all day to
do a simple drawing.

-

-

-
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No problems of this nature exist with
AutoSketch and. once you master the
interface, you can expect high -quality
output, especially if you have a laser
printer or pen plotter.
AutoSketch's start-up main screen is
empty except for a status line at the
bottom and a menu line at the top.
Menus drop down in the fashion familiar to any Mac or GEM user, and a
continuous display of memory usage by
percentage keeps you informed of how
large your drawing is. The main menu
options are Draw. Change. View.
Assist. Settings. Measure and File, from
where all operations are conducted.
Each has further sub -menus with everything being fairly intuitive to use.
As you would expect. AutoSketch
can draw and manipulate virtually any
object votr care to draw, and on up to 10
layers. It produces spline anc ordinary
curves. polygons, lines, arcs, circles
together with text, and you can move.
copy. rotate. mirror image, size and
stretch just about anything. Small draw -
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you try to close it, it pops open again.
just like the well-read pages in a copy of
Ladle C'hatterley's .over.

ings. such as circuit symbols, can he
saved and later retrieved into any other
drawing to save time. I had some difficulty with the sizing function. which

seems extraordinarily sensitive to
mouse movement. making an object a
few millimetres wide expand and disappear oft the screen very easily. The
kick of any resident on -screen ruler
facility stakes it very difficult to relate
to the size of objects you are drawing on
the screen, forcing you to watch the

While the program is well designed
and, for the price, a bargain. it is more
suited to drawings of the architectural
and similar types than electronics. For
schematics and certainly printed -circuit
hoard design. a program designed specifically with those applications in mind
makes life easier. Many of Auto Sketch's functions are redundant in
such applications, and it lacks many of
the useful features present in software
such as EASY -PC. reviewed next. A.B.

co-ordinate display all the time. It is
possible to make a sort of ruler by using
the auto -dimensioning facility. but this
is inconvenient.
The most frustrating aspect of Auto Sketch is its manual. While this runs to
116 pages and is very informative, it is
also 'en difficult to use. Autodesk hit e
gone for a narrow A5 format with a
rather wide perfect binding. To lay it
open and flat for reference is impossible
ttithout breaking the spine. Then when

AUTOSKETCH
Autodesk Ltd,
99 London Road,
London SE16 6LN

01.928 7868

£91.54

Easy PC
A "manual" package for board design and circuit drawing, which
copes with up to eight track layers.
Number One Systems. the UK
manufacturers. supplied us with
both a complete working package and a demonstration version of
EASY -PC. '1 he complete package consists of one main component. EASY -PC
itself. and two optional subsidiary programs: EASY -PLOT and EASYGERB. EASY -PLOT is a post processor for printing stored PCB or
schematic disc files on a IlewlettPackard plotter or any device capable of

PC

.

takes 25 seconds on

TINY -PC.

ties.

ness or one -smart band, these facilities

EASY -PC is not an automated package in the sense that it makes am layout

decision on the user's behalf. You still

understanding I-IPGL (HewlettPackard Graphics Language) instructions. EASY-GERI3 is a photo -plot
post processor. converting disc tiles into
GERBER photo -plot format - this is
stored on disc then downloaded to a
photo -plotter at a suitable bureau. The
latter component of the package was
not reviewed.
There is also a lower -cost option
called TINY -PC'. This is aimed at the
hobbyist and works in machines with
only 256K of memory. but at the price of
speed. Although all tiles/libraries are
compatible. a typical operation such as
Zoom. taking two seconds on EASY -

dures. The same applies to schematic
design. essentially no different to the
computer. since the process involves
the same idea of placing and linking
objects. So. what can EASY -PC' do,
and why is using it an advantage over
traditional methods?
The main features are:
- up to eight track layers available:
- up to two silk screen layers:
automatic generation of solder resist
master:
- selectable pad and track sizes:
true track ;idth/pad size shown on
screen:

ELECTRONICS& WIRELESS

library facilities:
to dot-matrix printer (plotter
optional).

- output

a

have to lay out and design the printed
circuit hoard manually. But this is a
much easier arocess, especially when
alterations are called for, than the classical pen and ink or sticky tape proce-

July 1981

- full

maths coprocessor
makes no difference to the speed of
execution of any of this program's facili-

Incidentally.

-

For the average small electronics busiare probably more than adequate ntanv people will never need to produce
more than the two layers required for a
double -sided PCB. Having designed
many PCBs in the past. of varying
complexity. I must admit that a package
like this would have been of great help.
had a suitable PC been available at the

time.
The manual is a short. A4, loose-leaf
production, taking the approach of run nine through a tutorial using supplied
exampled files. It is competent and to
the point. running to 3&t pages with an
index. )l us technical information, library contents and lists of error messages.

Once you run the program and
choose your startup mode (PCB layout
or schematic diagram) EASY -PC presents an uncluttered startup screen with
a rectangular outline representing the
largest size it can handle - a hoard or
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piece of paper 17 inches square. Along
the top of the screen are three small
blocks used for popping down menus.
The left controls mostly editing functions, such as New Track, New Pad,
Edit Pad etc., while the centre looks

after operations performed in Block
mode, such as printing and reversals.
The right menu contains mostly commands affecting the screen appearance
such as Pan, Zoom. Scale, Grid and
Cursor size.
Many of the menu commands have

keyboard equivalents. either using
function keys or letter keys, sometimes
in combination with Shift. This
approach is usually quicker than relying
entirely on the mouse, since one hand is
generally free anyway when using a
mouse.
EASY -PC does have one bad point in
its choice of a cancel key for certain
operations. The majority of PC graphics
programs use the Escape key and/or the
right-hand button of the mouse as an
abort or cancel key; this program adopts
this approach when using menus, but
most of the time the right-hand mouse
button acts as a confirmation key. such
as when laying down tracks. This became extremely frustrating, since I
spend most of my time working with two
other graphics packages that take the
opposite and more normal approach.
Designing a printed -circuit layout is
very easy once you do get the hang of
the keys. With the optional snap grid
shown and set to the standard spacing of
0.1 or 0.2 in, you can start designing.
The basic library is extensive, including
all the standard dil and SAID pad outlines with each svinbol coaling with
both pads and a silk-screen overlay
outline for the component. Some of the
more exotic symbols are a PGAbS pin grid aray and a EUROcard outline
(more libraries are available from the
manufacturers). On -screen, the silk
screens and pads appear white, with
tracks in different colours depending on
the layer selected - using two layers, the
first layer shows as blue with the second
in red, although von can change this and
many other settings via a defaults menu.
Placing a symbol is simply a matter of
selecting it from the library, then moving it around and pressing Esc to confirm the placing. It is a shame that the
symbols do not move as you move the
mouse as with most graphics programs
each time you move you need to press
Enter or the left mouse button to see the
repositioning. Compare this with track
laying where there is an optional rubber
band feature that shows you where the
track is currently placed before you

Laying tracks

Operating environment
It should be said that you really need a
mouse to use EASY -PC packages effectively.

Although all will function using the keyboard
and cursor control keys, operation is
smoother, faster and altogether easier with a
mouse. Like all good programs, EASY -PC
allows you to adjust the mouse response to
suit your own preference.
Until recently, EASY -PC used the CGA
graphics mode with its fairly low resolution
for all work. As a README file now indicates,
there is an EGA version supplied with much
higher resolution you can use this on any
machine with an EGA or VGA adaptor and
was the choice for this review. Unless your
equipment budget prevents it. an EGA
screen is without question the best choice
for work like this. With CGA, the screen
resolution is 320 x 200 pixels, while for EGA
it is 640 x 350 the difference is readily
apparent in the screen shots shown here.

-

-

the grid snap is on, will be the nearest
pad to the cursor, while subsequent
presses establish the next point or node
of the track. Only when you press Esc or
the right mouse button does the track
become permanent
if you get into
trouble, the Edit function lets you delete or change nodes at will. In accordance with good PCB design, EASY PC's default is to allow only -right angle
or 45° angles in running tracks. although
you can change this to allow any angle you need to do this when drawing
schematics rather than PCBs. The

-
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drop it.
Within the I7 -in square maximum,
the PCB can he of any size. A zoom
feature with seven lelels aids design, as
does the pan facility, using the mouse or
keyboard. One striking feature is the
speed of redraw when panning or zooming - even without a maths coprocessor
this is fast. A quick check of the program on an XT PC gave a slower but still
respectably quick redraw.
Once the symbols are down, adding
the pads is easy - select New Pad from
the menu (or press F4) and drop them
down. Sizes are selectable from 0.010in
to0.3in and the program will place them
on all layers or just the current one.
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Fig.!. Ttto-laver EASY-PC screen shot
from EGA display.
Fig.?. Typical schematic drawing
screen.
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Fig.3. User delimits screen used to select
displayed lavers and other screen defaults.

optional rubber -band feature lets you
see where

a track is heading at all times
(in white rather than the colour of the
current layer) as you move the mouse
about and found this feature speeded
up track laying immensely.
Track widths are variable at any time,
even in the middle of a track run if, for
instance, you are running between two
IC pins. The available widths are
0.002in (the standard default) to 0.531
in, the latter being useful for laying
ground planes quickly. All size changes
are reflected accurately on screen within the limits of the display resolution,
but are obviously seen best using an
EGA or VGA adaptor.
While designing a multi -layer board,
you can instantly change from one layer
to the next if you need to. There is even
an automatic 'via -hole' option to link a
track front one layer to the next - as you
change layers a prompt asks whether
you want a via -hole laid down. If you
answer Yes, a default -size 0.035in via
pad appears, linking you to the next
layer, from where you can continue.
A somewhat more complex operation
is editing tracks, although not as complex as the manual warns. It is possible
to add sections to tracks without laying
I

-
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perhaps the easiest.

is

ratherthan the most complex operation. The first press of the left mouse
button establishes the origin which. if
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SOAR 4050 £ 125.00

Fast
Accurate,
Versatile
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Auto power down.
High speed auto ranging and
Relative and data hold functions.
sampling.
Custom 4000 A/D convertor
C Frequency test.
Plus (ME -4050)
40 segment analog Bar Graph.
Unrivalled accuracy of 0.1% D.C.V.
Impact resistant case.
Direct
temperature test facility.
Vibration, dust, grime and
memrries.
Min/max.
splash proof.
For further details and full colour test and measurement equipment catalogue,
contact the sole U.R. distributors:0.3% basic D.C.V. accuracy.
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Packed with high performance features for tough performance
requirements, the superb new 4000 series from SOAR offers exceptional value
fcr money.
SOAR Digital multimeters provide a wide range of capabilities,
covering general purpose applications in research and development,
production line service and maintenance use. The 4030 series up to tie high
accuracy 4%i digit DMM's is complemental with some economic models
which include hand held as well as bench -type multimeters.
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down the whole track again, and even to
drop a section of an existing track down
to a new layer using via -holes if you run
into layout problems.
Text options are extensive in the
same way as for pads and tracks with full
editing facilities. You can add text to
either copper or silk screen layers. and
in varying sizes from 0.05in to 0.4in
high. with the line widths composi rig the
characters variable from 0.005in to 0.05
in. Text is also rotatable in 9(10 angles.
Once your layout becomes complex.
it is easy to change the screen display to
show only a single layer, or the upper
silk screen or just the pads as required.
This would probably only he necessary
for hoards with more than three lavers,
since the colours make it relatively
simple to see what is going on, even with
the majority of a complex hoard displayed at once.
There are many more options within
the various menus to aid the PCB
design. These include repeat and block
move/edit facilities, text flip (mirror
image), and the ability to create new
symbols for permanent storage in the

library.
If, as

likely with a complex design,
you lose track (!) of the exact size or
layer location of a pad or track, you can
easily check it using the Status function.
After selecting the offending item for
editing, pressing the grey + key on the
right of the keyboard displays a status
line at the bottom of the screen showing
pertinent data - for a track. this would
be the Layer. Width, Current Node.
and Total number of nodes in the track.
All of EASY -PCs defaults are user definable it the supplied settings do not
suit you. For instance, with Drawing
defaults. you can change any of the pad
sizes through a range of 128 possible
values, altering both the outer diameter
and the hole size. Any changes are
stored in a lookup table that is stored
with each layout. so you can have
different defaults for different PCB deis

signs if needed.
The above has covered PCI3 design
EASY -PC is very suitable for drawing
schematic diagrams although, as mentioned earlier. you cannot use these in
any way for later automatic PCB design,
such as through the production of Net
Lists. A matching symbol library for
schematics contains all the usual C.R.I.
and transistor symbols. plus over 4(1
logic symbols and 16 often -used labels.
such as +5V and EARTH. Drawing a
schematic is really no different from

-

designing a PCI3 as far as program usage
is concerned. It is simpler, however,
and you don't have to worry about
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drilling master template), and to pro,
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line by a selectable amount and filling in
the drill holes.
For higher quality. the separate
EASY -PLOT option allows output to
any plotter capable of accepting 11PGL
commands- this covers the majority of
those on the market including the ubiquitous P7475A used for the examples
reproduced here of both PCI3 and
schematic design.
Again. virtually any of the settings
are user -definable, front the area plotted and pen speed/size, to a choice of
whether the pad drill holes are to he
filled or not. The latter option has a
major effect on print time. and unless
you are producing a single -sided PCB
master where the holes are needed to
spot the drill, producing hole outlines
takes an awful lot of plot time and is
usually unnecessary.
Besides outputting direct to the plotter on COM I: or LPTI :, you can elect
to save to a file. The latter is especially
useful if you require several copies of an
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a solder resist master. The latter
prints the pads only, enlarging the out-
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Fig. -I. Drawing deláults screen used to
define track and pad widths.

lavers sirice these are fixed in this mode.
Throughout any design work. EASY PC prompts you periodically to save
your work. This backup function is time
based, and defaults to 1(I minutes. Easilychangeahle. it can also he turned off if
it annoys you. There is also an efficient
backup system which. although using
lots of disc space. does ensure you
should never lose your work. Three files
are kept at all times - the current file,
and the two versions before that. So. if
you make a really bad error like deleting half of a layout and then saving it,
you should still he able to recover it via
the third oldest copy.
Once design is over, you need to
produce hard copy of the output. The
basic version of EASY -PC supports any
dot-matrix printer capable of 113M/
Epson graphics in either 9- or 24 -pin
modes. Using a 9 -pin printer with output scaled at 2: (or higher) for subsequent photo -reduction, the results
could be acceptable for many production jobs. although better results are
obviously obtained from a 24 -pin printer. The examples in this article show
what can be obtained from a 9 -pin
printer, reduced down from 2:
would
have expected to see a laser printer
driver of sonic kind, since these
machines are now realistically priced
and becoming more common.
When printing, you can choose which
layers to print. the scale of the output
(from 1/4 to X4) and the density. such as
Draft, Normal or Bold. 10 -in or I5 -in
platen printers are catered for, as is the
smallest line -feed increment of I/1811th
or 1/21 6th of an inch, depending on the
age of your printer. When printing
double -sided PCB masters, you
obviously need to he able to mirror
image the bottom laver before printing
- this is done using the block mode
facility on the selected layer before
selecting print.
Two very useful options are the ability to print the pads only (perhaps for a

I

artwork, since you do not have to go
through the post -processing process
preceding each plot. If the plotter has
sheet feeder or uses continuous paper. it
would also he possible to print overnight using a dos hatch file to process
several different files consecutively.

A.B.
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EASY PC

Number One Systems Ltd,
Harding Way,
Somersham Road,
St Ives,

Cambridgeshire PE17 4WR
0480 61778
£316
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The UK's leading

suppliers of circuit
simulation software
Product

Functionality

M/c

015

Recommendation

Price

ECA-2

Analogue circuit simulator Allows

PC

DOS

£675

effects of different components to
be investigated - more effectively
than by bench testing Very high
specification program includes
Monte Carlo & Worst Case toter.
ancing Fourier analysis of tram

XT AT

20

38b
256k

or

Believed to be the
most powerful
PCbased analogue circuit

later

simulator

available

for ECA-2S)

RAM

Regularly

upgraded

Mac

Interfaces
schematic

to

Non-linear components
characterised by breakpoints or

(special
for

terms
education

many
drawing

.

polynomial functions
Plot

D

HP 8 Houston plotter driver for

As

As

ECA-2 high quality output

ECA

ECA

Lets ECA-2 produce
your brochure curves
before you have even

As

ECA

ECA

Low-cost Intro to ECA
2 Upgrade path to
ECA-2 available

Logic Circuit Analyser, a new sis-

As

As

This

ter program to ECA-2 Produces
logic analyser -style output traces

ECA

ECA

from Those Engineers

lineanties modelled by diodes
LCA-1

Analogue circuit simulator incorporates non-linear quiescent

BBC -B

DFS

Arch-

ADFS

handling and small -circuit AC
analysis full Ebers-Moll bipolar
transistor representation. new

ime-

Na-

des

live

(pit

OS

transformer model and graphics

spec

1

MIMA NET

Program A

PC

DOS

XT AT

2 0

form covering
I - Frequency response
2- DC quiescent analysis
3 -Transient analysis
4 -Fourier analysis

386
512k

or

Small -signal

circuit
analysis with schematic entry of
circuits & extensive output optrans including synthesis of transfer function polynomial. Smith
chart, Bode, etc Butterworth and
Chebychev filter design incorporated

HP

Basic

200
300
400

2.

Systems design aid analysis program with numeric entry of transfer
functions
link
or direct
to
MIMA NEI Multiple inputs. noise

As

Analogue circuit simulator in GEM
environment Available In modular

analogue

1.119

startling 200+ node
capacity; almost in
scant calculation; im
mediate development
of complex circuits

ask us)

(special

terns for education,

later

RAM

mouse

Licensed GEM sup
plied at no extra cost
Module I
Additional modules
Full program
Multi-user Pro version

series
w s

quite exceptional for

MIMA

MIMA

NET

NET

Ili)
Sh)
£295

Accurcite7irtstant'rneasurement"of
curfentin^PCB tracks.

Please ask us

Use Program

A

with

pOSrSIBLE?=

..-'

pp,

£650
c

MIMA NET to develop
your PLL filters and so

BBC

DFS

Ideal for

lator represents non-lineanties
and transport delays Transient relocus. Nyquist,
sponse, root
Nichols and Bode plots all
available.

Ar.thi

emul

gineers Very illuminat

PC

DOS

ing

Auto -routing printed circuit board
drawing program output to a plotter (driver extra) or to Epson FX

BBC

DFS

Ideal for prototyping.

1.25

Ar:hi

ADFS

hobbyists. and teaching Excellent quality

1.:85
r( de)

20

TCW 204

-

E®

£220 to £350
(ask for details)

Single -input control system simu-
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+
control en-

A

£850
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XT AT

CKSCad

Tel: 034E 860420/55046 Fax: 830547 Telex: 94011020 GHMS. G.
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for RF designers or
control engineers who
need to trim transfer
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sh
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- please

refection modelling, and graphical
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display- up to 26 parameters

SPICEAGE

Established teaching
standard, Miley Spice
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p,táeef,ith professional

and weo
'Me 100 caG
decision,

problem areas in an
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performance.

£350

encourage thorough investigation of
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n
t
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new
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(up to 68 signal traces) and in-
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Sub-set of ECA-2 retains DC, AC,
and transient analysis with non-
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every

Super ter f

£50

built the circuit
EC -ACE
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Finds
Flouter

packages
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later
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PCB AR

emul

(manual)
(auto

NOT

pints

compatible printer Very easy to

(double size)
fron dot-matrix printer

use

I/iH ;HE

multi sheet schematic drawing
system with special features for
drawing validation May be used
for entry of circuits into ECA-2
A

PC

DOS

XT AT

20

640k
8087/

or

late

8C287

very

powerful
schematic
circuit
drawing program with
features
extensive
much favoured by proA

New low price

£500

li face to

ECA-2 extra)

_
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_

Those Engineer have been providing circuit designer with micro based simulation and pcb layo it software ,nice
1983 We now have a broad rare of packages covering many applications and running on machines 'rom the BBC
Micro to 386 based GCs The chances are. A you wan cdntputer.based analysis software or a layout system. we
have a coshettec live CAD package to suit your needs When you telephone Those Engineers you wif be speaking
to an engineer who will see it as his duty to advise you - our reputation is built on service and not opportunistic
please add VAT to above prices
sales Access payment
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LAPLACE INSTRUMENTS LIMBED
loplace-Instruñentsíineiled
RO Box 14, LFomháll, StockporfÉ SK7
Telephc.ne: 001 44j 9579
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('Altll
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RALFE ELECTRONICS

OSCILLOSCOPES

HEWLETT PACKARD

36 EASTCOTE LANE. S HARROW. MIDDLESEX HA2 EDB
TEL- 01-422 3593. FAX: 01-423 4009

A

in'1.1

;:.,;,,

£650
£650
£650
C150

£300

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS
C75

£500
£750
£100

f350
C450
C400
C150
C75
C175

f150

f

2828A'2829 digital simulator/analyser
2833 digital in -line monitor
TF2908 blanking 8 sync mixer
6460 RF power meter
6460'6420 power meter/microwave head
TF893A audio power meter 1mW-10W fsd

£400
1,500
C275
C250
C350
C495
C75
100

f

TF2213A XV crt display
TF2015 AM/FM sig gen. 10.520MHz
2092C noise receiver, many filters available
2091,2092A noise gen/receiver 8 filters
6600A/6646 sweeper 8.12 4GHz
2018 synthesized signal generator 80kHz-520MHz
60568 signal source 2-4GHz
TF1313A 0.1% universal LCR bridge
TF2011 FM signal generator 130-180MHz
TF2012 FM signal generator 400-520MHz
2438 (303J) 520MHz universal counter -timer
TF2303 modulation meter
2019 synthesized signal generator 0.08.1040M1 Iz
TF2700 RCL component bridge
TF2163S UHF attenuator 0-142db
TF2905/8 sine squared pulse and bar generator
TF2370 spectrum analyser 110MHz 75 ohm

17171.

I
l

f595
C500
750
C750

f

f2.250
C850
C250
C195
C195
C500
C325

C2.500
£250

£325
£450
C3.500

_I

tr'

EST.
35
YEARS

£1.250
TEKTRONIX 222 10Mhz digital storage. New
C250
TEKTRONIX 1922 15MHz dual-trace
IWATSU SS5710 60MHz quad-trace
£400
02.250
TEKTRONIX 2465 300MHz dual -trace
HP 1740A 100MHz dual -trace. Dual timebase
PHILIPS PM3256 75MHz ruggedised portable
PHILIPS PM3263 100MHz up -controlled dual timebase
GOULD OS255 15MHz dual -trace
GOULD OS3000A 40MHz dual -trace dual timebase

TF1152A/1 RF power meter 0-25W 250MHz
TF 1245! 1246 0 -Meter and oscillator
TF2015/2171 UHF AM/FM signal generator with
synchroniser
TF2162 MF attenuator 0-111db in 0.1db steps
TF2300A as above with deviation to 1.5KHz fsd
TF2300B modulation meter as above
TF2356 level oscillator 20MHz
TF2501 power meter 0 3W Isd DC -101-1z
TF2600 mdlivoltmeler AF 1mV-300V fsd
TF2600B video voltmeter lmV-300V fsd
TF2604 electronic multi -meter
TF2807A PCM multiplex tester

r:

TEST & MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT

ar

.-".ir

.

a

ºs

331 A distortion meter

C750

334A distortion meter
3400A millivoltmeter
382A(P) P -band attenuator 0-50db
415E swr meter
431 E18C/478A microwave power meters from

£950
£175
£250
£295
£250

6516A power supplies 0-3KV 6mA
70468(07) 2 -pen XV plotter high-speed
8018A(01) serial data generator
5011T logic troubleshooting kit complete
400FL mV -meter
3585A spectrum analyser 20Hz-40MHz. 3Hz resolution
8165A function IMHz-50MHz
435A/8481 A RF power meter 8 head.
(Other heads available)
3581 A AF wave analyser
8756A scaler network analyser
3575A gainiphase meter Hz-13Mhz
432A/478A microwave RF power meter
8553B 110 MHz spectrum analyser plug-in
7563A log voltmeter/amplifier

f

1

C250

f 1.000
C1,000
£500
£325

£9.000

f 1.950
f 750
f 1.250

f3.500
C1,250
C375
£950
£250

1

ADDITIONAL EX -STOCK T &

M KIT

VARIACS (Claude Lyons) 0-270V. 20A C 100. 15A 075.8A
C45
C250
GOULD DSA600 digital s;mthesizer analyser
TEKTRONIX 521 TV Vectorscope
C1,750
NEUTRIK TP401 audio test set
£2.500
PM5534 standard TV pattern generator. NTSC
02.500
PM5545 PAL 625 colour encoder
C1.000
Ph 6302 RCL component bridge
C250
PM2120 universal switches for sysl '21'
C50
PM5580 IF modulators Systems B, G 8 M
01.000
PM5597 TV VHF modulators Rack of 5 System 'G'
£1.000
FLUKE 8060A digital multi -meter
0225
THURLBY LA16OB logic analyser
£250
TV waveform monitor and vectorscope
ELECTROVISUALS
0950
EV4010/E V4020 19" rackmounting 3U
ROHDE 8 SCHWARZ SWOF Ill videoskop c/w sideband adaptor

WANTED: Top quality 'high -end. test equipment for stock or
will sell on commission Please call, post o1 Fax list. any
quantity. Signal generators. spectrum analysers etc urgently
required for wailing customers.
ALL OUR EQUIPMENT IS SOLD IN EXCELLENT, FULLY
FUNCTIONAL CONDITION AND GUARANTEED FOR 90 DAYS.
MAIL ORDERS AND EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOMED. PLEASE
TELEPHONE FOR CARRIAGE QUOTE. ALL INSTRUMENTS ARE
AVAILABLE EX -STOCK AS AT COPY DATE. GOOD DUALITY TEST
EQUIPMENT ALWAYS WANTED FOR STOCK. PRICES QUOTED
ARE SUBJECT TO ADDITIONAL VAT.

7

e

V

weel

f195
1122A power unit for fet probes
116028 transistor fixture
C395
141 S/8552B/8553B spectrum analyser. 110MHz f2.000
£250
8733A pin modulator
400F milli -voltmeter
£250
£275
529A Logic comparator
10529A/10526T Logc troubleshooter
£295

AVO B151 LCR universal bridge
£250
AVO RM1601 megohmmeter
C150
LYONS PG73N Bipolar pulse generator
C295
PHILIPS PM 15901 mHz-2mHz synth. function gen
5:950
PHILIPS PM8235 multipoint pec recorder
£495
£250
STOLTZ A.G. prom programmer M2 Maestro
RACAL 9102 DC-1GHz 30W power meter
£150
RACAL 9083 2 -tone signal source
C300
1.000
RACAL 9084 104MHz synthesized sig. gen. GPIB
WAVETEK 1503 sweeper 450-950MHz
£450
WAYNE KERR B642 Auto Balance bridge
5295
VALRADIO inverters 24V DC -230V AC from
f75
RHODE 8 SCHWARZ kW 50 ohm load N -types
£250
£295
BRUEL 8 KJAER 4428 noise dose -meter
RIKADENKI 3 pen chart recorder
£450
£1.750
SCHLUMBERGER SRTG-GA63 selective call test set
TEKTRONIX 7D 12M/2 A/D converter plug-in
£350
TEK 2901 time -mark gen
£250
Tek-606 XV monitor £250
TEKTRONIX 178 IC fixture £250.
TEXSCAN W 8713 0-950 sweep generator
C950
TEXSCAN 9900 300 Mhz sweeper/display
£350
PHILIPS PM2554 AF milli -volt meters
£125
PHILIPS PM5165 LF sweep generator 0.1Hz-1MHz
£325
PHILIPS PM5324 RF generator 0 1-110MHz AM/FM
£450
PHILIPS PM8043 )(VT Plotter A4
£750
5:195
PHILIPS PM667 High -res' 120MHz counter (LP £582)
PHILIPS PM8220 single pen chart recorder
£195
LEADER signal generator LSG216 0.1-30MHz 8 75-115MHz
AM/FM
C600

ENTER
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SCHLUMBERGER 4010A 'stabilock' mobile radio test set
SCHLUMBERGER 4021 'stab lock' mobile radio test set

POA
C1,500
C 1.750

ON REPLY CARD

TWO-WAY RADIO ENGINEERING SERVICES

PCB TURBO V2

UPGRADE

PF85 Hand portables 25 Khz to 12.5 Khz at less
than 10% of 'new' price.

RETROFIT

Tone Signalling
Any generation, any make.

SERVICING
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to manufacturers' specifications.

DESIGN & TEST
complete systems.
Private Mobile Radio Ltd.,
Industrial Estate,
Gwaelod-y-Garth,
Cardiff, CF4 8JN, U.K.
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Betroner EE Designer running on an Olivetti WNW

CAD -pitfalls and
possibilities
Even the smallest companies can now afford the
advantages of computer -aided design for PCBs.

Jonathan Hewer of Betronex explains how to
avoid making expensive mistakes.

here is no doubt that the
advantages of cad. in terms of
increased productivity and
design efficiency, can he enormous. Time saving is one of
the most important factors. Libraries of
schematic symbols and/or PCB layout
components are usually included with
the system. and these can he quickly
arranged on screen. Connections can he
made or deleted as required and areas
of circuitry that are to he used again can
often he kept in the computer's memory
as a macro, thus eliminating the need to
"re -invent the wheel" every time a
change is made to an existing section of
a design. Any system worth its salt now
includes autorouteing and automatic
component placement in the I'CI3 de-

July 1989

sign area; and design -rule checking
means that laborious manual checks for
short circuits and the like are no longer
necessary. Logic and analogue simulation is now mailable with many systems
and this. again. can greatly improve

efficiency.
Nevertheless. there can he pitfalls
along the way. and only by taking a
cautious approach can these he
avoide

LI.

CHOOSING A SYSTEM
No two companies involved in electronics design are the same. Different
products. different working practices
and different mental attitudes make the
electronics industry highly diversified in
approach, which dictates that the soft-

ELECTRONICS& WIRELESS WORLD

ware available, especially at the lowcost end of the market, must be a
compromise if it is to he suitable for the
largest number of users. That is how
producers have managed to reduce
prices so drastically over the last few
years. Mass production has great financial benefits, but it means that the
system you buy was not produced specifically to meet your requirements.
Although a cad salesman may take
the view that his software is perfect for
your needs, nobody else knows what
you need as well as you do. Think
carefully about what you need the system to do for you, and make sure for
yourself that the system you are considering does what you want, not what
the salesman thinks you should want.

721
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Remember that there is a wide variety
of cad systems available and taking the
trouble to compare them can he an
excellent investment in time.
A full demonstration of the software.
by someone with enough technical
knowledge to he able adequately to
show the features that are important to
you. is a must. If the demonstrator
doesn't know his product. but makes
vague promises without full explanations of how they will be achieved. steer
clear.
Your first step should be to collect as
much written information as possible
about all the systems you can find which
appear to do what you want at a price
you can afford. Examine the literature
carefully, and try to reduce the list of
possibles down to about three or four
which warrant detailed investigation.
Care should be taken at this eliminating
stage. or you ctnuld find yourself wasting
time on a white elephant or, worse still.
ignoring a system which could have
been just right. I)o not assume that the
vendor with the glossiest brochure or
best known name should necessarily be
all automatic choice.
Specialist exhibitions can he an excellent place to narrow down the field.
I-lere you can have a quick look at the
many offerings available and ask a few
pertinent questions face to face with the
various producers. If the exhibitors are
busy'. they won't want to waste titile any
more than you do on Irving to sell You a
system which is totally wrong for you.
Seeing all the options available at the
same place in a ver' short period of time
can greatly clarify the comparison process. but try to make notes: otherwise.
at the end of the day the alternatives
may. become blurred.
13v the time you start evaluating Your
chosen few in earnest, You must have a
list of Your minimum requirements. If
there are features over and above your
Milli MUM. that's fine - you may be able
to use them as well. But do not be
deflected from what You consider necessities. Think hard about the board size
and density you produce. for example.
Perhaps You produce large complex
boards only occasionally. In this case. it
may he more cost-effective to go for a
low-cost system yourself and subcontract the more complex jobs.
When You begin to analyse the systems on Your short-list in detail, make
sure that anyone else who will have to
use the system has a say in the final
choice. Often. somebody else may spot
a flaw in a particular system which had
escaped your notice. And do not forget
that an operator who starts off with a

711
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sign industry is constantly changing and
you do not want to he saddled with a
system that rapidly becomes obsolete.
The software should he "living- constantly improving with the industry's
demands. If you select equipment at the
low-cost end of the market. make sure
there is an upgrade path so that. as your
requirements increase to higher levels.
you can transfer to a more advanced
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Printed -circuit
Designer

board

EE
layout. using

negativeattittide to the equipment he is
using is unlikely to be as productive as
one who has been involved in the
decision -making process. It is easy for
the user to pass oft his own operational
inadequacies as fauits with the system
when he is only grudgingly using it.
Conversely, if he has given the equipment his blessing in advance. he'll do
everything in his power to try to demonstrate that it was the right choice.
While the system is being demonstrated. beware of euphoric statements
about its capabilities. For example.
there is a lot of talk at present about
11111% autorouteing. As soon as one
vendor made this claim, others were
obliged to follow suit. I1111'%á autorouteing. is often possible and. in fact.
practically any autorouter will complete
1110% if the parameters are generous
enough. But at the same time. no auto router (and no human manual router)
will succeed it an attempt has been
made to squeeze an impossible amount
of circuitry on to too small a hoard. The
same applies to other claims which may
he made on a system's behalf. The
salesman may be able to answer "yes to your questions. but will the system
perform the operations the way you
want it to? Only a detailed dentnstralion of the functions will tell you.
You will probably find that after your
demonstrations there is more than one
contender that apparently tits the bill.
Now is the time to look at the less
technical aspects of your purchase.
Obviously, price must be an important
factor - after all. the system should be
expected to pay for itself in productivity
gains in a fairly short time. But look
further than initial cost alone. Sonic
vendors make very high charges for
maintenance agreements. I'hey aim to
be "locked in" to a large slice of your
cad budget for years to come. Any
maintenance agreement should include
regular updates, as the electronics de-

system.

Look into the support you will be
given once you have bought the system.
Stories of vendors "washing their
hands" of users once the equipment has
been paid for have been all too common
in the past. Training facilities should be
available. as well as written learning
aids, and you should try to obtain an
assurance from the vendor that your
telephone enquiries while you are familiarising yourself with the system will he
welcomed and dealt with promptly. It
cannot he stressed too strongly that. if
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Logic simulation

you are floundering around truing to
overcome a string of minor difficulties.
you will be wasting a great deal of
valuable design time. Often. a quick
telephone call. efficiently handled by
the vendor's technical staff. can save
hours of needless frustration.
One important point to remember
about any system is that it is only as
good as the person who operates it.
Some cad vendors encourage the belief
that. if the user enters the schematic
information at one end and stoves the
mouse about a hit. a few minutes later a
completed PCB design will emerge. as it
by magic. at the other end. But the truth
of the matter is that a novice will not he
able to produce such good results as a
seasoned professional. no platter how
good the equipment he is given. The old
saving "a bad workman blames his
tools" certainly applies here.
For example, when an inexperienced
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user sits down for the first time with an
autorouter, he will often complain that
an unacceptably low proportion of
routeing is completed. or that the
routeing has not been carried out as he
would have wished. This necessitates a
manual redesign which the operator
blames on the autorouter. However.
the truth is that the original design
would have been unacce)table whatever the routeing method, and the auto router has simply brought this to light
early in the design process. Continual
use of the system will soon indicate how
to obtain the best results.
There are many other factors to consider before making your final decision.
Speed of autorouteing alone is not all
important. but should he taken in the
context of the complete package. If the
routeing is like lightning, but requires a

great deal of manual rerouteing afterwards to bring it up to an acceptable
standard, the benefits are lost.
Make sure that there is one integrated database to cover all your requirements. A complete system written
by a single vendor, which covers
schematics. simulation. PCB layout,
autorouteing and manufacturing outputs is worth a lot more than a rag -hag
of non-integrated hits and pieces. all of
which may be all right by themselves.
but as a complete solution are useless.
Smooth transition from schematic to
layout and hack -annotation the other
way can make the difference between a
highly efficient design aid and a set of
software that causes you to tear your

hair out.
Another factor which is becoming
more important is the ability to exchange information with other cad systems. Look for DKF file production if
von are going to wish to output your
PCB information to one of the major
drawing packages. To communicate
with other electronics packages. the
EDIF (Electronic Design Interchange
Format) standard is becoming accepted
as the norm. As more companies with
whom you do business adopt cad. it may
be important to be able to exchange
information. They may not use the same
equipment as von, so the ability to use a
common communications language is
vital.
It is possible to spend a lot more on a
cad system than is really necessary.
Obviously, the vendors at the top end of
the price spectrum will encourage the

view that "you gets what you pays for".
and to a certain extent this is true. But
do not ignore the lower -cost offerings
just because of their price alone. PChascd systems have improved beyond
recognition in the last few years. and if
you go for software which can use
expanded memory. for example. you
overcome the limitations traditionally
associated with systems priced at a more
hum ble level. If von have a generous
budget available. you could contemplate several networked PC's with a

complete. integrated design/
engineering system for each operator.
Make sure that the system you choose
has been written specifically for electronics design. There are many "add-ons
for general drawing packages which
enable them to he used for this purpose.
but it costs no more to buy a specialized
PCI3 package which should do the job
much more efficiently.
So. there can be man\ pitfalls along
the tortuous route of cad system purchase. but by a careful process of research
and examination you should finally decide on a system which will he one of the
best investments you can make. The
time you will save once you are familiar
with the system will enable you to
increase your productivity or spend
more time on other aspects of your
business. Your output should he more
professional, and the image you portray
will he enhanced. Once the decision has
been taken to step into the cad arena. It
is a very rare occurrence to hear of a

user reverting to old fashioned
methods.

CODAS and PCS
Control systems. with calculations
on their associated response characteristics and stability, form a
specialised branch of engineering. Yet
the ability to design and simulate perlormancc of such systems reaches into
many fields. not just electronic engineering. "Traditionally. the performance of
closed -loop systems has centred on establishing the damping, response time and
general stability by means of the frequency and phase reponse characteristics and
the associated transfer function. Each
feedback control system has an open loop as well as a closed -loop transfer
function. given by,

E(s)
R(s)
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In which E(s)/R(s) is the closed -loop

function and Ci(s)(3(s) is that for the open
loop. The ability to plot the poles and
zeros of the transfer function. which
ultimately derive from the Laplace transform of the system (differential) equations, remwns an important part of the
control engineer's toolkit. Such plots are
satisfactory for stable systems. but do not
yield much information about unstable
systems. With a low enough open -loop
gain, all systems are stable. so by plotting
the pole/zero positions as a function of
open -loop gain as it varies from zero to
infinity, a root -locus graphic is obtained
on the "s" plane, showing the gain factor
where instability sets in. In the practical

G(s)
I

system. t his enables closed -loop design to
he carried out with open -loop measurements.
Returning to the transfer function, this
is a complex quantity. 13y replacing the
variable s with jw. the sinusoidal response is obtained. The transfer function
under this restriction now becomes the
frequency response and can he plotted in
a variety of ways. One is amplitude
against phase. another is amplitude vs
frequency. and a third possibility is of its
real part against the imaginary part, with
w as a parameter, yielding the Nyquist
plot. A modern powerful technique involves the state -space approach. in which
vector and matrix relationships appear in
the analysis and design procedures.

+G(s)0(s)
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CODAS
The CODAS program from Golten and
Verwer Partners carries out many of the
techniques outlined above. It does time domain step or impulse response and
plots the frequency and phase response if
required. It also outputs the Nyquist plot
in response to a single -function key
stroke and it carries out a root locus plot.
It does not have vector matrix computing
power for the state -space approach.
The program is designed for single input, single -output control systems and
runs under \lSI)OS on PC-compatible
machines. I3ecause of this. multi -loops
and inputs cannot he handled on
CODAS. but the associated program
PCS goes some way to obviate this limitation.
The system equation is entered directly
after "G,(s)="in a horizontal window.
The "N-- ket enters the numerator. the
"I)" key the denominator; no fraction
bar appears, but there is no ambiguity.
Control engineers analyse the plant performance with regard to frequency response, time delay. phase and so forth,
then add a compensator or controller in
the loop to add phase lags/leads to widen
stability margins or otherwise doctor the
overall system response. 9 hese notionally separate functions are clearly handled
in CODAS. the various plots giving immediate tisusal indications of the effects
of changes in the parameters.
The status window along the top of the
screen is clear. enabling the various plots
to be called up instantly. The reviewer
entered.

s(s+ I.5)(s+3)(s'+2s+2)
hypothetical control system transfer
function and obtained the plot in the
illustration. This figure shows the quality
of the graphics: clearly. EGA standards
have been used. The clear layout and
screen window structure as described can
as a

be

seen.

Gotten & Verwer have concentrated
on control systems engineers with this
product. but clearly for electronic engineers. the same processing can he imported for negative -feedback amplifier
design and, with some thought. to such
systems as phase -lock -loop designing. Of
course, the ability to plot the impulse
response and immediately to stove into
the frequency domain implies that
Fourier relationships are embedded in
this program suite.
On the other hand, some critical remarks could he made about the sketchy
nature of the documentation for this
material. the slim pamphlet has hardly
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any illustrations. (I-Iow often we see this
even with fairly costly products!) The
vendors would no doubt counter this by
pointing out that the software was meant
for experienced control systems engineers. Hut is this true? There surely
would he a very good market indeed
among those electronics engineers mentioned above. and certainly with educators and their students.

PCS
Coating front the saute people. this program "Process Control Simulation" in
some ways complements ('OI) \S. The
program could very well have formed an
option in CODAS, but there are arguments for a "stand-alone" version such as
this. The function of P('S is mainly to
simulate typical three -terns controllers.
the three terms originating as the direct
proportional component, plus the derivative term. plus the integral action. The
system can he modelled with outputs to a
similar screen to CODAS and load
changes. noise, other interference,
together with control -effort limiting etc.
can all he investigated. Again, the manual is even more slim than that tot
CODAS. Nevertheless. some convincing
examples appear in the manual. showing
the step response of three -terns controllers when only one terns (proportional
control) is present. The offset and oscillatory tradeoffs are clearly shown. Then
introducing the integral terns shows how
the offset is completely removed.
O,te consideration potential customers
need to look at would he how quickly the
cost

of COI)AS

at £3511 and PCS at £ 11111

at bottom

screen
left of

Operating environment
PC XT/AT or

compatible computer.

MS-DOS operating system.
Mouse or cursor keys can be used.
For CODAS -EGA display;
for PCS-GGA.

cost saving can he made if both programs
are purchased together: bundled. they
cost £4110. The deeper consideration involves value for stoney, by considering

non -dedicated software in near competition to this product. The reviewer has in mind general processing progrnntssuch as N ATI-iCAI). which contain
(for the same cost level) enormously
more calculating power but much less
immediate convenience. Users would
have to write processing programs first,
then use the plot power of say. the
N ATI-IC'AD to yield similar results. A
time penalty would he invoked. As dedicated software for cad in control and
negative -feedback systems. CODAS and
PCS are excellent. if you can justify the
K.L.S.
investment.

CODAS and PCS

Golten and Verwer Partners,
33 Moseley Road,
Cheadle Hulme,
Cheshire SK8 5HJ
061 485 5435
CODAS £350

PCS

£100

would he recovered in time saving. One
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SWITCHING

Using photovoltaic
relays in multiplexers
Microelectronic power relays such as International

Rectifier's PVA series are replacing electromechanical relays
in many advanced multiplexer and instrument designs.
Dave Moore of R shows how they can provide designers
with the benefits inherent in solid state performance.
I

odern instrumentation
system designs are
almost entirely solidstate. One notable exception to this has been

multiplexer inputs. which
demand a level of performance that,
until now, could only he met by the
in analogue

elect ro -mechanical relay

p -n

junction
Wafer alloy

floomA

Metallized

contact

Bidirectional mosfet
.50
Triac

Signal

Radiation

(EMR).

The inrroeuction of International
Fig.3. Photovoltaic generator is a stack
50
Rectifier's photovoltaic relay (PV R)
of series -connected photodiodes. edge has brought a number of important
illuminated.
-loo
benefits to multiplexing applications.
These include greatly increased operat-0-5V
05v
ing life, higher reliability and the ability
60
Open circuit
to operate at higher scanning rates. In
voltage
Output characteristics of a typical
addition. measurement errors caused
bidirectional pow -i- mosli:t.
by thermally generated offset errors are
eliminated. Operating power is reduced. greater mechanical ruggedness
LED
Bidirectional
is achieved. and instrument hoard sizes
30
mosfet
are minimized. P\'Rs can he used as
ulPuT
replacements for reed relays. stepper
Contro
switches. crossbar s% itches and monoShort circuit
lithic c -nuts integrated circuits.
current(pA)
These advantages are made possible
4000 Vac
by recent advances in mosfet technoloA
gy which enable the nearly -ideal open/
4
8
12
LED CURRENT(mA)
closed contact parameters of EM Rs to Fig.2. Photovoltaic relay consists of led
he essentially duplicated by semicon- plus photovoltaic generator plus
Fig. -1. Output characteristics ol'a 12 -cell
bidirectional ~stet.
ductorstructures.
This is achieved by combining the
linear switching characteristics of a PVC; is well suited to the drive characbidirectional Dower mosfet (Fig. I) with teristics of a modern mosfet, which
the electrical isolation provided by a requires several volts of signal for full
Tr1
PVG
photovoltaic generator (PVG) ener- conduction hut draws virtually zero
gized by a led (Fig. 2).
steady-state current. A charging current
The PVG consists of a compact series of only a few nlicroamps can turn on a
connection of photodiodes in which p -n typical mosfet in a few microseconds junctions are diffused into individual much faster than the response time of
silicon wafers, stacked and alloyed an electromechanical relay.
together (Fig. 3). This configuration can
The release time of a PVR can he
generate several volts into an open greatly reduced by the use of additional.
circuit but can deliver only microam- active circuit elements (Fig. 5). In this Fig.5. Gate discharge circuit greatly
peres of output current (Fig. 4). The circuit, the source -to-gate charge on Tr,
reduces the release time ul' the PVR.

i
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short-circuited by Tr, whenever the
gate voltage of Tr, is significantly more
positive than the voltage across the
is

PVG.
This configuration, requiring only a
single PVC. achieves bounce -free dropout release times in the 1(1 to 5(111s

leakage through individual switches can
he observed by removing the logic drive
power and connecting a 2(1(1V supply to
the multiplexer (mux) common. A
111M9 input impedance voltmeter connected between any input and analogue
ground will show the leakage current as

and -hold, and an a -to -d converter.
Many important performance characteristics can be demonstrated using the
simple test circuit of Fig. 7. This employs the PVA3354 as the switching
element in a single -ended. eight -

channel multiplexer configuration. DC

range.

Ily capitalizing on features that are
unique to the PV R. the innovative designer can now create higher performance systems of smaller size. For example. switching a 511\'. 2(ImA (1W) load
load, the PVR achieves an operating
life ill excess of 1(Il" operations. The
hest reed delays achieve only I0" operations at much lower power switching
levels, even after screening and burn -in.
Actuation power. typically 50m for
a reed relay, is only 3n1 W for a PVK and
therefore produces negligible heating.
The simple output structure of a PVK
minimizes thermal junctions resulting in
thermal offset voltages of less than
0.2µV. Solid state switching also engenders bounce -free switching at speeds of
less than 50µs. approximately twenty
tinges faster than EM Rs. Speeds of this
order make higher scanning rates
eminently practical and break -before make operation is assured by a special
fast turn-off circuit integrated into the
power out put stage.
Input drive, as well as requiring only
3m\\ of power, is non -inductive. eliminating the need for a coil suppression
diode in the drive circuit. Greater packing density, too. can he achieved
through both the stllall size of the P\' R less than (1.(1(12 cubic inches per pole and its total insensitivity to orientation.
external magnetic fields and magnetic
crosstalk, as well as very high shock and
vibration resistance. Other features include up to 4(111(IV AC isolation. high
voltage blocking capability. very low
on -state resistance and total freedom
from latch -up. The switches remain
open when the logic power is removed.
and signal sources remain isolated without disconnection or short circuit protect ion precautions being necessary.
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MULTIPLEXING
Analogue multiplexing requires an
array of s\itches operating individually
or in groups to connect each of several
signal sources to a common amplifier or
system. Multiplexing may be in either
random order or sequential order
(sometimes referred to as 'scanning').
Figure b illustrates a low-level differential multiplexer using three switches per
channel to connect the signal and shield
or guard to a measurement system comprising a high gain amplifier, sample -
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IN8*

±15V

square
wave

Decoder
78LS138

1k

generator

B

Binary
counter

C

ID

A

Channel under test

Fig. 7. Eight -channel ulliplc.vcr test circuit using photovoltaic relays.
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SWITCHING
the voltage drop across the IDMi2 input
impedance. Conversely, connecting all
inputs to a 21111\' source and measuring
the nutx common output yields the
leakage through all eight switches.
Typically. this measurement shows about 20nA, equal to an average off resistance per channel of 10' IQ.
\\ ith logic power applied, the binary
counter and decoder scan all eight channels sequentially. Because of the make before -break operation of the I'\'A. no
delay is required between successive
addresses. A zero -volt, I ki2 source is
connected to the channel under test. By
connecting the remaining channel inputs to a 30\ pk-pk square wave generator, the effects of crosstalk and settling
after extreme preconditions on the previous channel can he simulated. By
adjusting the control current limiting
resistor. the effect of varying control
current on switching speed can also he
determined. 'the use of a square wave
shows the effects of crosstalk as a disturbance of the settled (IV signal.
On turn -on, a short delay occurs
before the previous channel is disconnected from the max common. The 111115
drifts slowly toward (1V until the channel under test begins to turn on and
rapic settling occurs. At turn-off. the
short delay is experienced but the mux
common does not appear to move until
the next channel begins to turn on. The
full transition occurs in less than 5Uis.
'I he traces are taken with the diode
clamp circuit connected to prevent
overloading of the oscilloscope input.
Switching speed is dependent upon
control current (Fig. 8) and speeds an
order of magnitude faster than a high
quality reed switch can he readily
achieved with a 74LS series driver. The

20
10

E

05
2

50

100

DELAY TIME

500

200

1k

(In)

Fig.X. Typical switching delay for the

multiplexer of l ig. 2.

-
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I

Mux. a/p

1

S2

1-A

1

L
T

MULTI -LEVEL MULTIPLEXING

J

Fig. 9, Simplified arrangement

of T-

st'itch multiplexer.
vnoise

Output

II

vsignar
Channelt
R2

C2

i

R3

50p
20

a

f

I'ig. Ill. Equivalent of -st'itc'h circuit.

Si

down voltage.
To achieve a low on -resistance. a
solid-state switch requires a large area
chip. This results in increased capacitance which must be taken into consideration in evaluating crosstalk for high
frequency signals. 'the non-linear open
circuit capacitance of a PV \ series
device varies from 5(Ipl: to I(Ipl: with
applied voltage. Larger signals or signals with a large 1)(' bias therefore tend
to red ace capacitance and result in less
crosstalk.
Cascading through two switching
le\ eIs also reduces cross -talk. For example. II e worst case capacitive coupling
for a 64 -channel mux is reduced by a
ratio of 14'63 or 13d13 over a single
level multiplexer.

-

Cl

Rr,

Input filter

53

T
FIing

capacitor
vC M

Channel2

l ig.II. Flying capacitor multiplexer: this offers excellent common node rejection
and isolation ol'the common mode source from the rue:surement .cvstem.
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he maximum voltage appearing across
an open switch must he limited to less
than the maximum blocking voltage in
order to prevent breakdown occuring.
,\ multi -level multiplexing scheme such
as that shown in Fig. 6 can be used to
double the number of switches in a
circuit. thereby doubling the break"1

switch off

50p

I

system.

/S3

Pre amp

Pi

turn-off delay remains fairly constant
until the drive pulse becomes too narrow to allow complete charging of the
fast turn-off circuit. extending the delay
before turn -oft occurs. Charging speed
may be increased with greater control
current or by means of an RC circuit to
speed charging while limiting the steady
current to a nominal value.
t'he closed-circuit resistance of a
I'VR is greater than that of a metallic
contact. The PVA3354. for example -a
bidirectional 30(1V relay - has a typical
on -resistance of 209. The PVA 1354. a
10(1V relay. offers a 59 resistance.
Comparable unidirectional relays such
as the 3(1(1V P\'I)3354 and the 1(1(IV
PVD 135-1 have on resistances of 512 and
II/ respectively lowerer, although the
on -resistance is significant it is constant
and stable and does not degrade
throughout the switching life of the
relay. This allows compensation to he
made in the design or calibration of the

ELECTRONICS& WIILGI.[SS \\'ORt.I)

THE T -SWITCH
Where pulses or high frequencies are to
be multiplexed. improved crosstalk rejection can he obtained by use of the
T -switch configuration shown in Fig. 9.
lay attenuating the capacitively -coupled
noise signal using shorting switch S;. a
much smaller error signal is passed
through to the mux output. The equis a lent circuit shown in Fig. It) may he used
to calculate the worst case crosstalk for
the PVA335-I device.
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FLYING CAPACITOR
MULTIPLEXER
A flying capacitor nttlltiplexer (Fig. I I )
uses two pairs of switches per channel to
isolate both signals and return from the
measurement system. Mainly used with
low-level. low -frequency inputs such as
thermocouples with accompanying high
common mode 'oltages, this technique
offers excellent common mode rejection and isolation of the common mode
source from the measurement system.
A low-pass filter, It1. R,. C1 is often
used on the input. The flying capacitor
C, is initially charged through S1 and S,.
Resistors R; and R4 are necessary to
avoid pitting of the metallic contacts by
limiting transient currents on switch

closure.

1 he

use

lc)

lb)

tat

Pig.12. Applications of photovoltaic relays: (al integrator tirase constant anee reset
selector: (b)input selector: (e)high voltage selector.

VARIATIONS

of semiconductor

switches eliminates the need for R, and
R, and consequently also eliminates
their scaling error. The PVR can easily
handle switching transients and therefore has a greatly extended life compared with that of a high quality reed
switch.

tor for use with an operational amplifier. Figure I2c illustrates how high voltage signals can he attenuated using
PV Rs to achieve accurate selection for
multiple inputs. The 31111V blocking
capability of the PVA3354, for example, allows a relatively high ratio of R,
and R1, thereby minimizing loading and
interference between channels.

Figure 12 illustrates three typical applications of PVA series relays. At (a).
switch S1 provides a reset by shortening
the feedback capacitor - an operation
which can prove fatal to reed relay
contacts. Switches S, and S3 vary the
integration time constant.
Figure 121) illustrates an input selec-
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RE CONNECTIONS

Exploiting millimetre waves
The DTI
use

is seeking to encourage civil
of the enormous, still largely un-

used, radio spectrum above 30G Hz.
But DTI still has not finalized the
national frequency plan or the degree of
regulation or deregulation to which
such installations will be subject.

'Rain

At present. apart from Defence systems not subject to DTI licensing, the
only approved allocations appear to be
the 49.2-50.2G Hz band taken up by
Mercury Communications and the 4747.2, 75.5-76, 142-144 and 248-250Gí Iz
allocations in the current UK amateur
licence.
In September 1988 the Railiocommunicat ions Division of the DTI published
a 40 -page consultative document "The
use of the radio frequency spectrum
above 3061 Iz" and an associated article
"Making the most of millimetres" (British Business Supplement 23 September,
1988). These drew attention to a considerable number of potential applications and invited potential users and
manufacturers to suggest other uses and
to report on the latest technical de-

velopments.

Altogether 4I responses were made:
from potential users: nine from
manufacturers: nine from research
organizations: 10 from standards/
regulatory bodies; 10 from central/local
government; and three in other categories (some respondents tell into more
than one category). The DTI considers
that about 30 of these offered substan12

tial comment.
A one -day IEE colloquium "Radio
communication in the range 3060G1 lz" gave an opportunity to review
the current regulatory and technical
situation at a time when the DTI is
preparing to issue licences for two
bands, one near 40G11z (proviionally
37-39.5GHz) and the other close to the
60GIIz oxygen absorption band (provisionally 54.25-58.2G11z) which is
attracting interest for short-range (I2km) broadband radio networks. The
excess attenuation of around 10-16dB/
km means that the same channel could
be re -used within about 5km or less
where signals are screened by buildings
or trees or the antenna dishes mounted
on the sides of buildings in an urban
environment. Oxygen absorption, unlike water vapour, is the same in all
countries (Fig. I ).
Range in the oxygen absorption band
is reduced by a factor of ten compared
to that about 40G Hz and this band is
also of particular interest to the Defence

July 1989

of millimetre -wave communications to military systems in general
rather than specific terms since most
current projects are classified.
In general, civilian applications tend
to he stymied by the current cost of
millimetric devices, for which costs are
unlikely to come down until in quantity
production - and this will not come
about until the regulatory situation is
determined, and specific frequencies
released: even then there may be something of a "chicken and egg" situation.
Apart from broadband local area networks and private building-to -building
links in situations unsuitable for optical
fibre cables, the most promising mass
use of mill -waves appears to be by BT
for its M3VDS video distribution system
(see E&WW December 1988. p.1249
and December 1987, p.1274) for which
the Saxmundham demonstrator unit
operates on 29Gliz but which seems
likely to use 38-42GHz in service.
This system was initially developed to
provide local links for the SIS racecourse video coverage relayed via satellite to betting shops. some of which are
unable to receive the satellite signals
directly because of screening. BT be hews that M3VDS could be introduced
by 1991: "It will be economic. It will
happen''.
BTRL is making good progress with
monolithic millimetric integrated circuits on GaAs wafers. At present the
down -converter uses a chip set including a single -balanced mixer, two monolithic IF amplifier chips and a hybrid
27GI Iz local oscillator using a chip fet
Lions

40

/Water
vapour
1H2O)

Oxygen (021

20

50

100

200

350

FREQUENCY (GHz)

Fig. 1. Attenuation of millimetre -waves
by atnros,oheric gases and rain. Oxygen
(02) has a particularly sharp peak at
about 60GHz, cutting signal intensity by
95% for each kilometre. The effectof the
various attenuations is cumulative.
services because of its resistance to
interception or jamming. The colloquium chairman. Dr R.C. V. Macario.
however, was highly critical of what he
felt to he an unduly pessimistic DTI
assessment of frequency -reuse distances for other segments of the 3060GHz spectrum. L. Fowls (Plessey,
Research) described potential applica-

Fig.2. 10Gllz source developed at Leeds
Polytechnic based on a ¡0GIlz let DRO
and a times -four varactor diode multi-

plier.
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and

a

dielectric resonator mounted on

an alumina ceramic substrate. This re-

mains within ±3M1 lz over a temperature range -201+40°C. Currently a
GaAs monolithic oscillator is being developed and will be incorporated with
the mixer and IF amplifier chips to

produce a fully monolithic down converter. Provided a reasonable yield
can he achieved, BTRL believes that
viewer terminal costs should be comparable to those for I2GHzsatellite television reception.
LEP of France has recently reported
(Electronics Letters, 30 March, 1989,
pp442-3) monolithic LNAs for 1216GHz with less than 2.5d13 noise figure, 9d13 gain, using high -electron mobility transistors (HEMTs) fabricated on MOVPE structures.

At the colloquium, R. Davies (Plessey Research) reviewed new mm -wave
devices with particular reference to
HEMT devices. By allying modern
material growth techniques with advances in device physics. low noise performance has been demonstrated up to
94G11z. While GaAs fets with 0.2511m
gate lengths can operate at up to about

40GHz, the latest generation of
HEMTs offers the promise of high
performance up to I00GHz with low
cost in volume production. The use of

indium phosphide (InP) for I IEMTs has
great potential although this is a difficult
material to work with.
Millimetre -wave oscillators usually
take the form of backward -way e or
klystron valves or Gunn or impatt semiconductor diodes but Dr L.A. Trinogga

(Leeds Polytechnic) argued that the
present solid-state sources suffer from
excessive heat dissipation. poor frequency stability and modulation difficulties. Ile presented the design of a
40GHz source (Fig.2) comprising a
IOGHz dielectric resonator based on a
GaAs fet with a tuning range of
22.5MHz (without variation in output
power) and having a stability of
2.76ppm'°C integrated with a modulator and followed by a four -times frequency multiplier using a high -O GaAs
varactor diode (type 1)5002-48. which
has a breakdown voltage of -10V and a
cut-off frequency of 550G1 -1z at -6V)
with microstrip low-pass and hand -pass
filters.
RF Connections is written by ¡'at
Hawker.

Test circuit for overtone crystals
Progress in quartz crystal fabrication
has resulted in crystals of ever higher
fundamental frequencies, suitable for
overtone operation and sometimes

fundamental operation throughout
the VHF spectrum. It is however still
useful to he able to check quickly the
suitability of older crystals for use at
high overtones. Clint Bowman, a retired American engineer, has described in RF Design (January 1989,
page 58) a novel test oscillator suitable for use over a range of about 65
to 200MHz. initially intended to test
fifth overtone crystals cut for 65 to
72M1 Iz at higher -order overtones, up
to and including the 15th at about
200M I Iz.
His circuit (Fig.3, below) is a variation of the classic "tuned -plate.
tuned -grid" valve oscillator. where
the grid circuit provides a selective
filter to sustain oscillation, or not.
dependent upon the filtering hand width and frequency relationship with
the plate (anode) circuit. In this
arrangement. feedback is provided to
the unbypassed emitter circuit. When

Fig.3. Crystal test circuit.
9V
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the tank circuit is tuned to the fun-

damental or overtone frequency.
oscillation is sustained. Since the
0.01µF disc ceramic tank bypass capacitor becomes progressively less effective as the frequency increases, thus
increasing the degree of feedback.
while the 20pF capacitor is placed
close to the "cold" end of the tank
circuit to provide additional feedback, it is claimed that the circuit
provides reliable and repeatable
oscillation to at least 200MHz when

used with a suitable crystal. The upper frequency is limited by the shunt
capacitance and/or activity of the indi-

vidual crystals. Excessive shunt
capacitance results in a broad area of
uncontrolled oscillation, with some
crystals showing this effect as low as
150MHz. Correct operation results in
stable, crystal -controlled oscillation
as the tank circuit is tuned through
each of the usable overtone frequencies with no output at intermediate
frequencies.

Elevated vertical antennas
Radio Broadcast (E& NW, August
1988, page 832) drew attention to an
American computer study that confirms
in principle the experimental work carried out in the early 1980s by a small
group of retired engineers who were
also radio amateurs: Archibald Doty,
John Frey and Harry Mills. They investigated monopole antennas using
elevated wire "counterpoise" radials
rather than the conventional 120 or
more buried radials favoured for
medium -wave broadcasting since the
classic work in the 1930s of the late Dr
George Brown. The results showed the
feasibility of using a few elevated wire
radials and so of reducing the cost and
complexity of MF and IIF broadcast
and communication antenna systems.
In effect. instead of buried radials.
the antenna becomes the familiar
"ground -plane" elevated vertical with
three or four wire or rod radials widely
used by radio amateurs on FIF and for
the base antennas of VHF land and sea

mobile services (Fig.4).
Practical development of this form of
elevated vertical antenna is generally
credited to Dr George Brown of RCA
although an earlier description can he
found in a series of patents: "Aerials:
directive wireless signalling" awarded
to Dr Maurice Ponté of CSF, France:
French patent No 764.473 (1933), US
patent No 2.026,652 (1933) and UK
patent No 414.296 (1934).
About 1981. Dr Brown. on one of his
many visits to London. told me the story
of how he came to develop the ground plane antenna and how it was subsequently modified to make it more readily marketable. It is a story that could
help to simplify the construction of
elevated monopoles further.
He told me that the antenna was
devised in the 1930s to meet an early
requirement for communicating with
American police cars. then using frequencies of the order of 30 to 45MI-Iz.
Its success was immediately apparent
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when. at the very' first demonstration.
the transmissions reached well beyond
their expected service range. This original design used only two horizontal
radials, but the RCA sales engineers
soon reported that they could not persuade potential users that a two -radial
antenna, with the radials resembling a
half -wave dipole. would provide omnidirectional radiation. On the classic
principle that the customer is always
right. Dr Brown and his colleagues
promptly added two more radials at
right angles to the others in a configuration that soon became firmly established. although there was little reason
to suppose that either radiation efficiency or the horizontal radiation pattern
was improved by the extra radials.
Since then it has become increasingly
difficult to persuade people that configurations other than the four -rod or
four -wire radials will form an effective
ground -plane antenna. It also seems to
be a common fallacy that the elevated
ground -plane has the same 3511 feed point impedance and vertical radiation
pattern as the earthed -monopole with
its "infinite- ground -plane. In fact, the
elevated ground -plane with horizontal
radials has a base impedance of roughly
191L although this can be increased by
sloping the radials downwards.
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During recent years there have been
further investigations, some computer based. that point to yet further simplification of elevated vertical antennas.
For example. Les Moxon. G6XN. in
"H F antennas for all locat ions" (RSG B,
1982) advocates the use of a single short
loaded radial. Then there is the "zero extent ground -plane- with no radials
but with a lossy ferrite (or coaxial)
choke on the co -axial feeder to stop RF
current flowing down the outer braid.
This form of antenna has been analysed
in the hook "Monopole elements on
circular ground planes" by Melvin
Weiner (Mitre Corporation) et al.
(Artech House. 1987), Fig.5. The effect
of the size of the ground -plane was also
considered in some detail in a paper
"The radiation patterns of ground rod
antennas" by W.V. Filston and A.II.
Secord (Sinclair Radio Laboratories

Ltd. Canada) in Electronics and Communications. August 1967. pages 27 to
30. This showed that the two common
but conflicting assumptions about the
vertical radiation pattern (VRP) of a
ground rod antenna are both wrong.
The radiation is neither always tilted up
nor always directed towards the horizon. In tact the VRP of ground rod
antennas varies markedly with changes
in monopole and radial length and the
degree to which current is kept oft the
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Fig.5. Vertical radiation patterns showing effect of the extent of the ground plane, as
analysed by Melvin Weiner. Diagrams show elevation directive gain pattern of a thin
quarter-wave element mounted on a ground plane of radius a: (a) 27ra= x (i.e. wire
radials in free space): (h) lira/A=3: (c) 27ra/A=4: (d) 27ra/A=5; (e)27ra/A= V'-12; (1)
infinite ground plane (i.e. monopole over a perfect earth such as sea ater).

feeder line.
Les Moxon has been concerned primarily with the radiation efficiency
rather than the VRP. He has found
himself facing much the same situation
as that which faced Dr Brown. It is
proving difficult to convince others of
the efficiency of short radials and of the
value of just one radial. providing that it
is short Lnough. His views seem to be
regarded as heresy' of the worst kind.
The result is that much effort (amateur
and professional) continues to be misdirected at "improving" multiple buried
earth systems or using three or four wire elevated radials. Such an apprlach
inflicts maximum inconvenience and
cost and inhibits the construction of

ELECTRONICS& WIRELESS WORLD

directional arrays. Multiple quarter wave elevated radials also have a major
disadvantage since the rapid change of
impedance close to resonance can cause
severe problems of equalization.
Les Moxon insists that over a wide
range there is no significant difference
between short and long IIF radials in
respect of any important aspect of performance. In regard to the VRP for
long-distance. low -angle radiation, it
seems likely that a short or zero -extent
ground plane would be better.
Much of the confusion arises from
considering the elevated ground -plane
antenna as a monopole when in fact it is
a bent dipole configuration with reduced radiation from one side.
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31. Konrad Zuse:

inventor of the first successful computer.
W.A. ATHERTON
world's first successful
digital computer was destroyed by an Allied bomb

equally tedious work with a slide rule.
It was not only the calculations that
bothered him but also the "traffic control": noting intermediate solutions,
transferring them to other parts of the
problem. and so on. I Iis first thoughts
(around 1933-34) had been to devise
pre-printed forms to control and record
the flow of work in a standardized way
for some common problems. This was
followed by ideas for punched cards and
mechanical calculation. In fact. whilst
still a university student, Luse had
already arrived at fundamental ideas for
information control, the reduction of
problems to a sequence of simple operations, and the concept that a machine
could he built to carry out that sequ-

he

during a raid on Berlin in
World War II. Now known as
the Z3. it was designed by Konrad Zuse
and built at home with the help of
friends. Another Zuse computer aided
the design of aircraft wings at the Henschel factory in Berlin and was the only
German computer to see war service.
An improved model was probably captured 1w the Russians when they overran Berlin in 1945, though Zuse doubts
that they knew what to do with it.
Surprisingly, Konrad Zuse is still relatively unknown. despite being recognized as the designer and builder of the
first working computer. For a long time
it was thought that the Americans had
designed the first computers; but then
came news of the British code -breaking
machines. and then Zuse's work. In fact
Zuse began his first design before the
war started. -le did much of the work in
his spirre time and even during the war
there was relatively little official help.
After the war he set up his own company and at one time he was the major
continental manufacturer. His firm employed about a thousand people in its
I

heyday.
Zuse is now approaching eighty, and
one might expect him to look hack
reflectively over his life; but not so. He
is a successful artist and painting vies
with computers as his first love. Whilst
he appreciates the honours heaped on
him. he is still an active engineer and
rather wishes people would give him
problems to solve instead of passing him
around "like a museum piece -1.
Ile was horn in Berlin on June I0,
191(1. hut his parents soon moved: first
to Braunsberg in East Prussia and then
to I loyerswerda in Saxony. where his
father was the local postmaster. It was
here, about 35 miles north east of Dresden. that his school awakened his interest in engineering at a time when his
talent as an artist was also developing.
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This combination and rivalry between
art and engineering caused him to drop
out of university and is still a part of his
life.
At the Technical University in 13erlinCharlottenburg he found the work stultifying. especially the technical drawing. So he quit the university. horrifying
his parents in the process, and decided
to become a commercial artist. He also
turned to inventing, and devised a
machine to develop and print colour
photographs automatically.
But times were hard. economies had,
and millions were out of work. So he did
the "sensible" thing and went hack to
university. re-emerging in 1935 with a
degree in civil engineering.

The mother of invention
The Henschel aircraft works in Berlin
offered Zuse a job as a stress analyst.
the beginning of an on -off relationship
between the two. The work proved
boring: it involved repetitious calculations for which. thought Zuse. there
must he a better way - a machine.
perhaps. It was not the first time he had
entertained such thoughts because his
degree course had exposed hint to

ence. By 1934 he was using the terms
"memory unit". "selector" and "control
device". When work at the Henschel
factory reinforced his thoughts he set
about building a machine in his spare
time using the living room of his parents' home in Berlin as his workshop-.
Necessity was not the mother of invention, says Zuse. it was laziness and
boredom: the desire to rid himself of
those tedious calculations'.

Launching the V1
One of his first decisions proved crucial
to success: to use binary arithmetic
instead of decimal. One of the friends
whose help was enlisted. Walther Buttmann, was asked to research the published work of Gottfried Liehniz in the
Berlin University library. It was Liehniz
who had first studied binary arithmetic
in the 17th century.
So in 1936 Zuse started making the
component parts of his first all mechanical machine: using metal pins
and slotted metal plates. the ends of the
slots representing ones and zeroes. The
memory was to hold (14 binary numbers
of 16 hits each and he successfully
completed it with help from friends who
laboured to make the thousands of parts
by hand. However, the more complex
arithmetic unit required greater manu-
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factoring precision than they could

initial reaction was favourable, the idea

achieve. Programs were coded by punching series of up to eight holes into
discarded 35111111 movie film, which was
far cheaper than the commercially available paper tape.
This machine was named the
\'ersuchsmodeil-I (experimental model
I) or VI for short. It was followed by a
V2, both of which were later renamed
the Z_I and Z2 to avoid confusion with
the \ flying bomb and the V2 rocket.
The Z2 re -used the successful memory unit of the ZI but with an arithmetic
unit made from second-hand telephone
relays. Here another friend, Helmut
Schreyer, came into his own. Like
others. Schreyer had done his share of
cutting out metal plates for the Z Now
he suggested using electromechanical
relays instead of the mechanical pins
and slots.

foundered when they said it would take
about two years to build. "And just how
long do you think it'll take us to win the
war?" they were asked.

I

.

eeA t first I thought it
was one of his student

pranks..."

New relays were expensive. and since
funding was coming out of their own
pockets and t hose of friends and friends'
parents. every penny counted. A fully
mechanical computer had proved impracticable and a full-sized relay
machine would need thousands of relays: so a test model was built using just

So little help came. but by the end of
the war Schreyer had built an 'experimental computer with just I(Ill to
ISO valves, and gained his doctorate on
the way for his work on vane switching
circuits. Like the other computers, this
too was a casualty of the war. After the
war the development of electronic
equipment was banned in Germany and
so Schreyer emigated to Brazil. It was
there that he died in 1985.2-'
Whilst Schreyer worked part-time on
the electronic machine Zuse completed
t he electromagnetic relay computer, the
Z3, encouraged by the Experimental
Aircraft Institute. The Z2 had convinced the Institute of the usefulness of
Zuse's ideas and so it financed the Z3.
though Zuse still had to work alone and
at home. And he had to escape a recall
to active duty for service on the Eastern

Front.
The Z3 was the first general-purpose
digital computer in the world. It was
completed in 1943. It employed binary
numbers, floating-point arithmetic and
a 22 -bit wordlength, and it has been
estimated that it used around 2(1(10 relays (and eight uniselectorswitches) and
cost the equivalent of between $61100
and $711111. "The most important thing"
says Zuse, "seemed to be to keep the
frequency absolutely even. so that one
cycle equalled one addition"'. This he

rotating disc or roller.

2(111

achieved using

(binary) logical structure for the

Konrad "Zuse (right) and his friend Helmat Schreyer (left) at (Irk in Zuse's
parents' apartment in Berli, e.1936.
(Photographs in this article are by emirtesv ol'Konrad Zuse)

second-hand relays.
By this time. Zuse had developed the
design of his future computer to the
stage where he had achieved the yes -no

machine and recognized that it was
independent of the physical methods
used to build it.

An electronic computer
The possibilities for a relay computer
looked optimistic when Schreyer suddenly suggested using electronic valves
instead. Though they were not then
commonly employed for switching between two states, valves could be used
in that way and would be far faster than
relays. "At first I thought it was one of
his student pranks - he was always full
of fun and given to fooling around",
Zuse has recalled.'
About 201111 valves would he needed.
Asking for them, and getting them,
were two different things in a Germany
then at war. Private enterprise stood no
chance so they talked to the German
Army Command (OKII). Whilst the
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each revolution defining one operation.
As the disc's speed could be varied, so
too could the operating speed of the
computer. Sparking at the relay contacts was eliminated by making or

breaking them before any current
flowed, so increasing reliability. Postwar Zuse machines are said to have
been "legendary" for their reliability.'
Although the Z3 was completed
(with the help of friends) it served
mainly as an experimental machine and.
according to Ceruzzi, it never went into
routine use probably because of the
limited capacity of its memory.' There
are no doubts, however, that it was fully
functional. because there are several
witnesses to its operation. Though the
original Z3 was blitzed out of existence
a re,:onstruction was made years later,
based on the surviving patents. and is
now in the Deutsches Museum in

Munich.

The survivor
Somehow Zuse found time to build
other computers as well. The SI was a
non -programmable machine using
hard -wired programs. It served in the
design of the Henschel flying bomb
HS -293, a pilotless aircraft guided by
radio from a bomber. It replaced a
dozen calculators. An improved design.
the S2, was too late for routine service
and is the one that Zuse thinks might
have been captured by the Russian
army. But the big one was the Z4: a
full-sized general-purpose computer,
the only one to survive the war.
Construction of the Z4 began in 1943,
even before the Z3 was finished. For
this large machine Zuse returned to his
successful mechanical memory design.
Whilst this now seems a retrograde step
it was the only way he could achieve a
large memory (1024 32-hit words) in a
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reasonable volume. Using the Z3 relays
approach would have required 32 of the
Z3 memory cabinets.
Work on the computer began in Berlin but Allied bombing posed an everpresent threat. "My workshop was damaged several times, and three times
during the war we had to move the Z4
around Berlin.'' As allied bombing
increased in 1945. the authorities decided to move Zuse and his new computer out of the capital to Gottingen, 160

miles to the west. There construction
was completed and on April 28. 1945.
demonstration programs were run for
the authorities. 'This was the moment
for which I had waited for 10 years when my work finally brought the success I desired." The irony for Zuse was
that the machine was immediately dismantled. because the American army
was by then just a few miles away.
The odyssey continued as they were
ordered to underground works in the

I-larz mountains where the VI and V2
weapons were being built. Zuse has
described the conditions there as terri.ble. "We refused to leave the machine
there." With great difficulty it was
moved to an alpine village just north of
the Austrian border where it was set up
in a barn. There it stayed until 1949
when it was rescued, rebuilt and established in the Technical University in
Zürich in 1950. For a time it was the
only functional digital computer on the
continent.2 It too is now in the 1)eutsches Museum.

After the war
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Zuse continued to develop his ideas for
computers and planned what was probably the first algorithmic computer language. The game of chess served as a
test subject.
In 1949 he re-established his own firm
which became known as Zuse KG. With
contracts initially from Switzerland and
then Germany the firm prospered and
for many years was second only to IBV
in Germany. One of the first clients was
the camera manufacturer Leitz. and by
the mid -1950s Zuse KG almost had a
monopoly in the area of scientific computers for the optical industry in central
Europe. The Z series continued with
relay computers and then fully electronic machines. The last of the relay
machines was the Zl which became a
byword for reliability. As competition
grew, and technology changed. so life
got tougher and outside funding was
required. This eventually led to the
company's being absorbed by Siemens.
Zuse is still a consultant; but even
more he is a painter, whose work has
been described as "a synthesis of expressionism and surrealism, in brilliant
colours that border on the psychedelic-.
One engineering task that he did take
up in the 1980s. however. was to rebuild
the Zl from memory - as a museum
piece.
I

The reconstructed Z3 computer at the Ueutsches ,Museum, Munich. Left, memory
unit; right, control and arithmetic unit: front, he; board/display with paper tape
reader to the right. In the original were two cabinets for the memory unit. each
measuring about 6x3x 1 feet. 2
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2.4576 MHz Crystal
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Cossor Oscilloscopes CDU150(CT531/3) £150 only. Solid state general
purpose bandwidth DC tc 35MHZ at 5MV/Cm - Dual Channel -delayed time base

- illuminated graticule - Beam finder - Calibrator - power 200V - 250 volts AC -

protection cover containing polarized viewer and camera adaptor plate - probe
(1) - mains lead. Tested in fair condition with operating instructions. FEW
AVAILABLE- NO PROTECTIVE COVER BUT MAINS LEAD + PROBE -£125
-TESTED-Manual£15 extra.
Tektronix 475 - 200Mc/s Oscilloscopes - tested from £500 less attachments to
£750 as new c/w manual, probes etc.
Telequlpment D755 - 50Mc/s Oscilloscopes - Tested c/w 2 Probes - £250.
Manual £5 extra.
Marconi TF2002AS - AM -FM Signal Generator- 10Kc/s to 72Mc/s - £85. Tested
probe kit- £15 extra - Manual £10 extra.
Marconi TF2002B - AM -FM Signal Generator - 10Kc/s-88Mc/s. -£100 Tested to
£150 as new- Probe kit £15 extra - Manual £10 extra.
Marconi TF2008 - AM -FM Signal Generator - Also Sweeper - 10Kc/s-510Mc/sfrom £450 Tested to £550 as new with manual - Probe kit in wooden carrying box
- £50 extra.
Don 10 Telephone Cable - 1/2 mile canvas containers or wooden drum new from
1

£20.

Army Whip Aerials screw type F sections and bases large qty available P.O.R.
Test Equipment we hold a large stock of modern and old equipment - RF and AF
Signal Generators - Spectrum Analysers - Counters - Power Supplies - Scopes

- Chart Recorders all speeds single to multipen - XY Plotters A4 -A3.
Racal Modern Encryption Eq. ipment - Racal Modern Morse Readers and

Senders -Clark Air Operated Heavy Duty Masts- P.O.R.
All items are bought direct from H M Government being surplus equipment; price
is ex -works. S.A.E. for enquiries. Phone for appointment for demonstration of any
items, also availability or orice change V.A.T. and carriage extra.

JOHNS RADIO, WHITEHALL WORKS,

84 WHITEHALL ROAD EAST, BIRKENSHAW,
BRADFORD B11112ER. TEL NO. (0274) 684007. FAX: 651160

-

-

-

-

VALVES
PLUGS
WANTED: REDUNDANT TEST EQUIPMENT
SOCKETS
SYNCHROS
ETC. RECEIVING AND TRANSMITTING EQUIPMENT GENERAL ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

-
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Digital tv receivers for
the satellite age
ITT Semiconductors'

Digit 2000 system, launched in 1981, is
still the only receiver system to offer all -digital processing of
picture, sound and teletext. Hans G. Keller shows how the
system has been updated to handle digital video recording
and satellite transmission decoding.
n principle, it is possible to implement all the signal processing operations required in a tv receiver

digitally. However, technical
limitations still exist in the high
frequency and power range. At present
therefore, digital signal processing only
begins after the demodulation stage
with the video and audio baseband
signals and ends with the drive signals
for the video and audio output stages.
An outline of ITT's Digit 2110(1 receiver is shown in the block diagram below.
Three digital processing blocks for
video signals, picture processing and
audio signals are arranged between A/D
conversion of the input signal and D/A

Signal sources
Audio
Coble

Video
Cable

Terrestrial
Satellite

Terrestrial
Satellite

Microphone
Tape
Disc
Computer

Camera
Tape
Disc
Computer

-__J

-

conversion of the output signal. They ceiver incorporating a host of special
are grouped around the ITT (lnterme- functions.
tall) communication bus (IM Bus), over
Signals that are to be processed digiwhich the entire video and audio data tally arrive via the high -frequency sectraffic takes place. In parallel, synchro- tion of the receiver. According to
nization and deflection signal proces- whether the input signals are analogue
sing take place directly between the or already digital, they are fed to the
A/D and D/A converters.
signal processing sections in Digit 2(1(10
The processing block contains a large via analogue -to -digital converters or
number of expansion stages for every digital -to -digital converters.
conceivable type of television receiver,
Video processing
from the low-cost standard unit to the
full -feature, multi -standard satellite re- In addition to the established PAL,
SECAM1 and NTSC standards, the new
D2 -MAC and Nicam standard signals
ITT's Digit 201111 digital television receiver are now also processed in the video
scheme.
signal processing section. With the new

Deflection

High quality TV
flicker free

processing

still picture
multi picture

Picture
PAL

picture

processing

zoom

Standard
SEC AM

Analogue/

digital

Hign

quality

NTSC

conversion

Teletext

Digital/
analogue
conversion

Economical

standard TV

Features

Intermetall
D2 -MAC

N

IC AM

,.

Pic-in-pic

communication bus

TV receiver

Audio
processing
Standard
High quality

Digital

to

digital

adaptor

736

Features

Stereo

I'

pseudo stereo
extended stereo
high quality stereo
multi language -1
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standards, the digital audio signal is
contained in the haseband. It is separated and conditioned for further processing in the audio signal section.
('hrontinance and luminance components of the video signal. transmitted in
time -division multiplex mode in any of
the MAC standards (C -MAC. I) -MA(
and 1)2 -MAC), are expanded and converted to the standard format of the 11 -1 communication bus. This is achieved by
the new DM A2280/2285 multi -standard
MAC decoder chip set developed by
ITT to fit all current European
MAC standards. The
I)MA228(Jdecodes
c+o
the signal and the
DM A2285 is the
descrantbler IC. The set

isautonlaticallyswitched

O

0

Qsrl.

the correct standard by its
sot ware. Hence the Digit 2000
telex ision set can receive satellite
transmissions in any European

0

.T

.. o.

.1

pages.
ITT's next generation of teletext I('s
implements the additional features of
Level 1.5 Teletext. including vertical
text scrolling. user -definable characters, and hardware magazine and page
selection. To enhance the display. a

higher resolution character matrix
(10x 12) and an optional 111(11 Iz flicker free display mode are pros ided.
The text processing section can also
he used to display information concerning the receiver settings on the screen.
to simplify the operation of the set
The video signal processing section
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sing. The PI P2250 processor allows a
smaller. moving colour picture to he
superimposed on the normal television
picture. This smaller picture can reproduce a programme being broadcast on
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This prototype board. measuring
!Kx llk n, accommodates the complete
system lorall standards: it includes test
processing and other !Unctions.

another channel so that the viewer can
see what is being broadcast there without having to switch over. The processor works by converting the Y. R-Y
and 13-1 signals into a form which can
he stored in a standard d -ram and
presented at the appropriate time. The
additional RGB inputs of the video
control unit are used to create a border
around the small picture, the colour of
which can be selected.
The signal for the small picture may
also he derived from an external source.
for example front a computer. video
recorder, or from a camera monitoring
another room. Additional RG13 inputs
for such external signals are incorporated into the IC.

.

also includes picture -in -picture proces-
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sets it is able to recognize.

The full Fastext teletext capability is
now possible with just the TPU2734 and
a single I6K or 64K standard dynastic
ram. The display control unit selects
one of eight stored pages for display.
Eight -hit character words are transformed into a 6x 1(I dot matrix with
PAL, or 6x8 with NI'SC. by a rout
character generator of 96 characters.
Through the use of the picture memory described later on, the capacity of
the teletext page memory can he increased to more than one hundred

.
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country.
Digital processing also permits digitally generated text and graphics to be
represented on the television screen.
The"I'PU273-I. the latest text processing
IC in the Digit 2(11111 system. automatically selects the appropriate character
set, from the eight different national
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Audio processing
With the new television standards (132 IV AC, Warn etc.). satellite radio, new
audio storage media (CD. 1)AT). and
of course computers, the sound is
already digital to start with. For this
reason, digital audio signal processing is

EI.ECI'RONI('S& WIREIESS WORLD

essential nowadays even on otherwise
analogue receivers.
Audio signal processing in the Digit
2(1(111 system is designed for four channels as standard - two for the loudspe.lker and two for the headphones.
Amplification, tone control and balance
adjustment are carried out and controlled digitally N ono. stereo and bilingual
broadcasts are identified automatically
through the software. fhanks to the
high resolution that is used in A/I) and
1)/A conversion, the stereo sound quality is on a par with that of compact disc.
There is also provision for artificially
broadening the stereo image width to
achiexe full spatial sound without the
need for additional loudspeakers. With
mono broadcasts, the viewer can switch
to pseudo-stereo.
In top -of -the -range television sets.
several audio processing sections may
be used, for instance for processing
mull' language stereo broadcasts simultaneously or even for emulating a
graphic equalizer.
.

Picture display techniques
The Digit 200(1 system contains a special
picture processing section which does

737
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not exist in analogue receivers.
With all television standards that use
a composite video signal. such as PAL.
NTSC and SECAN' . the bandwidth of
the chronlinance signal is narrower than
that of the luminance signal. This results in a visible degree of blurring at the
colour transitions. To minimize this. the
chrominance signal is adaptively measured. conditioned and matched to the
luminance signal by the video memory
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From top to bottom: digital IIDTV,
complex digital Is. standard digital tv.

NTSC receivers. with their smaller
number of picture lines. Digit 2(11)0
improves the picture quality dramatically by displaying each line twice in succession at half the normal line spacing.
By doubling the number of lines in this
way, the otherwise conspicuous line
structure of the picture becomes virtually invisible.
Wit h t he conventional television
standards today. especially those with
501-Iz field frequency. large surfaces
represented on screen give rise to
troublesome flicker. This can only he
avoided by increasing the picture scan
frequency. For this purpose. the Digit
20(11) system has provision for buffering
I

COMMERCIAL QUALITY

SCANNING RECEIVER
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Amateur radio, television and weather satellite bands. For simplified operation
and quick tuning the IC -R7000 features direct keyboard entry. Precise frequencies
can be selected by pushing the digit keys in sequence of the frequency or by turning
the main tuning knob. FM wide/FM narrow/AM upper and lower SSB modes with
6 tuning speeds: 0.1, 1.0, 5, 10, 12.5 and 25kHz. A sophisticated scanning system
provides instant access to the most used frequencies. By depressing the Auto -M
switch the IC -R7000 automatically memorises frequencies that are in use whilst it
is in the scan mode, this allows you to recall frequencies that were in use. Readout
is clearly shown on a dual -colour fluorescent display. Options include the
ORC -12 infra -red remote controlle ,voice synthesizer and HP. headphones.
1

Icom (UK) Ltd. Tel:
36ibuti Telex: 965179 ICOM G
N.B. Authorised Welsh distribution by:
M.R.S. Communications ltd. Cardifi. Tel: 0222 224167.

Please send information on Icom products & my nearest Icom dealer

'Name/address/postcode:

ENTER

738

Tel:
WW, FREEPOST, Herne Bay, Kent CT68BR
18

rey KT I -1 6N P (0932-336116).

Hans G. Keller is with ITT Semiconductors at Freiburg in the Federal Republic
of Germany.

BROADCAST MONITOR
RECEIVER 2
150kHz-30MHz

v
o

The IC -R7000, advanced technology, continous coverage communications receive,
has 99 programmable memories covering aircraft, marine, FM broadcast,

Status:
Post to:leom (UK) ltd. Dept.

Further information: contact ITT
Semiconductors. Rosemount House,
Rosemount Avenue. West Bylleet. Sur-
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field and then writing it on to the
screen at twice the frequency, twice in
succession.
The video memory controller also
enables further picture improvements
to be realised through. for example.
distortion correction, noise suppression, and the prevention of edge flicker.
Furthermore it can he used to advantage for implementing special features.
For example the number of teletext
pages that can be stored can he increased enormously. A detail of the
centre of the picture can be enlarged by
a factor of two (zoom facility) and. in
conjunction with the picture -in -picture
processing section. up to nine freeze
frames from different programmes can
a

ON REPLY CARD

We have taken the synthesised all mode FRG8800 communications
receiver and made over 30 modifications to provide a receiver for
rebroadcast purposes or checking transmitter performance as well
as being suited to communications use and news gathering from
international short wave stations.
The modifications include tour additional circuit boards providing:
'Rechargeable memory and clock back-up 'Balanced Audio line
output 'Reduced AM distortion ' Buffered IF output for monitoring
transmitted modulation envelope on an oscilloscope 'Mains safety
improvements.
The receiver is available in free standing or rack mounting form and
all the original microprocessor features are retained. The new AM
system achieves exceptionally low distortion: THD, 200Hz-6kHz at
90% modulation -44dB, 0.6% (originally -20dB, 10%).
Stereo Disc Amplifier 3 and 5 'Peak Deviation Meter

*Programme and Deviation Chart Recorders 'Stabilizer
'Frequency Shift Circuit Boards *10 Outlet Distribution
Amplifier 'Peak Programme Meter Illuminated Boxes, Circuit
Boards and Movements 'PPM5 Dual in -line Hybrid 'Stereo
Microphone Amplifier *Advanced Active Aerial 'Stereo Coders
and Boards 'PPMB IEC/DIN -50/+6dB scale 'Stereo Variable
Emphasis Limiter 3.

SURREY ELECTRONICS LTD

The Forge, Lucks Green, Cranleigh,
Surrey GU6 7BG. Tel: 0483 275997. Fax: 276477
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accepted up to
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DISPLAYED APPOINTMENTS VACANT: £27 per single col. centimetre (min. 3cm).
LINE ADVERTISEMENTS (run on): £6.00 per line, minimum £48 (prepayable).
(Please add on 15r4 V.A.T. for prepaid advertisements).
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TRAINEE

RADIO

OFFICERS
9;`

1

Are you looking for a secure shore -based job which offers
a rewording career in the forefront of modern Tele-

communications technology... then consicer
joining GCHQ os o Trainee Rodio Officer.
Training involves o 32 week residential
course, (plus 6 weeks extra if you cannot
touch type) after which you will be
appointed RADIO OFFICER and undertake
o variety of specialist duties coveringthe whole
of the spectrum from DC to light.
We offer you: Job Security Good

(
`

Career prospects Opportunities
for Overseas Service Attractive
Salaries and much more.
To

be eligible you must hold or hope

to obtain on MRGC or HNC in a
Telecommunications subject with on
ability to read Morse at 20 wpm.

(City and Guilds 7777 at advanced
level incorporating morse transcription would be advantageous). Anyone
with o PMG, MPT or 2 years relevant radio operating experience is also eligible.
The Civil Service is on equal opportunity employer

Salaries:

Storting pay for trainees is age pointed to 21 years. For those oged 21
or over entry will be at £7,162. After Training on RO will start of £10,684 rising by 5
annual increments to £15,753 inclusive of shift and weekend working allowance.
Write or telephone for on application
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
form to:

mmmmmm,món``
```

maxon
radio

mobile

Maxon Europe Ltd is an exciting growth company in the expanding
radio communications market. Represented by a network of
dealers and distributors throughout Europe, the Company has
consistently increased its market share of portable and mobile
radio equipment for the last five years.
To help to continue this planned expansion we require to expand
our existing European development team.
RF Development Engineers with experience of circuit design for
mobile and handheld radio transceivers operating at frequencies
up to GHz, surface mount technology, frequency synthesis
techniques and CEPT specifications for land mobile radio.
1

Cellular Radio Test Engineer with experience of mobile and
handheld cellular radios.

Customer Service Engineers with experience of fault finding and
repairing mobile radio transceivers. These positions will include
significant amount of customer liaison and travel both in the UK

a

and Europe.

Senior Mechanical Design Engineer with experience of plastic
and metal mouldings for volume production, design of subassemblies, PCB integration and the control of drawings for
production.
In return for your efforts the Company offers a competitive salary,
bonus system, non-contributory pension, health and life insurance
scheme and BUPA membership.
As we are an international Company there may be the need for
occasional travel to our facilities in the USA and Korea.
Please write with CV and salary expectations (quoting reference
905) to:

Maxon Europe Ud, Watford Business Park,
Greenhill Crescent, Watford, Herts. WD1 8XJ.
757

THE RECRUITMENT OFFICE, GCHQ, ROOM A/1108
ROAD, CHELTENHAM, GLOS GL52 5,U
R TELEPHONE (0242) 232912/3

/ark/hi/PRIORS
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CLIVE_DEN
Technical Services

TELECOMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERS
£14,475

-

£15,537 p.a. incl.

You will undertake the design of telecommunications projects and
the supervision of the technical operation (by computer keyooard
control) of the Council's telephone network, and electronic
security systems.

join

progressive group you should have a telecommunications
or electronics qualification, or have acquired equivalent expertise.
Additionally you will need at least three years' experience
including supervision of staff.
Ref: 278AR
Closing date: 14.6.89.
Application forms obtainable from the Director of Personnel,
Ealing Civic Centre,14-16 Uxbridge Road, London W5 2HL.
Tel: 01-8401995. Please quote) reference.

To

a

Ealing
WORKING FOR QUALITY AND EQUALITY

July 1989
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Technical
Recruitment
Quality Assistant

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS

Hants

Radar Company require experienced
quality assistant. Knowledge of MOD
standards an asset. Good prospect.
Up to £10,000

Bench Engineer
Wiltshire
Cellular Telephone Company needs
experienced RF person for component
level repair. ONC minimum

Qualification.
Up to C10,500
Installation Service Engineers Berks
Experienced people for Mobile
Communications Company. Good
prospects with local company.
Neg Salary
Production Test Engineer
Bucks
Leading antennae company. RF
experienced person with component
level test and repair knowledge. Good
prospects.
£11.500

Field Service Engineer
Surrey
Well known broadcast company! 3 years
relevant experience. Minimum C&G
qualified. Good salary package.
To £16,000- Car
Field Service Engineers
Berks
Modems Multiplexors experienced
people required to work Ier airline comms
company. VDU's. Printers and
Processors knowledge an advantage.
To 13.00H- Car
Good Package.
Roger Howard, C.Eng, M.I.E.E.. M.I.E.R.E.
CLIVEUEN TECHNICAL RECRUITMENT
92 The Broadway, Bracknell. Berko RG12 lAR
Tel: 0344 489489 (24 hour(

Make your next career
move a milestone not
a millstone.
career
financial or
--of your
direction into your

Irrespective

objectives

geographical

let Cadmus put

search.
If you are a Qualified Service,
Sales, Design, Production, Test
or Quality Engineer, send your
C.V. to the address below or

telephone Norwich 761220 for
an informal chat.

LADNALS
PERSONNEL LIMITED
Freepost.

Sack vine Place

44-48 Magdalen Street
Norwich NR3 I BR

EffiffifflEffifflEEEE
739

ELECTRONICS
ENGINEER
UK Paper (Technical Services) Limited

r

Practical people for the
Third World.
Many people want to help the Third World.
But relatively few can offer the kind of help
wanted most: the handing on of skills and
professions which lead to self-reliance.

is

small subsidiary of a large papermaking group.
Situated near Gravesend, Kent, operating
a

Suitable candidates will probably

Studio
Electronics
Engineer

1
1

Hospital
Electronics
Engineers

1

Lecturers in
Power and

good, relevant experience should not be

will be

offered to the successful applicant and will
include 5 weeks annual holiday and the
opportunity to join an excellent Pension and Life
Assurance Scheme.

Applications

should be made by sending a
an application form to: Mr L.B. Cotgrove,
UK Paper (Technical Services) Ltd.,
Bowes Business Estate, Meopham Green,
Gravesend, Kent DA 13 OQB.
C.V.

1

leave of absence.

I'm interested. I have the following training/
.:x

Name

K:.

Helping the Third World help itself.
32p S.A.E. appreciated.

Charity no. 313757.

Interested' Call me row'
ATE ENGINERS

a

£14k

I years exp on DG hoes. Beaver or Gazelle
ATE, Join this lttfhly respected Surrey
based company at the forefront of avionic &

defence software soletions.

to Lank

You will be desmg,urg LNA & PA circuits &
systems to IGHe for cellular & mobile radio
ap

p

bwtone

BSc t : years relevant exp.

stink

MICROWAVE DEMON

This highly euccesalul design house is expanding still furthe! If you have ZINC + 2
years ex p. in active cicuit design to 20Gi ix I
want to hear from Yet. A great location too!

CONTRACT
RF design to 20Ha
Software (C.88000))
RF design to 120ila
RF test to 100He

llanta/Herte
West London

Berta

West

tondo

For a full teeknleal discussion on these &
many other permanent & eontrset positrons contact Simon Luttrell MSe on
0494 773918 or write to

GAR/BALM

TECHNICAL 7ECRQITIMIENT

ISO Re111ngd n Road Chesham

BueklogóamrWre UPS SHY

GARIBALDI
740

q.

1

RF DESIGN ENGINEER

661-3033

1

1

MICROWAVE/RE TEST
to L134
Several challenging positions for Engineers
with osp. of compenhnt and sub -system testing of microstrto based assemblies

CHRIS TERO ON

1

1

GARIBALDI

CALL:

1

Address

L
FOR MORE DETAILS

1

111

experience:

1

or writing for

V
PAPER

E

1

Electrical Engineers
for instruction/
installation
Electronics
Instructors
Maintenance and
repair Technician

For more details, please complete and return
to: Enquiries Unit, VSO, 317 Putney Bridge
Road,London, SW15 2PN. Tel. 01-7801331.
Conditions of work: Pay based on local rates Posts
are for a minimum of 2 years You should be
without dependants Many employers will grant

1

deterred from applying.

An attractive salary package

Refrigeration/Radio/
TV Engineers

Communication

have an

HNCJHND Electronics or equivalent although
applicants without these qualifications but with

1

Current requests include:

A knowledge of micro -computers, microprocessors and associated software (preferably
FORTH) would be a definite advantage.

1

You could make this priceless contribution
by working with VSO.

internationally as consultants, investigating
problems caused by mechanical vibrations and
hydraulic pulsations.

We require an Electronics Engineer for
construction/testing of prototypes, fault
diagnosis and maintenance of existing
equipment. The work will include some design
and investigate work. requiring a good
understanding of analogue and digital circuitry.

Wanted urgently

ANGEL RECORDING
STUDIOS
requires a
SENIOR MAINTENANCE
ENGINEER

Experience in the recording
industry essential. The
position carries
responsibility for the
maintenance department
and the successful
candidate will be involved
in the forward planning of
future installations at the
studios. Leadership and
self -motivation are major
requirements.
Salary negotiable.
Please contact:
John Timperley
Angel Recording Studios,
311 Upper Street, Islington,
London N1 2TU
752
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1.

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

Can you fault find

electronic circuits to
component level?

2.

Do you know how to use

an Oscilloscope?

3.

Are you able to read

circuit diagrams?

4.

Can you use a Spectrum
Analyser?

5. Do you know

'1' means?

Does V.S.W.R. mean
anything to you?

7.

Do you know how many

"ohms" in a village?

Marconi Defence Systems, Airborne Radar Group,
design and manufacture a variety of sophisticated
electronics for both the defence and commercial market
sectors. For example, one outstandingly successful
project is the radar for'Ibrnádo aircraft.
We now have interesting opportunities in the
Electronics lest Team who ensure that this advanced
radar comes up to our demanding standards.
You may never have worked inelectronics but you
may have a keen interest, or you're already an
Electronics TechnicianiEngineer. Either way, our
on-the-job training is available for those keen to
develop a career in electronics.
We offer plenty of variety, and you'll work with a
wide range of equipment including microprocessors,
microwave, digital and analogue electronics using both
manual and ATE techniques.
The department has always been equipped with
state-of-the-art technology - and we have recently
moved into completely re -furbished premises. With
major long-term contracts in, and new ones currently
being signed, our future is assured. And yours could be
too.

what Logic

6.

If you can score top marks or at least answer yes to
five of these questions, you've completed your check list
and will be ready for a rewarding career.

YES

NO

YES

NO

You'll work a 371/2 lour week, enjoying an attractive
salary and benefits which include five weeks paid
holiday, sickness benefit, discounted private medical
care, good pension and savings plans, subsidised
restaurant and a very popular sports and social club
which offers, amongst other things, football and tennis
facilities, a solarium, gymnasium and even a 9 -hole golf
course.
Find out more about joining the test team of one of
the UK's top electronics companies. Contact Derek
Slater, Personnel Manager, Marconi Defence Systems,
Airborne Radar Group, FREEPOST, Elstree Way,
Borehamwood, Hertfordshire WD6 IBR.
(No stamp required). 'telephone 01-906 6230.

Please quote reference MDS/89/005.

Marconi
Defence Systems
Airborne Radar Group

z

An equal opportunities employer

July 1989
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ARTICLES FOR SALE

SALE

COOKE INTERNATIONAL SERI ICES
UNIT 4 FORDINGBRIDGE SITE, MAIN ROAD,
BARHAM, BOGNOR REGIS,
WEST SUSSEX P022 OEB, UK
.
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GENERAL TEST EQUIPMENT

LSS0

L11S
L775
L100
L213

[z50

NEW EQUIPMENT

20MH261W DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPES IN STOCK NOW
C250 VAT
LOTS MORE AVAILABLE. SEND FOR LISTS. GOOD EOUIPMENT WANTED TO PURCHASE.
VAT and Carriage EXTRA. Tel: (44)0243 545111. Fax: (44) 0243 542457

Tektronix 475 200MHz dual time base
Telequipment D755 (Nato version of D75)
Philips PM 3218 35MHz dual T/base
Marconi TF2914 insertion signal analyser

SPECIAL OFFER
MARCONI TF2603 RF MILLI VOLTMETER
TO 1.5GHz 1 MV -3V FSD (C/W PROBE)
£99 EACH

HAVING DIFFICULTY OBTAINING AN
OBSOLETE VALVE/TRANSISTOR/IC?
(or magnetron, Klystron, CRT, tray wave tube etc)
+

*

SPECIAL OFFER EEC83 93p

*

RARE & OBSOLETE TYPES & SPECIALITY!

* All

VAT

Tektronix 1481 waveform monitor, multi display 15 line VTR £1,499
Marconi TF2002AS Gig Gen AM/FM 10MHz-72MHz
£125
Marconi TF2008 Gig Gen AM/FM 10MHz-520MHz
£575
Spectra Physics laser model 125 (inc 261 exciter)
£2,850
Scientifica + Cook Laser (Argon) handheld unit!
£175
Racal Dana 9915M UHF frequency meter
£225

(discount for 50pcs or more)

POPULAR TYPES STOCKED AT COMPETITIVE PRICES

SPECIAL PRICES FOR WHOLESALE QUANTITIES

*
*

OFFICIAL ORDERS FROM CYT DEPTS, MILITARY, PLCs, OVERSEAS ETC. WELCOME

Large stocks of Audio & Video Test Equipment, Cameras,
Recorders, Monitors also, Optical Equipment Lenses, Prisms,
Mirrors etc. Many other scopes, Sig Gens etc. Phone or fax for
latest stock list.

PHONE/FAX/TELEX FOR UP TO DATE PRICES ON YOUR REQUIREMENTS
Visa

-

-

Barclaycard phone orders accepted

I'v

BILLINGTONRarities
VALVES

Good quality - Low price

a

-

ANCHOR SURPLUS LTD

speciality

39 Highlands Road,-Horsham, Sussex RH13 5LS, UK
Phone: 0403 210729 Fax: 0403 40214 Telex: 87271

CATTLE MARKET ROAD
NOTTINGHAM
Contact: Rob Taylor

Office hours Mon-Fri 9,am-5.30pm,Callers welcome but by appointment only

TO MANUFACTURERS, WHOLESALERS,
BULK BUYERS, ETC.

Telephone: 0602 864041
Fax: 0602 864667

LARGE QUANTITIES OF RADIO, TV AND
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS FOR DISPOSAL
SEMICONDUCTORS, all types, INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, TRANSISTORS, DIODES,
RECTIFIERS, THYRISTORS, etc. RESISTORS. C/F, M/F, W/W, etc. CAPACITORS,
SILVER MICA, POLYSTYRENE. C280, C296. DISC CERAMICS, PLATE CERAMICS. etc.
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS, SPEAKERS. CONNECTING WIRE. CABLES. SCREENED
WIRE, SCREWS. NUTS, CHOKES, TRANSFORMERS, etc. ALL AT KNOCKOUT PRICES
Come and pay us a visit ALADDIN'S CAVE.

ALL PRICES + CARRIAGE AND VAT @ 15%
MENTION ELECTRONICS AND WIRELESS WORLD WHEN ORDERING A
FREE PROBE SET (ONE X1 AND k10 TO 100MHz)

STEWART OF READING

TELEPHONE: 445 0749/445 2713
HENSON LTD.

21 Lodge Lane,
15

North Finchley, London N12.

minutes from Tally Ho Corner)

1613

UNIQUE HIGH SPEED COMPUTER CONTROL SYSTEM
.

Are You Efficient? Do You Progress Jobs?
Do You Carry Stock? Do You Have Answers
for your Customers at your Fingertips?

We can offer you a totally tailored computer package
which will revolutionise your business.
For information and prices, contact Martin at:

Dardsoft
25 The Auto Centre, Erica Road, Milton Keynes.

Tel: (0908) 310226
TURN YOUR SURPLUS

PCB ASSEMBLY & OPTO

ICs transistors etc into cash.
Immediate settlement. We also
welcome the opportunity to quote

TERMINATION
Small batch production,
fast turnround.

for complete factory clearance.
Contact:

Orwell Electronics,
Lynton House, Flowton,
Ipswich, Suffolk IP8 4LG.
0473 33595
745

COLES, HARDING & Co

103 South Brink, Wisbech, Cambs.
Tel: 1'945 584188 Fax: 0945 588844
ESTABLISHED OVER 15 YEARS

B -Sweep

Micro-contro led frequency sweep generator with
response plotting, all from one compact unit
plugged into your BBC B. B+ or Master

' 50 Hz to 20KHz
Up to lv rms output
AC to DC converter
Full listing details for your
own easy modifications
f115 includes: 40/80 54/4"disc

VAT&P&P

8

692

MELFORD DESIGNS LTD

M

5

111

Bucknalls Drive.Brlcket Wood,
St. Albans, Herts. AL2 3XJ
Telephone:
Garston 10923) 672008
Fax: 0923679184
72,

SATELLITE TV BOOKS

110 WYKEHAM ROAD,
READING RG6 1 PL.

-

R.

£599
£275
£325
£750

WORLD SATELLITE ALMANAC

contains over 650 pages with lull details on satellites
footprint I)' ids tables, eft
Price: LI5.00
mrr

TEL: 0734 68041.
FAX: 0734 351696

TOP PRICES PAID FOR ALL
TYPES OF SURPLUS TEST
EQUIPMENT, COMPUTER
EQUIPMENT, COMPONENTS
etc. ANY QUANTITY. 103

¡-/GOLLEDGE)

-7

IELECTRONICS-J

THE WORLD OF SATELLITE TV

over 200 pages OF everything you need to IMO* abOu1
selecting m,tallrng peralmg and nla:ntao rng y u
satellite earth slat Price íe.91 tar

HARRISON ELECTRONICS
Garay Nay Mon h (um/
Tel

,

PL

I5 HOW

0354)51760

735

COMPLETE LOUDSPEAKER
TEST SYSTEM
B Klan 2112 third of ta,e Spectrometer 1014
M.c Amplifier 2409 Voltmeter 2020
Hetrodyne Slave Fine, .1? units/ 1901 Tracing
Frequency Mull.pber 7306 Chart Recorder (plus
another for spares( 2619 eso pre -amp 4333 capautor
microphone Needs only leads etc to set up £1.950
the lot

Bruel

TQUART/ CRYSTALS OSCILLAORS AND FILTERS of all types.
Large stocks of standard items. Specials supplied to order. Personal and
export orders welcomed - SAE for lists
please. OEM support thru: design
advice, prototype quantities, production schedules. Golledge Electronics,
Nlerriott, Somerset TA16 5NS. Tel:
0460 73718.

124721

Bra 2603

RF & VIDEO
Tel'Iron,c 528 and 529 Waleh,rm 3lnmt616 (PALI
Phd.ps PM5522 Video C. wr Te,t Generator Rhode 8
Schwarz URV UHF M.11.vo)tmeter AAn1ec 3014 UHF
MAbvoltnleters 12 unds1 TLII Lautzedmesser. 5475 the
sit

WANTED

Telephone: 0223-870164

REQUIRED
Sealed I.F. module for
Dynatron Radiogram.
Model LS 250 date
about 1969.
Telephone Ian:
01-659 1664
760

759

FREQUENCY
INTERMODULATION SOFTWARE. Calculates inter-

modulaton products for frequencies between 1Hz and 999G1-Iz. intermodulat ion order between 2 and 99, IBM PC or
compatible. Necessary to predict interference in multiple radio transmitter installations. Price 430.00 dollars
Canadian. Write for free demonstration diskette. B.Chomycz, 2023 Donald
Street, Thunder Bay, Ontario, Canada.
WANTED: VALVES TRANSIS- P7E 5W9.
756
TORS I.Cs (especially types KT66,
KT88 PX4, PX25). Also plugs, sockets
and complete factory clearance. If
possible, send written list for offer by
return. Billington Valves, phone: 0403
210729. Fax: 0403 40214. See adjoining

FOR MORE

advert.

COMPUTER,
TELEPHONE,
RADIO COMPONENTS WANTED.
Realistic prices offered for redundant'
surplus electronic components. Send
lists or contact: J.B. Patrick, 14 Itill
Road, Brentwood, Essex CM 14 4QY.
Tel: 0277 21

14 10.

DETAILS CALL:
CHRIS TERO
ON

661-3033

Southern
England

D

G

Excellent Salaries
and Benefits

itiC Teca%

let
Believe These Are Some nu
We

the Very Best Opportunities
S ForOfYou
to Achieve

Early Success S1

Imagine

writing your own specification
for your next job. Would it have:Proper recognition for individual

You

could find all of these and more. Our
client can offer you the chance of participating in
some of the most exciting developments of
electronic warfare systems putting Britain in the
forefront well into the next century.

contribution/talents
Good prospects for career development
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Specialists in Electronics, Computing & Defence
195 Victoria Street St. Albans ALl 3TJ
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Hitachi Colour Monitors

34" 720K DISK DRIVE
AT £49.50 + VAT

20" 64KHz Ultra High Res CAD £595 (carriage £30),
20" 48-51 KHz Ultra High Res CAD £495 (carriage £30),
14" 30.4KHz PGA £149 (carriage £10), 12" CGA will convert
to EGA £119.50 (carriage £6.50) 12" CGA £ 119.50
(carriage £6.50).

Japanese -made (Y -E data) high
reliability, modern, low
component chassis drives.
Surface mount design. These
drives are ex -equipment in
immaculate 'as new' condition,
boxed, and carry a full 6 months
(money -back -if -not -satisfied)
guarantee.
£49.50 each (carriage £3.00), £4430 for ten or more, 25 or more p.o.a.
Box of ten 31/2" disks, £9.75

Racal V22 1200 Baud Modem
Micro controlled, BT approved modem very high
quality. Auto answer 1200, 600, 300 Baud. Cased,
uncased card or 15 cards in rack. Cased £55.
Uncased £24.95. 15 in rack £375 (carriage: 1 £3.50;
15 £20).

Modems (all BT approved)
Transdata 307 Acoustic Couplers. 300 baud, fits all
phones
£9.95 (carriage £3)

Power Supplies
Farnell N300 R113U cased, 300 watt PSU, +5V at 40A,
+12V at 5A, -12V at 5A, +24V at 5A, -5V at 1A,
current model (list price £244).
£49 (carriage £4)

Keyboards
STC Wordprocessor keyboard. Top quality German
manufacture.
£5.95 (carriage £3)
All goods new and guaranteed three months unless stated.

®.

Sound and Lighting Equipment

(few left only)
20 cps, 132 column, variable pitch, all the features you would expect
from a quality printer. Six month guarantee, ribbon and typewheel
included, £99.50 each (carriage £6.50) + VAT. NB: RS 232 printers only
left.
HURRY! STOCKS COMING TO AN END!

EDC radio mics., complete broadcast quality kit including
microphone, receiver and case £295 (accessories and
spares available). 1K watt PA speaker rig £995. Pair Altec
15" dual concentrics £325. BBC studio monitor speakers
(LS5/1 or LS5/2) pair £110. Mini PA speakers pair £30.
Foldback wedges £39 each. Revox A77 Mk4 £275. Revox
A77 Mk4 varispeed £325. 300+300 watt amplifier £225.
H+H TPA100 (170 watt) £95 each. Digital echo unit £85.
Spring reverb £25.6 into 2 mixer £95. Berkey/Colortran
system 2 professional lighting controller, 150 channel, disc
drive, green screen, full documentation. Complete with
separate 100 channel de -multiplex unit ready to connect to
standard dimmer racks £1,495. Selection of lanterns etc,
please call. All equipment is second user. Delivery POA.

VAT must be added to all prices.

Visa & Access accepted 24 hour phone service

Epson 12" TTL Mono Monitors (Green)
High resolution, IBM, Hercules compatible, TTL £48.50 (carriage £5.50)

Triumph -Adler Royal Daisy Wheel Printers

olmos

Visa & Access
accepted 24 hour
phone service

Matmos Ltd, Unit 11, Lindfield Enterprise Park, Lewes Road,
Lindfield RH16 2LX. Tel: 0444 454377, 04447 2091/3830.

ENTER 30ON REI'LY CARD
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TAYLOR

R.F. EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS

PERFORMANCE
& QUALITY

19" RACK MOUNT CRYSTAL CONTROLLED
VESTIGIAL SIDEBA.ND TELEVISION MODULATOR
(excluding

PRICES FROM £214.13

Prices

.

carriage)

VAT &

CCIR/3
£214.13
CCIR/3-1 £273.67

19" RACK MOUNT VHFIUHF
TELEVISION DEMODULATOR
PRICE AT ONLY £198.45

_

(excluding

VAT &

carriage)

row

CCIR/3 SPECIFICATION
Power requirement

75

FM Sound Sub -Carrier

Modulation
IF Vision
IF Sound

Ny

Sound Pre-Emphasis
Ripple on IF Saw Filter
Output (any channel 47-860MHz)
Vision to Sound Power Ratio

Intermodulation
Spurious Harmonic Output

PRICES FROM ONLY £109.76

(excluding

VAT &

.6dB

75

10

to

I

(80dB

as

- Loop/Stereo Sound/Higher Power Output
TV channels
- CCTV
Surveillance up
down one coax, telemetry camera control

Other Options Available

carriage)

-- 50us
-- +6dBmV (2mV) Ohm
or less than 60dB
-- Equal
if fitted with TCFLI filter or
-40dB
combined via TCFL4 Combiner/Leveller
above but output level
- Specification
60dBmV I000mV Intermodulation 54dB

CCIR/3.1

WALLMOUNT DOUBLE SIDEBAND
TELEVISION MODULATOR

(available other voltages)
- 240V
Ohm
-- IV.8VPk600-PkWatt
Ohm
(available 5.5MHz)
-- 6MHz
Negative
-- 38.9MHz
32.9MHz (available 33.4MHz)
8

Video Input
Audio Input

1.F.

Alternative Applications

to 100

signals, transmitted in the same coax in the
reverse direction
802 DEMODULATOR SPECIFICATION

Frequency Range
A.FC. Control
Video Output
Audio Output
Audio Monitor Output

-- +/- MHz
-- IV OhmOhm unbalanced
- Ohms
45-290MHz, 470-860MHz
1.8

75

.75V 600

4

Tunable by internal preset
Available for PAL System I or BC

selection via remote switching.
- Channel
Crystal Controlled Tuner.

Options

Stereo Sound,

CCIR/5 MODULATOR SPECIFICATION

-- 240V
IV
Ohms
-- torms 30K Ohms Adjustable to
(2mV) 470-860MHz
-- 6dBmV
Negative
or 5.5MHz
-- 6MHz
Deg temperature change
than 60dB
-- less
50us
Sound Pre -Emphasis
Modul.,tor(unwanted sideband can be suppressed using TCFL4
Power Requirement

Video Input
Audio Input
Vision to Sound Power Ratio
Output
Modulation
Audio Sub -Carrier
Frequency Stability
Intermodulation

Pk -Pk 75

IV
10

.4

1.2

I

150KHz

25

Double Sideband

Combiner/Leveller)
CHANNEL COMBINER/FILTER/LEVELLER
to combine outputs of modulators
TCFL2
TCFL4

Prices
CCIR/5-1
CCIR/5-2
CCIR/5-3
CCIR/5-4
CCIR/5-5

TSKO

1

2

3
4

5

Modulator £109.76
Modulators £167.99
Modulators £237.59
Modulators £307.19
Modulators £376.79

Channel Filter/Combiner/Leveller Insertion loss 3.5dB
Channel Filter/Combiner/Leveller. Insertion loss 3.5dB
Enables up to 4 xTCFL4 or TCFL2 to be combined.

2

4

TAYLOR BROS (OLDHAM) LTA
BISLEY STREET WORKS, LEE STREET,

OLDHAM, ENGLAND.
ENTER 2 ON REPLY CARD

TEL: 061-652. 3221

TELEX: 669911

FAX: 061-626 1736

AN UNBEATABLE COMBINATION
.1/

GROUP
I.R. GROUP AND TEKTRONIX
Tektronix 246713

400MH
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lWttronlx 2467B

I.R. Group and Tektronix have teamed up to offer
you the best possible combination the quality of
Tektronix oscilloscopes, plus the unique one -stop
shop benefits and quality service of the I.R. Group.

-

I.R. Group offers:

1',

IR Group offers these Tektronix products:

2400B Series. The cream of oscilloscopes with
real time scopes from the 150MHz 2445B up to the
400MHz 2465B and 2467B. Digital storage models
up to the 300MHz, 500MS/s 2440.

New equipment sales of a wide range of
2300 Series. A range of high quality 100MHz
Tektronix portable oscilloscopes. No other
field service oscilloscopes.
distributor has such a quality range, all available
2200 Series. The best quality general purpose
from stock for next day delivery if needed.
oscilloscopes available with real time
Rental of all these Tektronix
and digital storage models ranging
oscilloscopes for your shortaOI,pEff GuLl
from 20MHz up to 100MHz.
term needs or for one-off projects. ó~NTVALEV.alingli
WOE rol
/1
Tektronix from I.R. Group
Leasing, through our unique
- it's an unbeatable combination
.4W~
Lease Purchase Plan.
designed to offer you,
Outstanding customer service.
our customers,
One telephone call puts you in
an unbeatable service.
touch with one person who can
offer you all these services.
I:N'I'I:Ii:t ON IO;l'I.Y CAM)

LONDON: 0753 580000 MANCHESTER: 061 973 6251 ABERDEEN: 0224 899522

